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The World Championship winning NIMBUS
11 is only OM 46,200 exe. V.A.T. (ex·works).
(NOT the price of OM 55,000 quoted by S&G in the last issuel

Have you checked the actual price of the
other open sailplanes?
The Nimbus " is without rival in value for
performance.

STANDARD CIRRUS

We would need many pages to detail the contest
wins of this well-known Standard Class ship!
Good handling qualities make it suitable for Club
use as well.
SITUATIONS VACANT
P.P.L. holder/gliding enthusiast. Do you have a season to spare towing,
crewing (road and A/T retrieving) and generally helping at Southern
Sailplanes. Reasonable wage, car and accommodation provided. Apfl7 to
MidSept 75.
Gliding Instructor. Good rate of pay plus commission, five day week,
caravan provided on site.

• Repairs • C's of A
• Modifications
We' can repair your damaged sailplane to the highest
standard no matter what material it is constructed from.
Tel: HUNGER FORO 2058 out of working hours
for urgent repairs.

INSTRUMENTS
Ex-government, PZL, Winter:
A large selection in stock, and, of course:
SOARING SYSTEMS electric Vario.
Braunschweig type T.E. units.
"MERLIN" trailers
"NORLOCK" locking plates for ON panels.

JANUS
At last a two·seater with the performance and
handling of todays competition sailplanes, just as
useful as an advanced trainer or competition
mount. For the cos,t of that cumbersome two
seat motor g,lider you could have a Janus.

MOTOR NIMBUS
.
If you live near contrQlled airspace or near the sea
etc. this is the sailplane for you.
Note these points:
(1) 50 hp. electrically retractable motor
with electric start.
(2) Take-off (on grass) 382yds.
(3) Cruise {4 hours endurance) @ 6587kts.
Just think you 'could take off in the morning,
cruise for 1~ hours, spend the day soaring many
miles away and return home in the evening.

ALL above machines are primarily built of Glass
Reinforced Plas.tic which is the best material for surface
accuracy, durability, negligible maintenance requirement
and pilot protection inan accident.
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CHAIRMAN'S REPORT, 1974
Last year I looked forward to Sailplane & Gliding in its
My report last year was written before ,the fud crisis in
November 1973 had made its impact. The resulting ban on new format. I am glad to say that this has proved to be an
Sunday flying caused considerable hardship to many gliding ex,ceUent innovation and after certain initial printing difclubs without any corresponding fuel saving. Quite apart ficulties it has now settled down very satisfactorily.
Ray Stafford Alien died suddenly in May. His oonfrom this a tremendous amount of negotiation and hard
.ttibution to the Association was vast, and his toss as its
work was required before the ban was tifted.
I sincerely hope that no similar catastrophe occurs before Chief Technical Officer is quite immeasurable. Ray was one
of the very few people I have ever met who never spoke ill
the publication of this report.
The most momentous decision that the Executive Com- of anyone. He was totally devoted to gliding and to the
mittee has taken in 1974 has been to move our offices out of people who glide and his going certainly leaves a void that
London. This has been necesSttated by rising costs and in can never be precisely filled.
We are fortunate that Dick StrattoA has taken on the post
particular by the enormous increase that has taken place in
rental values in or near central London. In inflationary of OtiefTechnical Officer in a part time capacity and 1 wish
times any organisa,tion which is suppor:ted almost entirely by him every success.
voluntary contributions made from the taxed income of inEarlier in the year John Heath resigned his position as
dividuals must take very careful steps to run as economically Assistant National Coach to take up a post in South Africa.
as possible. With this in mind, the Executive Committee Brian Spreckley has been appointed to fill the vacancy and 1
decided that the Association should take a lease of modern hope that his energy and enthusiasm will be with liS for
office premises within the triangle bounded by London, many years. Our ·most sincere thanks are due ,to the
Newbury and Leicester. In the upshot it has been decided to professionals throughout the movement-without them we
take a lease of modern premises in Leicester.
should indeed be in difficulty.
It has been obvious for a long time that the radio frequencies
allotted to gliding are extremely overcrowded. Colin
More contact with the north and Scotland
Street has negotiated successfully on our behalf for the
Perhaps I should add hastily that it is entirely co- allocation of an additional frequency which can be used exincidental that your Chairman should live in Leicester. Our clusively by gliders. As a result we now have the exclusive
property advisers consider that Leicester is so over- use of 130.1 and 130.4MHz; and 129.9MHz has been allotdeveloped with surplus office accommodation that when the ted on an experimental basis for ground use only and is
rent is reviewed in five years time its potential increase shared with other users.
should be considerably less than ,in other areas which do not
show such over-development. Leicester has the merit of Advice on proper use of radio
being easily accessible to London by road and rail and to
The use of radio by most pilots leaves a lot to be desired
other parts of the country. By moving in a northerly direction I feel certain that our headquarters w:il\ have more con- and it is planned that clubs should appoint radio officers to
tact with the north and Scotland and this, I think, can only advise pilots on the proper use of radio. It seems to be that
whilst we have educated pilots in flyil'lgand airmanship most
be for the good.
I am glad to say that the proposed move has the whole radio users have been entirely sel( taught. Hence it is not
hear,ted support of our staff, although inevitably they will reaUy surprising that our use of radio is, to say the least,
not an be able to make the move. For those that do, the rather disorganised. In addition, on the grounds of air
prospect of working in civilised conditions away from the safety, it is hoped that an pilots will use their competition
numbers as their aircraft radio call signs and that those
turmoil of London is an excellent prospect.
Obviously the Executive Committee win continue to meet pilots who do not have competition numbers should acquire
in London, but the expense of so doing wit! be more than them for this purpose.
1 have had discussions with the Ministry of Defence .and
considerably offset by the other financial savings resulting
from the move. In particular, the Executive Committee is these have been followed by lengthy correspondence poinsatisfied that the move will not handicap our contact with ting out the anomalies which arise from the regulations concerning the use of Ministry airfields. These regulations seem
the various official bodies with whom we have to deal.
John Ellis, as Chairman of the Airspace Committee, has to be based on bureaucratic rather tban on practical conput in a tremendous amount of work in discussing with the siderations. Our attitude is supported by the Sports Council
CAA their proposals to enlarge the London TMA and also but the results of the discussions so far have been entirdy
to exclude from it gliders in VMC. It seems likely that the fruitless.
At the World Championships held at Waikerie in South
CAA proposals will be implemented in April 1975 but,
nevertheless, we continue to fight these restrictions which Australia in January, Bernard Fitchett came fourth in the
we do not consider to be necessary Or justifiable. Full details Standard Class. For the next World Championships to be
of the proposals are contained in John's report as Com- held ill Finland in 1976 eight pilots have been selected of
whom four will be selected to represent Britain at a later
mittee Chairman.
.
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stage. Roger Barrett has again been .appointed Team
Manager and wHl be responsible for the training of the
selected eight.
Our thanks are due again to The Daily Telegraph for
sponsoring Euroglide which was held most successfully at
Nympsfield in August. In addition The Daily Telegraph
sponS€>red Qperation Farglide which was designed to
promote a British attempt at the World Distance Record, by
starting from Portmoak in Scotland and over-flying the
English Channel to all stations beyond. On only three occasions did the weather forecast show promise and, in the
event, only two pilots took the air at Portmoak and then in
conditions which did not J,ustify leaving the site.
The United Service and Royal Aero Club awarded its
Silver medal in 1974 to Ralph Jones for his competition and
record breaking successes in 1973. The FAI has since awarded the Ullenthal Medal to Ann Welch for her services to
gliding over a great number of years and has also awarded a

Tissandier Diploma to Andy Gough for his achievements in
running the RAFGSA Centre at 8icester for many years.
BOA Diplomas were awarded to Opc- Bradwell, Jack Aked
and Arthur Doughty.
In 1973 many British and United Kingdom gliding
records were broken, 1974 has seen a similar repetition on
such a scale that it is impractical to mention any individuals.
I,t is certainly indicative of Qnce again ,increased giliding activity.
Last year I mentioned hang gliding in my report. As I envisaged dlis is a growing sport and is continuing to develop
under \ its own Association. Close Haison between both
sports is obviously desirable.
To summarise the scene, British gliding is rertainly
developing in aU directions despite the inevitable adverse
pressures which are a feature at this time of every walk of
life.
C.R.SIMPSON, Chairman

1976 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
ROGER .BARRETT - Team Manager

At first. Finland did seem a rather strange place to hold the
1976 World Championships. Never having been there and
thinking of Sibelius; pine forests, myriads of lak.es and it
being next door to Russia, I had visions of weal< thermals,
ghastly retrieves on ice-paCked tracks and s0mething like a
Vrsac '72 outcome.
Having now talked to pilots who have flown there. it does
seem very much more at;tractive: an average June has 50%
of days with the c10udbase over 5000ft-in 1969 they had
.6 days 00 end when the base was. above 5000ft-and Tom
Bradbury has also dug out that Helsinki has an average of
300hrs sunshine in June compared to 200 for Oxford. Thermals start early in the day (it'ssoarable by lOam) and go on
late; in the middle of a good day thermals are welldiscipltned and typically give 4 or 5m/sec. Sounds as though
it is worth trying quite 'hard to get into the next British
Team after all.
One of the recommendations we made to the BGA after
Waikerie was that top pilots in Britain ought to take training
for a World Championships much more seriously than
hitherto. As a r.esult the BGA decided to adopt a slightly
different selection procedure this time. Eight pilLots hav.e
now been voted on to a British Team Squad and the final
team will be selected by a secret ballot of the 16 top pilots
plus the Team Manager at the end of September tbis year.
The eight (George Burton, 10hn Oelafield, Bernatd Fitchett, Barrie Goldsbrough, Ralph Jones, George Lee, Ron
Sandford and John Williamson) will, therefore, have eyery
incentive to fly flat out this summer!
We believe it is vital that our pilots come 'Up against the
best possible foreign epposition this year, 50 everyone can
gauge Just how tough it is going to be to win in 1976, and
make p'lans accordingly. This summer, if present training
proposals materialise, Bernard FitcheU and George Lee will
be flying in the Finnish Nationals and the other six on the

The Brits Prepare
short-list will be competing at Angers and at Hahnweide in
Germany. All the squad will also be flying in as many
British competitions as they can-including weekend days at
Regionals, so we hope a lot of less experienced pilots will
get the opportunity of seeing the latest speed flying
techniques in action (and if they have read Winning on the
Wind they call also practise on the eight the art of getting a
psychological advantage Over the opposition-known as
"moffating" I understand).
Of course, at! the practice in the world ·is wasted if we
cannot afford to send ,to Finland next year a full team flying
,the most competitive gliders available. Inflation has ,taken its
toU so the total cost (some £13,(00) is going to be about the
same as for Waikerie-even though we don't have to get to
the other 'side of the world this time. We have estimated that
we have ar.ound £6,000 to raise from clue members and,
hO;pefuUy, commercial sponsors. It is probably goirng to be
as difficult for us to achieve this target as it will be for our
pilots to win in Fifl'land but we are, like them, full of hope
and determination.
Oeirdre Iteeves (who ought to be known at least by sight
by everyone who has ever held a wing tip) and her team of
helpers will be encouraging you to spare a little time-and
maybe even a little cash-to help us on our way. She is planning a "Guess the Girls' Weights" contest at Euroglide.
The main effort, however, will be a giant fund-raising
scheme along the lines, of a sponsored walk but based on the
results of this year's big competitions and the NatLionalladder. The motto is "Sponsor a pilot i,n. 1975 and help Britain
Finnish first in 1976" - ouch! Of course, if you would
prefer to make your contribution direct to the BGA it will
be gratefully received. Cheques should be made payable to
"BGA World Champs Fund" and sent to me clo British
Gliding Association, Kimberley House, Vaughan Way,
Leicester. Thanks in advance for your help.
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Every year hundreds of kilometres are notched up
by the seasoned cross-country pilots. It fill seems
effortless and relaxed, while the less experienced
dream of the heady day of a Silver C distance. But
is it all so easy at the top? Surely they to'o make
their mistakes?
In this feature some of our most cross-country
minded pilots have written about flights that
didn't work out quite as they had planned but
from which something valuable was learnt.

FLIGHTS
Knickers Knotted in the French Alps

BRENNIG JAMES

.,I«

.,r'1

The date was July 10, 1973, and the task Vinon-SavinesLucendior-Vinon. I was lying third in the contest without
much hope of getling into second or first place and not free
from the danger of faBing back to fourth or worse.
The second 'leg was across the grain of the topography
which made both gliding and navigation difficult. Conditions were excellent and by getting good climbs and putting ,the nose down to 9Ok,ts, 1 had pulled away from the opposition.
To find the second turning point I had to follow a railway
line up a valley until it did a hairpin bend where the village
would be found nearby. This I did, but as I went up the
valley the bend refused to materialise and, what is more, a
fake appeared in the middle distance.
I was now below the sides of the valley and fac-ed with
three difficult problems. I was lost, I was getting low and
there was nowhere to land ~n the steep and narroW valley.
I. have been in a tizz before but never for about ten
minutes on ~nd, so I was able to examine my behaviour at
leisure. You beg,in thinking about. one problem but find it so
embarrassing that you change the subject and think of
something else. The next topic is again unpleasant so you
think of another, with the result that you give none of the
problems sufficient. thought 10 deal with them adequateiy.
(White rats, when given too difficult a problem in an
perimental situation, tend to indulge in self-preening activities-the' so called displacement act'iviti.es-humans are
liable to chew their fingernails or smoke cigareHes),
1 took a firm grip on myself and decided that the problem
of highest priority was to find more lift. Fortunately at this
moment a large mountain materialised ahead of roe. This

ex-
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was a cone surmounted by an oblong block of rock half a
mile by ,a quarter and 2000ft high. I found out later Ithat this
was called Mont Auguille and there is an interesting account
of it in Ronald Marks' "The A'lps".
I flew two laps around it, geHing strong lift all the way
and I could feel the heat from the rock on the side of my
face. This took me level with the top and a few more circles
put another 2000ft on the clock.
1 could now see over into the next (correct) valley and
descended on my turning point from the north. The rest of
the flight was straightforward.
Although I had made a detour of about ten miles I hadn't
lost a great deal of tIme since those who had taken a more
direct route encountered weak conditions.
The moral is that in a dangerous situation your IQ tends
to fall to a very low figure. However there is usually plenty
of time for thought and you must sort out your priorities,
solving the most pressing problem first. If you are lost, the
first step is to admit it and stop trying to bend railway lines
to make them fit the map. Before that, try and get really high
so you can see a bit more of the land.

An Episode I Have Lived Down
HUGH HILDITCH

Once upon a July mOrn after a forecast of thunderstorms
(before P9rtmoak invented the wave, spark and bang
Diamonds were the only ones availal5le), numerous pilots
readied batteries, oxygen, warm clothing and barographs.
I was one, and at aboul 4.3Qpm, with lowering cumulus
all round. towed to 2S00ft in the cluo Skylark 3 and headed
for a group of active looking douds from the centre of
which the occasional lightning flash issued.
Prudentlly selecting one of the "foothills" of 'this
conglomeration, I climbed uneven'tfulLy to 13000ft when lift
petered out I then turned into the light SW wind and
emerged from cloud just about where expected.
So far
good. The next promising looking cloud was a
slender tower which took me to 17000f1. Once again
straightening into wind I sank to 14000ft, still in cloud, then
hit another powerful surge. I turned into it and this time
feund a rough climb of8kts, deafening hail, and shot past
the Diamond revel. All the metal parts became live (this was
before gliders were bonded) but I was not actually struck,
though Mike Gee in a neighbouring cu was hit repeatedly.
At 22000ft the hail stopped and at 24000 lift petered out
and I straightened on a SW course.

w

Now the ,interesting bit started. Where was f? There was
little to see as the canopy was totally iced-it was like Oying
an igloo with a few inches of clear vision panel te see
through. After what seemed ages, a tiny piece of coast with
a fair sized town appeared 20000ft below. To this day I
don't know where it was and I made the first mistake.
All round and behind there were vast cumulus, but south
over the sea it was fairly clear. Instead of carrying on due
south far enough to get a fix, I turned back into cloud and
headed north and flew, and frew and flew.
When bits of ground finally began to appear at about
lOOOft it was country that looked quite differ-ent from
anything I had seen before. I was LOST!
But there are degrees of being lost and this was, only the
beginning. A large concrete runway came int.o view, which
from the course 1 had been flying could only be Boscomhe.
1 headed for it and it was on the circuit to this airfield that I
experienced one of life's worst moments. Instead of the V
bombers that should have been around there were
Viscounts.
The wretched place wasn't Boscombe but Gatwick, and
the large town 1500ft below was Crawley. So I pulled the
brakes out and landed in the nearest field. This is still
probably the UK record for being lost-l20kms of i't.
The lessons are valid for all kinds of above cloud flight
I Low level winds are no guide to what is happening high
up. Later actuals showed that though ground wind was 8kts
SW, at 20000ft it was 50kts W.
2 The only direction to head when ground ,is obscured is
precisely into wind. At this k,ind of height vast distances can
be covered.
3 When a lot of ground is seen, hold on to it unti,1 a
position is determined.
4 When there is the smallest chance of violating controlled airspace, land at once and never mind the retrieve.
5 Don't put a lightmeter near a compass.
This .flight was many years ago before Gatwick was a
prohibited zone to gliders.

Colditz in Reverse

FRANK POZERSKIS

I would like to recall one of my unsuccessful attempts at
Gold C distance from Dunstable. h was several years ago
during mid-summer and I declared Plymouth via
Roborough airfield.
The weather conditions were excellent and I arrived over

Exeter during the latter part of the afternoon, which was
good progress in a Skylark 4, even though I had a tailwind.
However the sky between Exeter and Plymouth was all blue,
but there was cumulus approximately 20 miles off-course to
my right.
I didn't realise this was the sea-breeze front and having
5000ft agl in hand and with 30 miles to go, I decided to
cross Dartmoor towards Plymouth. I would have reached
my goal with a tailwind had it flot been for the sea-breeze
against me. I soon found myself at 300ft over Dartmoor and
the surface of the ground looked worse than the moon.
Fortunately there was. a smatl field adjacent to a high wall
enclosing wme ~uildings. So I landed there.
I was immediately surrounded by uniformed men and
soon discovered that I had tanded atDartmoor prison. The
only consolation was that I had help to escape!
I now realise that I should have altered course at Exeter
t.o contact the clouds working at the edge of the sea-breeze
front and then gradually made my way to Plymouth.

A Triumph or a laleof Woe
AlAN PURNELl

One's attitude to gliding plays an important part in deciding
whether a flight is successful ot not. Consider a 400km
triangle I did in wave at Portmoak (before ilunch) in October. To all intents and purposes this was an outstandingly
successful trip and 1 thoroughly enjoyed ev.ery minute of it,
but equally it could be regarded as a tale of woe from start
to finish if I had a different approach to my gliding.
1 suppose the major lesson learnt was that I should have
attempted tt:> brea'k the 300km triangle speed record. The
reasons why I didn't win unfold.
First the weather a half an hour before dawn did not
augur well for a fantastic wave day. There was too little
wind on the ground and the clouds didn't look right for it.
It still didn't look right when 1 launched at 8.30, but a few
minutes later the whole sky went up off the north-west corner of Bishop and I went up with it-to 17700ft, the base of
a thin layer of ice cloud which it was not prudent to tangle
with.
Perhaps I should have landed, declared a triangle and
relaunched. If 1 had I would have declared the TyndrumBa1later 300km triangle as it was one of the few 28%
triangles that have decent turning points.
Let's see how I would have got on. I went north-west
across the l'rossacks to Tyndrum (N of Loch Lomond).
Over most of the track the wave was broken into short
stret'ches of usable stuff. During one beat forward across
waves [ lost 9000ft crossing several weak areas before I
found usable wave.
Since I had been so slow 1 thought I may as well try to
get to the west coast at Oban, but I chickened out over the
middle of loch Awe (ten miles SE of Oban) as the wave
got even more broken and I could not hold my sett-imposed
minimum of I(XXX)ft over that desolate countryside.
My second leg took me back across Dalmally. Tyndrum,
Loch lyon, skirting Loch Tay to Pillochry. Here the cloud
layers thickened up until there were few slots by" which to
navigate. However there appeared to be good wave cloud
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over where I assumed Ballater was and I dimbed to l7000ft
missed one single minute of it.
well north of Ballater before. I spotted Aboyne over my
On reflection I find that I regard a successful flight as
shoulder.
one which terminat'es back at base. On this basis I have been
But Ballater was unphotographable under the cloud sheet
pretty suceessful during the last year as I only landed out
so my projected 300km triangle wag, unusable. In fact I bad once. This was with a total of 49cross-country flights
flown the 40 miles from Pitlochry to beyond Aboyne on
covering 1225 miles (11700km) in 30 I ilrs from 72 launches,
including 20 trips of over 3OOkm.
dea" reckoning ,as all I could see through tbe slots were
moorland and the occasional snow brushed peak. At least I
Let us see what my mistake could have been. The reason
hadn't been over the North Sea.
I landed out was the same as for those who didn't complete
Aboyne told me that they <:ouldn't fly because they were
the 500km task art May 30 at the Dunstable Nationa~ls. The
in severe lUrbulence from the strong crosswind-that must . increasing eaS'lerly wind clobbered those of us trying to get
have been frustrating on one of the best wave days of the back to Lasham. S.nce we were further south, it clobbered
year.
us along time before it got to Dunstable.
The last leg was a joy-65 miles in 24mins and I arrived
Now if I hadn't expected this to happen then I guess I
back at 5000ft-that's 250kmlh.
would have learnt something, but I did expect it (and so did
So to summarise-I didn't declare a task; if I had it the Met boys) and the 300km task I attempted was pJanned
would have been wrong because of weak wave ()Ver one leg
to end befor,e 4pm. Unfortunately I do not remember
and too much cloud over the second, making the turning
whether I could have taken off earlier, but tf I could have
point impossible to photograph. I was intimidated by the
done that would be one lesson learnt.
desolate countryside and kept too high for speed. Finally I
Maybe I should have tackled a task mo're into wind but
that was oul due to the location of the London TMA.
climbed too high for the final glide.
So what did I learn'? Just to keep OfI' trying. Forecasting Should I have chosen a smaller task? Yes certainly,. but I
good wave is still in its infancy. Places, where wave is best
reckon I was only 15mins away from being able to ge[ back,
are largely unexplored. Judging which turning points to use so perhaps the failure was due to taking a weaker thermal
once or twice. Who knows?
is difficult and experience must be gained the hard way.
Judging final glides across wave must be the least practised
So the only lesson I learnt that was really relevant was
gliding skill yet discovered.
that jf you want ,to have a good flight, ignore the Met and
land out wherever you have to.
As I said
the beginning, I wouldn't have liked to have

at

New for you!
.5position flaps on a15 meter
.
~
sailplane
If you are loo~ing for the obvious advantages of 5-position flaps without the disadvantages of
. costly 19m sailplanes, be one of the first in the U.K. to buy and fly the new metal 15-29D, a
unique ai,rcraft in ,its class.

-

The metal construction of the IS-29D substantially reduces the usuaHy high repair and maintenance
costs of fibre 9'lass gliders. Designed to OSTIV requirements, the 15-29D is a 15m standard cl'ass air
.
craft, sup.erbly bui'lt and Hnished with first-class handling characteristics and low circling speed.
I:t features really effective top al1d bottom air brakes and is delivered complete with ASI, two PZL
variometers, altimeter, compass and miniature T&S to Dunstable or Lasham for only rA,350+V.A.T.

A demonstrator is available
FuU detai'ls from either:
SOLE IMPORTER
DISTRIBUTOR
~ S.inge.r Products.lnc.(u.K.)Ltd.,The Parade Danison Import Exp0rt Ltd.,
49 Tamworth Road, Hertford. Telephone:
.
Frimley, Surrey. Telephone:
Hertford 2461/2/3
Camberley 20717 Telex 85147
Sol'e Exporter: Techno Import, Bucharest, Rumania

ff
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BILL SCULL, Senior National Coach,
takes a look at one of the poss,ible contributory
factors in a particular category of fatal accident.

AFTER THE STALL
The last three Coaching Corners have looked at misuse of
the controls and some effects (especial1y negative g)
arising. This time 1 want to wnsider the phase of flight
when the elevator and ailerons cease to function normal1y
as is the case when the glider has stal1ed.
Elevator and Aileron - after the stall.
lt might seem superfluous to state the normal function of
the controls-stick forward, nose down-stick left, left
wing goes down-but I want you to consider how often you
get these responses? Obviously the answer is "most of the
time". Now consider a stall; when the nose or wing drops
you cannot raise them with the appropriate control Indeed,
use of the aileron in the conventional sense usually worsens
the wing drop. How much experience have you got in this
situation? Answer "not much". The ratio between the two
phases of flight (un-stalled/stalled) will probably have its
most favourable value at some time around first solo. The
significance of this should be obvious, our instinctive reaction is the one that we use most often. Therefore a pilot
who fails to recognise the approaching stall may use the instinctive control input, which is now the wrong one.
Although training Is given in recognition of the approaching stal1, the pattern of the training (observe the
symptoms, stall and recover deliberately) is not representative of the accident situation. When a stall occurs inad. vertently it is because the symptoms have not been
recognised. If as a result of the training, or rather its pattern, the pilot fails to take the recovery action then this to
my mind is not surprising. Pilots should be aware that their
instinctive response to an inadvertent stal1 may be to pul1
the stick back as the nose drops. An awareness among instructors of this problem would lead them to discuss it with
their students which, hopefully, would give them better
protection.
If anyone doubts these arguments then he should get involved with accident analysis. The number of pilots who
spin into the ground with all the wrong control deflections
is evidence enough. To take another slant, I believe that our
basic training tends to "programme" pilots to respond to
cer,tain stimuli.
In the deliberate stall, the stimulus is the various symptoms of the stal1 artd the response is the recovery. A pilot

will respond when he has received aU, or perhaps some of,
the symptoms. Ideal1y, If properly trained, he will initiate a
recovery upon recognition of the first symptoms rather than
waiting for the glider to stall. (Contrast this with another
pattern of basic training ie recovery only after the glider
has stalled.) Evidently a pilot will become set in this pattern
of basic training which is where the problem starts in the
accidental stall.
The Inadvertent Stall
What happens when the pilot fails to receive the input
stimulus of the symptoms of the stall? If he is "programmed" only to take recovery action when he has received the
stimulus then, by implication in the title "inadvertent", he
will not take the recovery action. He doesn't believe the
stall has taken place and when the nose or wing drops his
action will be "instinctive", However instinctive in these
circumstances is wrong, wrong, wrong! The human reaction
when the controls cease to function seems to be fright or
panic. A fright may be over quickly enough for the pilot to
re-process the information in hand-no response to the
controls, this must be a statl. Panic, however. is prolonged
and there is no chance of rational thought processes.
The message should be obvious; there are problems
arising from learning methods with habit patterns applicable to all of us. Only if we are awar~ of these habit patterns and instinctive reactions will we attain imprOVed
protection in situations fraught with possibilities. Some of
the psychological problems may be insurmountable, but one
of our aims as instructors must be to understand ourselves
and to help our students understand themselves to ensure
them of a better protection.
Nearly the whole of one's time in flight is spent where the
controi responses are normal. It would not be reasonable to
expect otherwise. The ratio of unstalled/stalled flight time
becomes less favourable as a pilot gains experience. At all
levels of experience practice is needed*. I view this practice
as an insurance policy-the first premium paid during basic
training, further payments due at regular intervals. After all
what personal insurance policy can you get that's any good
with a single payment!
*AS many accidents occur to pilots with more than 150hrs as do to those
with -leM.
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RODNEY nBBS Questions the competitive side of gliding and suggests the pot and badge
hunters are the 10sers

FLYING WITH THEIR EYES SHUT ..•
The morons who clamber IOtO tne air and proceed to
Steve Longland's 500km triangle in a wooden glider was a
staggering perfoTmance. For this reason alone his article in . , turn one of the most beautiful and satisfying of activities
S&G, August 1974, pIS7, made compelling reading.
into just another set of positions and points have my profound sympathy. Steve Longland, a highly intelUgent and
1 am prepared to bet, however, that 99 point umpteen
likeable chap, has the intellect to question it. But will he
something of his readers put their performances against
reject the rat race? It wiu be interesting ~o see.
his, excused themselves for not havfng done it in a glass
I fly for pure pleasure. I fly for the sheer exhilaration of
ship, or explained away the fact that he made it in wood
and they didn't.
.
floating through the air and for the adventure of visiting
the U1iknown with my pores wide open for new sensations.
For me Steve Longland's piece carried a more profound
Even a glider on the ground i·s an experience. Do the pot
message. Longland reached the top, pulled €lff tbe
hunters ever pause to take in ,that indefinable smell which
impossible, achieved a burning ambition cliche, cliche and
permeates the cockpit-dope and crushed chocoJate bar.s
cliche, and yet sdll feh unfulfilled, empty and unsatisfied.
in the case of our club machines. Then tbere is the wind
He always assumed, he said, that he would feel different.
which moans through the half open brake slats, raindrops
y,et he did nof. He even goes so far, I note, to ask "what
which chase themselves up the perspex and once in the air
next?", putting in the remark a little sadness that his persunlight slanting through the cockpit, pushing shadowy fin·
formance did ,not provide more lasting satisfaction.
gers round the pane'l and instruments.
No Sense of Disappointment
Another glider in flight is a marvel. You appear to be
For some time now I have glided (or is it glid?) in the
hanging sttH while he rushes at you. II must be the same
minority of one. I am the most non-competitive glider
for him of course,. if he isn't too busy twiddling his climb
pilot ever to appear in the pages of S&G. In a career of ten
and distance indicator to notice.
years at the rudder pedals I have mopped up one Bronze C
My great moments include 30 minutes thermalling
almost by default and one leg of a. Silver C by accident.
over Church Stretton with a buzzard jus't off the wingtip. It
My gliding has brought its little disappointments and no
won't go in the record books and the President's ladder
great success-success that is when judged alongside per·
doesn't have a rung for it, but I felt tremendous elation,
formances like Longland's 500km. Yet unlike him I do
not anti-climax, when it was over.
not feel a sense of -disappointment, of emptiness and of
Such is the infinite number of combinations of lighting,
deflation.
weather conditions and cloud that every flight presents a
total'ly different sequence of changing atmospheres;
Many years back I developed a philosophy towards
gl,iding which is utterly alien to that of almost: ev,eryone
watery, smoky, icy, harsb and freezing. The luminous co'lelse. From Steve's lengthy .and introspective study of his.
ours that appear and fade over a flexing wingtIp are for me
some of the real pleasures of gliding.
emotions' I would Judge that he could well join my
philosophical group and increase its size by 100 per cent.
These are the things which compelled man to copy the
1 have considerable experience at talking to audiences
birds in the first place. How sad that now he has mastered
about gliding. People from all sectors unite in their inner
glidIng flight and its accompanying technology he has to
wish to fly like a bird. There is more interest in gliding
concern himself with events which turn the pages of S&G
than most ill the movement would credit, and the interest is
jnto a fair imitation of a railway timetable. Columns of
remarkable in that it is purely the ability to float through
figures. People handing each other cups. Inventing "tasks".
the air which attracts people. It is not the Presidents'
Pilots who fly with their eyes shut.
ladders, the points, the positions, the distances and all the
Gliding offers real privacy in a public world and a
chance to visit the unknown in safety. It has so much going
other boring paraphernalia of the competitive gliding
world which lu~e them because they have never heard of it.
for it that I am always staggered that people prefer silly
Only when they have joined a club and found themlittle Diamond and Gold badges instead.
selves ,in a competitive circle which is always. bursting to
I shall never do 500kms in anything but a car or a train,
take-off on this task or that they are corrupted. Suddenly bnt I shall continue to potter about the sky accumulating
they fiRd they cannot profess disinterest in a competitive
pleasure and personal experience as I do so. I shall not
task because the people around them don't think that way.
feel let down or deflated.
In writing about the hollowness of an artificial ,task
In my view the majority of glider pilots don't need
achieved (500 is after all purely an arbitrary figure) Steve
gHders at aB. To pile up points, create a mountain of
Longland points to much that is wrong with gliding today.
statistics and beat Joe Bloggs by point this or that can be
If !le, and now I, succeed in weaning one pilot across to
done quite easily {Ill the ground. There are games like
the true achievements which await him; then I will admit
darts which have all tbe ingredients to keep the Illost
that perhaps the SOOkm triangle had some point aHer all.
ardent ladder climbers happy.
<
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THE
SUPER

BA-4B

AN ASSESSMENT by
Derek Piggott
Have you ever done a Waiter Mitty and dreamt that you
were in the Rothman's team flying a Pitts Specia'? My
dreams came true the other day when I was asked to do the
aerotowing tests for the Andreasson Super BA-4B.
Admittedly the BA-4B isn't a Pitts Spe<;ial, but to the
average tug pilot it's very close to the real thing. Not only is
it a super aerobatic machine capable of full upward rolls,
but is also an excellent tug aircraft.
In spite of its ridicu'lously small size, there is ample control to cope with a K-13 in its wildest gyrations and the rate
of climb is considerably better than a Super Cub. On test I
towed a Pirat and Skylark 4 to 2000ft in less than 21hmins
and the K-13 and Bocian, fully loaded, in under 41hmins
from opening the throttle.
Low fuel consumption

The Super BA-4B has the 130hp Rolls Royce Continental
0-240 engine and uses about 6Y2gph climbing at full throttle. This, together with the exceptional rate of climb, gives
it a very low fuel consumption per tow. With a stalling
speed, power on, of 45mph (58mph without power), the
best towing speed seems to be about 7Omph, which is comfortable for modern machines.
At 60mph the rate of climb seemed to suffer slightly and
65 to 70mph suited the K-7, K-8 and K-13. The take-off run
appeared to be about the same as the Super Cub and the
angle of climb much steeper. A few of the less experienced
glider pilots were a little worried about the angle of climb
and found the view of the tug from below rather disconcerting.
I am not suggesting that every gliding club should rush

out and buy one, but there must be many club members who
could form syndicates to own their BA-4B and who would
enjoy helping out with a few tows at peak periods. Towing
ceases to be a chore when you can throw in the odd loop and
roll on the way down, and when the aircraft is such a joy to
handle.
Because of the rate of climb, the locals will find it quieter
than the average tug aircraft and without a glider on tow, it
goes up like a winch launch reaching about 800ft by the end
of the airfield, unless you prefer to pull straight up and roll
off at the top going the other way!
The first thing which strikes you looking round on the
ground is its extremely small wing span of bnly 18Y2ft. Instead of the usual flying wires bracing the wings there are
diagonal streamlined struts. Both top and bottom wings have
ailerons and the whole aircraft is metal clad and beautifully
finished. All the control surfaces have rather crude external
mass balance weights to eliminate any risk of flutter and to
ensure nice control feel during violent manoeuvres.
It is fitted with the Cessna spring steel type of undercarriage and a Cub type tailwheel assembly. These,
together with the much lower all up weight, should result in
trouble free operation on the roughest field. The recommended approach speed of 75mph is a little faster than most
othe~ tugs, but this presents no real problems as it is easy to
land and to control on the ground with the tailwheel
steering and wheelbrakes. It did not seem to have any particular tendency to swing during take-off or landing, apart
from the need for a little rudder to offset the effect of full
power in the climb. The rate of roll using full aileron is
phenomenal and little or no rudder is needed to do' accurate
rolls in either direction.
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Loops, strangely enough, are far more difficult since the
aircraft will flick artd roU over to level flight if it gets a little
too slow ,or if you pun too hard at the top. The normal stall
is quite docile but as with any machine of this small size, a
stall at higher speeds results in a flick roll, easily corrected
but disconcerting if you have never flown anything more
vicious than a Tiger Moth!
Is the BA-,m for you? Well, if you have gliding ex-

perience and about 50 to 60hrs of power flying you should
certainly have hO problems flying it, although I would
strongly recommend that you should brush up on your
stalling and spinning before doing any aerobatics.
Interested? Drop a line to Crosby Aviation Ltd, Archery
House, Leycester Road, Knutsford, Cheshire. The BA-4B
is being built in England and costs £7,500 including 360
channel radio (rental) and full instruments.

What it takes
RHODA

PARTRIDGE

Ab-Initio I admired the solo pitot. Solo 1 admired the C
pilot and so on. Diamonds I didn't just admire. I revered.
And now, ridiculously, I've got two and I certainly deserve
no :l1miration, let alone reverence. I still, to my rage, fly like
an apprehensive boot. So what does one need to get
Diamonds, and who does on.e admtre? First, to calm
women's lib and because of the women pilots for whom I
have great admiration, I would like to make it quite plain
that every time I write "he" I mean "she". OK? Right. To
get Diamonds there are three essentials. Money, luck and
the X factor, but you can have the three ingredients in different proportions.
Money rust. It's what you swap for gliding and they won't
let you fly without it. The less you have, the mOre of the
other two ingredients you need. Money alone won't get you
Diamonds but it will help you along, and the ability to make
it call be as useful as tbeabiHty to fly a pretty thermal.
Twisted Sense of Humour

Luck. But it's not luck. It's the god of gliding. Know
about him? He is a personal god with a twisted sense of
humour and his aim is to feed you so much frustration that
you give the infuriating sport up. His most usual technique
is the "pity you weren't here last week" ploy. Grinning evilly
he arranges a perfect day for the eve of your arrival and a
corker for your drive home. He 1s also ready to turn on a
fabulous afternoon if, after three days of solid grot, you
crack. and go off sightseeing.. Don't expect your friendly
neighbourhood Met man to help you out. His flesh is willing
but his computer is weak. The god of gliding can also lay on
some ,imaginative and special frustrations.
One beautiful May morning I was signalling take-up-slack
(maps marked, crew fixed, no coffee for breakfasO, the tug
stopped. People gathered round it. After a while they picked
the tail up so it looked like a prehistoric monster doil1g an
ungainly handstand. They then shook it a good deal. What, I
asked, had happened? Metal fatigue.. The tug pHot's sunspecs had spontaneously fractured at ,the metal nose bit and
one half had gone down a narrow hole .nto the tug's sensitive bowels. A conference of boffins and near boffins and
the morning passed and the thermals popped. Then a pilot's
wife unooiled from her lair in the grass, and wandered across
with her daughter to the stricken tug.
"Darling, could you put your band down there and pick
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out those broken sunspecs?" In went the neat pretty hand
and out came the fatigued half sunspec. That's what I appreciateabout the god of gliding's special frustrations.
They'r,e sO comp'licated. If you keep your sanity he will,
from time to time, give you a magnificent present. If you fly
it right you may be able to turn it into a Diamond. Here
again luck alone won't be enough. You must have a
minimum of money and the X factor.
This is the difficult one to define. The X factor. Tell you
first what it isn't. Not correct competent airmanship. Not
dashing aerobatics. Not the pilot who is described as "a
natural". Not doing your first solo after ,the bare minimum
of training. (First solo, like toss of virginity, isa memorable
experience, but has little to do. with what comes after).
I've studied pilots with high X factor and they have some
things in common. They rig when it looks hopeless. They
always fly if it's faintly possible and they go cross-country on
unlikely days. They are always obsessive about gliding,
sometimes to the extent of fitt,ing the rest of their lives
round it. They get the last ounce of performance from their
equipment (not necessarily the latest hot ship). On 1lI diffkult
day when I say "to hell with it'; after a struggling hour or so
and come swanning in for tea and sympathy, they stay up for
hours and hours and hours worrying at ,the sky like a dog at
a bone.
They cause a lot of jea'lousy. "It's aB right for him, living
near the airfield, having such aimable syndicate partners,
able to take a day off work, flying that super ship". You
know ,the sort of thing. But if you take a careful look at the
set up you may fmd that it's because of ,the X factor that he
lives near the airfield, is in a job where he can get a day off,
flies that super ship etc.
Do you know yet what I mean by the X factor? I'm not
really sure what it is. Dedication? Enthusiasm? Concentration? Determination? Whatever iit is you absolutely
must have a little bit of it to get a Diamond and of the tnree
ingredients it's the most powerful and comes nearest. to
doing away with the need for the other two.
So who do I admire now? The pilot who, Diamonds or
no, has a high X fac'tor. I'm jealous of him too, but it's a
comfort to know that he suffers
hordbly as I do. A flight
which would leave me dreamy and triumphant for weeks
would fill him with gloom and despair.
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MARTIN SIMONS

ON EDITING
UPSIDE DOWN
Martin, who has a Std Libelle and came sixth in the Australian
Nationals Standard Class in 1973, left Britain with his wife
and two daughters in 1968 to live in Adelaide, joining the
Waikerie Gliding Club. He ,completed his Gold C with a gain of
height ;n Australia having claimed the distance at Dunstable
during the 1967 Regi'onals and has since collected two
Diamonds.
A senior lecturer in education at Adelaide University with a
special interest in philosphy, Martin has recen.tly returned to
Australia after a year's study leave in England. He says he was
recuperating from the World Championships.

My family and I went to live in South Australia 61,'4 years
ago because, my wife tells our friends, the gliding weather is
better there. So it is. I did not imagine, when I first made
tentative enquiries at Australia House about thermal
strengths (they didn't know what I was on about), that
within a mere two years of ardving in Adelaide I should be
the Editor (unpaid of course) of the best gliding magazine
in the Southern Hem~sphere. (Apologies to Gliding Kiwi,
which as far as I know is also the best).
I was skilfully moved into the spot by the previous
Editor, Peter Killmier, who had done the whole job himself
for something like ten years, and by Bob Muller, Chairman
of the small committee which meets monthly in his office to
find out what went wrong with the last issue, and works out
ways of making sure it happens again with the next. It
usually does.
Eased Into Harness

During Peter's period in office, the magazine, Australian
Gliding, had expanded, keeping pace with the Australian
gliding Movement, and had reached the point where one
man and a friendly neighbour with a good typewriter, could
no longer cope. First as mere committee member, then as
aide, deputy and stand in, I was eased into harness and suddenly, about the middle of 1970 I think it was, found myself
doing the whole job. Peter, at any rate, began to look much
younger at this lime, and I developed a nervous twitch
which explains why I haven't won the Australian Nationals
yet.
My first concern was to reduce the work load on the
Editor. The burden of typing the magazine was transferred
to the printers, who also took on the responsibility for the
paste-up, working to layouts supplied by a new, part-time
editorial assistant, Sue Howard. Subscription records and
administration were handled by Paul Bruer, but more
recently he too has retired and now the routine work is
done by another part-time paid assistant.
So now all the Editor has to do is find material to fill the
magazine, and correct the occasional spelling errors which
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all glider pilots, including me, make from time to time. I
began with all sorts ofid:eas about Editorial policy. I should
have known better. The Editor of a gliding magazine can'l
have a policy, except about trivialities.
My first bright notions: In every gliding club, there was
to be an AG correspondent, who would supply a report
every so often from his dulf>, giving details of new developments, outstanding flighls, training progress, etc. This
would make the club news section of the magazine really
lively. Then we should run a series of articles for beginners,
written by beginners, giving their side of the story. We
should hope fOF a few pundit articles of course, but not too
many for th~s could lead to the magazine being over the
heads of most readers. There would be a "safety corner",
with repor1ts on accidents and advice about avoiding tnem.
There would be lots of good photographs. We w(.}uld find a
cartoonist to illustrate things, and a humorous writer. I actually 'began to worry about how, tactfully, to word a:JI the
.
rejection ~lips I should have to send to authors
One way of filling up empty spa~s is to steal interesting
material from other gliding magazines. There are some very
good ones, as you may have noticed, in the Northern
Hemisphere. There are times when I have re-printed
malerial in this way bUll hope the articles have been selected because of Iheir real imporlartce and not just because I
needed something to fill a gap. Most of the time, I believe,
AG has not been obliged to pad itself out in Ihis way,. and I
am delighted to point out, every now and then someone has
pinched somelhing from us! Please, fellow Ed.itors, don't
bother to ask, just send me the result, framed. Or, which is
better, acknowledge the source.
For the record, feature articles from AG have appeared
from time to time in Soaring, Sailplane & Gliding, Gliding
Kiwi, Soaring Pilot, Aviasport and Aviasport and Pilot.
There may be others.
Another way of filling spaces is for the Editor to write
the magazine himself. This .is a bad thing, not only for the
readers, who soon get bored, but for -the Editor, who
develops an inflated not,ion of his own abilities (AG printed

il, so il must be good!). He also gets writer's er,amp and has
t6 give up flying.) admit to having written too much myself,
sometimes under a pen-name, such as R. Suppards, which ,is
how any right thinking P6mmie ought la think of himself
when down under.

pattern too smoothly, there are no extraordinary adve.ntures, no odd conditions, no delightfUlI retrieves, no
frights, no Jow spots, no fumbles, errors or plain stupidity.
It hap,pens to be the case that it is the failings and oddities
that people really like to he.ar about.

A Way To Lose Friendsl
Another dodge is to approach one's friends, preferably
from behind, and twist their arms until they promise to
write something. This doesn't work for long, because there
soon aren't any friends left, or they all have dislocated
shoulders and can't write anyway. Asking nicely sometimes
produces results, but after the first few successes the polite
request meets an equally polite refusal or evasion. It is
astonishing how many good glider pilots are too modest to
describe their experiences in writing,
If one could be everywhere al once, and in every club bar
all the time, one could ,interview everyone who has flown
and, with a bit of titivating of the notes afterwards, some
good g:liding stories can be written in this way. 1 have in fact
tried this occasionally at major competitions, and if it were
less exhausting, shOUld do it more often. But since one cannot be everywhere o.r talk to everyone, the best stories are
always missed and the Editor dies of 6verwork before the
next issue goes to press. On a couple of occasions I have not
only "covered" a Nationals in this way, but competed in
them too, which explains why I haven't won the Australian
Nationals, yet (In case you have forgotten the nervous
twitch.)
What any good reporter should rea'lly do is follow Doug
Lamonfs example of some years ago, and let the other
pilots fly white he just interviews in depth and then wriltes in
beautiful prose. 1 notice, since he started Editing, even
Doug. has not managed that tour-de-force again.
In the end it comes to this. The articles in a really good
gliding magazine have to come from the people in the
Movement, and most of them have to be unsoUcited,
because the Editor cannot possibly know everything that
goes on, and cannot possibly speak to every pilot, beginner,
instructor, barmaid or farmer or oaUoonatic who has a tale
to telt. One reason why Editors sit for so long waiting for
that good story to fall into their laps, is that most people
have no idea what really does make a good story.
The truth seems ;to be that the best flights, those appearIng in the record books, are hardly. ever the most interesting to read about. The)' tend to follow the prescribed

Trivia Can Be Interesting

GERMAN ELECTRONIC VARIOMETER
AND SPEED·COMMAND
VW 5 KB
VW 3 Cl
compen$ated
not compensated
first built 1971
first built 1970
Waikerie 1974: t,he teams of Austria. Australia Poland
Germany, and many Others using VW 5
Ask for details from suthorisedsole distr,ibutor for
the U.K.:

Ke.

.

OTTO VON GWINNEA,
Hamburg 80. P.O. Box 609.
P.S.: Bernard FitcheU is using, the VW 5 KB with great
sucCess ...

Why dQesn't the beginner ~ho nearly, or actually, wets
himself when doing that first spin, or the clot who sets off
on a course exactly 18 degrees wrong for WO miles, or the
instructor who takes off with the rudder cables crossed
never \writes the story down, or up, and sends it in?
Probably half the answer is sheer vanity, or fear of being
thought a fool. But we are a I fools, and some can learn
from other people's errors as well as from their own.
Frequently the most trivial details can 'be made interesting,
amusing, or quite exciting.
One of the best stories we ever printed was a simple account of a "one thermal" local soaring flight written by a
comparatively inexperienced pilot who ju~t enjoyed himself
for half an hour in a club hack aircraft. There was nothing
fancy about the writing, it was just a good, plain account of
a good plain flight, and it was enjoyed by many good plain
peop'\e.
.
The same applies to photographs. At every gliding dub
one sees cameras on a'U sides, but how few of the pictures
ever arrive on the Editor's desk! Many good photographs,
not only of gliders but of people and clubhouses and launching apparatus and so on, must be hiding away in private
albums while, time and again, the Editor is tiunt,ing
desperately for something interesting to illustrate a story, or
provide an example, or even to fill a space.
Sometimes, when my exchange copy of one of the Northern Hemisphere magazines arrives in the post, I imagine
that there are hundreds of briltiant pens scribbling away
energetically in populous countries like England and
America, so that my colleagues in these places never have
any trouble filling their sumptuous, and now universally
very large, pages.
I doubt if it is really like that. How often the same
writers' names appear. How rarely does the magazine really
seem to be bulging. I suspect that other Editors have similar
problems to my own, with the difference that their gliding
poputations are, in total, anything from nve la 15 times as
large. They also have bigger white spaces Co be fined.
One way or anor~her, we appeaor regularly, once a month,
and at present we retain the old, small page size. Our subscribers get between 32 and 40 pages per issue, only a few of
which are filled with advertisements. Once a year we
publish a much expanded number, the year book, which
contains special feature articles and also statistical and
other reference material. For special events Iik,e the
National, or International, Championships, we expand. The
articles printed are often of more than purely local interest.
Of our 2()(X)-plus subscribers, more than a 100 are overseas.
The magazine is the official organ of the Gliding
Federatien of Australia, but is not Editorially controlled by
the GFA, and subscripti0n to the magazine is not compulsory for GFA, members. We believe we reach more lhan
hatf the glider pilots in Australia directly, and most of the
others seem, one way or the other, to read copies they have
nol paid for.
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MOWBRAY VALE
INSURANCE IBROKERS

I

I
,

LET US QUOTE FOR YOUR GLIDER - TUG

offer. YOU 'a complete gliding service whether

CLUB FLEET - CLUBHOUSE - HANGAR OR

your sailplane 'Is made Df wQod,

ANYTHING ELSE THAT IS INSURABLE.
SUPERWR COVER.

SOUTHDOWN
AERO SERVICES LTD.
metal or glass.fibre.

BEST RATES

.r
Big stock of aircraft

:p~y,

instruments,

aerotow rope, etc., ete
Send s.a.e. for price list.

ACCIDENT ANO SICKNESS COVER FOR
GL'IOER PILOTS AT NO LOADING

ell/l in. write or phoneREPRESENT~D AT

UOYDS, ALL LEADING

KEN FR,IPP.
SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICE$ L1MIITED,
ILASHAM AIRFIELD,ALTO,N, H'AMPSHI,RE.

COMPANIES

Telephone: Herriard 359 or 02$6-83359

RING CAROL TAYLOR AT
THIRSK 23018

Stockists for aU
PZL Instruments and Equipment

(Northallerton 3586 24 hour answering service)
or write to:

Stockists for G. Q. Parachutes

48a Market Place, Thirsk, Vorkshlire.

The cockpit camera
Gliding provides so many fine picture takirlg opportunities.

But there's rarely time to

fiddle with camera settings and film loading. Even more so in competitioogliding when
photographic evidence may be requiredThots when 0 Kodak'lnstamatic's:::amera
comes into its own.With drop-in film cartridge loading, minimal adjustment; big clear
viewfinder and compact shape its made for
shooting fast and sure.

That's why they're rec9mmended by the B.G.A.
(You'll find them quite at home on ground
level too!!
Look one over soon at your Kodak Dealer.

~odak
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and Instamatie are trade marl<s

I
I

Club-Libelle: photo Udo Hens Wolter, by courtesy of Slingsby SIIllplanes.

For every pilot who enters top National Championships with the
aim of flying in World Championships, there are many more who
want to fly in a good challenging contest - but not at top level or
at top prices.
Over recent years various efforts have been made to satisfy this
need in different countries. The BGA tried out Club and Sport
Gasses in Nationals with efforts to even out performance differential by handicapping, and the Germans held the first international Club Class Competition in 1972, permitting a limited
range of aircraft types. However, most of the stimulus to Do
Something has come consistently from Per Oberg of the Swedish
Aero Club, with support from Fred Weinholtz of GermanYi and at
the last avv meeting it was accepted in principle that a
framework for an International Club Class should be incorporated
in the Sporting Code.
~

" ....a class into which manufacturers will want to
build new aircraft."
~CClOOO~

The essential philosophy of a Club Class is that the top end of
the performance should be limited in some way without handicapping, and that it is. a Class into which manufacturers will want
to build new aircraft. W.hat the Class, is not, and must not be
allowed to become, ,is merely a refuge for ,increasingly obsolete
gliders of widely different configurations and performance. It must
also not be allowed to become an outlet for pilots to use for their
own World Championships practice flying Open Class aircraft on
handicap, ~ this tends to detract from the proper purpose of the
Class. Any pilot entering shOUld fly an aircraft that complies with
the Class rules.
To be successful, the Club C1as!> must be attractive to pilots
because the aircraft will satisfy them for weekend soaring as well as
for contest flying, and because manufacturers will be able to
achieve good production runs.
The Class will have to have a schedule of rules to declare how
performance should be limited, and what other restrictions are to
be imposed. Some restrictions might be basic, like a span
limitation, whereas others might be applicable only to the competitions; as, for example, a prohibition on waterballast. If some
gliders had provision for ballast for use outside the contest this
would not matter, but it would mean that a manufacturer would
not be penalised if his production aircraft did not provide for
waterballast, in order to keep the price down.
Whatever rules are frarned, they will have to take into account
very seriously the needs of pilots and dubs who will buy the

resultant aircraft. Whether the undercarriage is fixed or retractable, fo'r example, should be determined by what the large
majority of purchasers are likely to want. It is true that a fixed undercarriage is cheaper than retractable, but if the majority of purchasers then demand a retractable undercarriage, the manufacturers will have to provide both and this will add to the total cost.
Obviously this allowance for customer wants can easily ,be carried
too far, and nothing more than an unsatisfactory compromise
achieved, because too many people have too many different ideas.
It would be necessary, of course, to have some machinery for
altering the Class rules on a predetermined time scale, to provide
an opportunity to ensure that the Class aircraft were still those
that people wanted to buy and fly. The Class must aim at a certain
sector of the world's pilots and provide them with good competition flying, It must be an international Class in its own right,
and not feel that it has to provide for too much In order to
become popular- If it provides the right Class rules and organisers
provide the right sort of contest in interesting places, it will be very
popular indeed. An International Club Class should have the status
of an International Competition, and not a World Championship
limited to a single event every so often. There could be competitions in Europe, Australasia, or in the Americas, or :they could
be limited only to Nordic countries or interstate USA. Then, at
some interval; full International Club Class Championships cou'ld
be held, if this was what people wanted.
~~o~

" ....useful for specialised training events for upand-coming pilots ...."
~CiO~ClOClCl~~

The Class rules for the aircraft would, of course, be international, but so should the more specific Class regulations, aims,
and organisational requirements. Guidelines on accommodation,
food, receptions and other exotica should be given to try to reduce
inflationary ideas and costs. Camp-style living should be positively
encouraged, and anything that leads either organisers or the entering tearns into unnecessary expense should be positively
discouraged.
In addition lo International Competitions, a formal Class of this
sort would be useful fot specfalised training events for up-andcoming pilots, where tasks could be tailored to the needs of future
World Championships contestants. This would probably enable
more younger pilots to enter the lists than is possible at present.
An International Club Class aimed initially at a performing level
roughly equivalent to the Standard Class at Marfa could have a
great future,
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all pilots can read - but the BEST PILOTS read

Sailplane & Gliding
The magazine can be obtained from most Gliding Clubs in Gt. Britain,
alternatively send £3.00 postage included for an annual subscription to
the British Gliding Association, Kimberley House, Vaughan Way,
Leicester. Single copies, including postage 49p.

OVERSEAS AGENTS
CANADA:

T. R. Beasley, Soaring Supplies, PO Box621.

HOLLAND:

J. Th. van Eck, Noordvliet 6, Maassluis.

SOUTH AFRICA:

Peter Eieh, PO Box 82707, Southdale 2135, Johannesburg, Transvaal.

AUSTRALIA,

Please apply direct to the British Gliding Association.

USA and all

Payable in either Sterling or US$ but International Money

other Countries

Orders preferred.

St. Laurent, 379 (MTll PO. H44 4V9.

Red leather-cloth binders to take the new format now available
Price £1.40. £1.65 including post or $4.25.

•

SOAR AHEAD WITH A 'BLANIK'
Unsurpassed in Performance and Reliability Fully Aerobatic
Now with Improved Airbrakes

Delivered U.K. £3,500 and Duty £180 (including instruments)

2,000 Blaniks manufactured and production continuing
Get with it -join the 'BLANIK' set and progress in the 70's
Dist,ibuto, fo, U.K., Eire and Canada:

Peter Clifford Aviation Limited. Oxford Airport, Kidlington. Oxford
Tel. Kidlington 4262 Telex 837252
Cables: Cliffair, Oxford
Sole Expo,te, fo, Czechoslovak Aviation P,oducts:

Omnipol Limited. Washingtonova 11. Prague 1. Czechoslovakia
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MEDICATION AND FLYING
Many flying accidents and incidents hav,e occurred as a result of
pilots flying while medically unfit. Although common ailments
such as colds, sore throats and abdominal pains may cause
relatively little discomfort or hazard in the normal course of
events, they can 'be dangerous when associated with flying, and
the more exacting the flying task the more likely are these minor
'indispositions, to become more important.
The ideal $ituation, that no one should tly at all unless be is
100% fit and needs no medication, is not always practicable.
Since many common drugs and remedies have powerful sideeffects, however, all pilots should know how these may affect
thei,r ,performaflce.
It is important to realise that not only those medicines
prescribed by your doctor but those readily available without a
prescriptioliover the chemist's counter have undesirable sideeffects when flying.
If taking any medicine yOU' should ask yourself:
I) Do I really feel fit to fly?
2) Do I really need to take medication at all?
3) Have I given this particular medication a personal trial on
the ground at [east 24 bours before' flight, to ensure
that it will not have 'any adverse effects whatever
on my ability to fly?

MEDICI'NES TO WATCH
The following are some of the typ« of medicine in common
use which may impair reactions:Sleeping tablets duH the senses, cause mental confusion and
slow reacfions. The length of time they act on anyone individual
varies, but may be prolonged, and pilots must have expert medical advice bef0re using them.
Antibiotics (penicillin and the various .mycins and -cydines)
and sulpha drugs may have short-term or delayed effects which
affect the pilot's performance. They are al.w of importance,
however, in pointing to the fact that a fairly severe infection must
be present to warrant their use. Apart from the effects of the substances themselves, the side-effects of the infection will almost
always mean that a pilot is not fit to fly.
Fear is normal and provides a very effective alerting system.
TranquillisercS and sedatives depress this alerting system and 'have
been a contributory cause ,of fatal aircraft accidents. You must
not fly wben taldng tbem.
Anti-histamine drugs are widely 'used in "c01d cures", and In
the treatment of hay fever, asthma a~d allergic rashes. Many
easily obtainable nose-spray and drop preparations contain anti.
histamines. Most, if not all, of this group of medicines lend to
make you drowsy. This together with the effects of the illness,
wiLl often prevent you from answering the basic three questions
satisfactorily. Admittedly very mild conditions of hay fever. etc.
may be adequately contwlled by small doses of anti-allergic drugs,
but a triat period on the ground to establish the absence of sideeffects is absolutely ess~ntial before flying. For those pilots afflicted with allergic conditions requiring mor,e than the absolute
minimum treatment. and ,in all cases of asthma, there should be no
flying at alt until one of the above-mentioned medical sources of
advice' has been consulted.
"Pep" ,pills (eg Caffeine. Dexedrine, Benzed'rine) used to maintain wakefulness are often habit forming. Susceptibility to each
drug varies from one individual to another, but alt of them may

cause dangerous overconfidence. Overdosage causes headaches,
dizziness and mental disturbances. The use of "pep" pills while
flying cannot be permitted. If coffee is not sufficient, you are not
fit to "fly.
Drugs for the relief of high blood pressure cause a change in
the mec"hanism of blood circulation which can be disastrous when
flying. If the blood pressure is such that drugs are needed the
pilot is not fit to fly. If in any doubt abcut your blood pressu,re
do not hesitate to seek advice.

C,HECK EFFECTS BEFORE FLYING
Many drugs and medictnes are now marketed in combination.

It is essential that if there is any change in medicine or dosage.
however sligb't., the effects 'should be observed by the pilot on the
'
ground prior to fiying.
Anti-malarial drugs in normally recommended doses do not
usually have any adverse effects on flying ability. However,
ensure that the drug Is taken in gwd time so that question three
can be satisfactorily answered.
Alcohol has similar effects to tranquillisers and sleeping
tablets. and may remain circulating in the blood for a C()nsiderable ti.me. especially if taken with food. You should not fly less
than eight bours after taking moderate amounts of alcohol, and
larger amounts require a longer recovery period', as we $tressed
In the february/March '73 issue, p22. The effects of even small
amounts of alcohol in combination with other drugs, notably
sleeping tablets, tranquillisers and sedatives is greatly magnified
and may be lethal.
Remember that. following loca'l and general dental and other
anaesthetics, a period of time should elapse before returning to
flying. 'fhis period will vary depending on individual circumstances. but will usually be at least 24 hours. The dentist or
anaesthetist must be asked about this.
Although these are the commonest groups of drugs with
adverse effects on pilot performance it should be pointed out that
many forms of medication, although not usually affecting pilot
performance, may do so in individuals who are oversensitive to
the particular drug. You a(e therefore exhorted not to take any
drugs or medicines before or during flight unless you are completely familiar with the effects of the medication on your own
body. If you are in any doubt at all, ask a doctor experienced in
aviation.
Mention should be made of the fact that blood donation and
flying do not mix. The dlstwrbance to the circulation following
blood donation takes several weeks to return to normal, and
although effects are slight whilst at ground level, there arc risks
when flying during this period. It Is recommended that pilots do
not volunteer as blood donors while actively flying, but if blood
has been given, an appropriate medical source should be oon·
suited before returning to flying.
To sum up, tbe effects of medication on his tlying performance
are lhe direct concern of the individual pilet. If in doubt COPl5ult
the medical sources mentioned for advice and should ,there be
any difficulty in obtaining it. contact the CivilAviation Authority
at this number: 01-836 1207, Extension 493, when the Medical
Department will be glad to give yOI:l -all possible assistance.

Reproduced from a Ciyj[ A Yiation Aurhority information
circular, NQ NU 974'.
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Looking around in the boss's office the other day for a VILM
(Very Impbrtant Letter-Mislaid), I was arrested by the sight of
two editions of Sailplane & Gilding. Making myself comfortable in the VIDe (Very Important Boss's Chair) (he was away at
the time) I switched through the telephone to the Other
Secretary, to make sure I would be free from interruptions, and
settled down to read the' Southdown news. But what was all this?
Diamond heights? Cross-countries? Exotic sounding sailplanes?
Who were these young upstarts?

In my day the weather was different and we didn't have
thermals at Firle. People who drove the Olympia-no matter
how ordinary they might be on the ground, Il$sumed God-like
appearances as they prepared for flight in this high performance
sailplane: an almost unobtainable objective to, the lowly T -21-en
and Tutor pilots. Frantically we swung bats, retrieved cables and
kept logs for three minute circuits. and regarded with envy the
.chosen few converted on to higher things. Ahl And those bliss('\ll
days-in a northeasterly gale-wllen one was allowed a flight of
half an hour,. and on the ground, sheltered behind a heap of cow·
dung and a blasted gorse bush, flask tops popped like champagne
corks ,and we discussed the feasability of typing ,the minutes of
meetings on toilet paper.
Life went on and one achieved Tutor standards, and dreamed
about beating Anne Burns. I mean. of course, in open competi.
tion-not with a large stick. By ,this time one had learnt a thing
or two, like bow to impress an instructor on a check flight and
how to impress an instructor when he was giving you a lift home.
This experience came in very handy when one made the
occasional visit to L.... m. where there was a bigger choice of
gliders and instrueton.
I went down to L. ... m the other day actuaHy, and a kindly
maiden gave me instruction on how to hook on and swing a
bat. I didn't like to disiUusion her by saying that even if I can't
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tell a Cirrus from a Pilatus. these are two fields in which I have a
vast experience. And. of course, running with wing tips. Actually,
in the old days, when a party of Southdowners visited L.... m we
used to amaze the inhabitants at the way we rushed around
attaching cables and holding on to wing tips. Th~ used to be so
overcome that they would have to go in to the clubhouse for a
cup of coffee or sit around watching us in admiration. Though,
come to think of it, perhaps this was the normal procedure there,
sitting around and drin'king coffee.
Anyway. there was this young :lass and she didn't look any·
thing fike us 8ir~s used to look. She was wearing a sort of Mickey
Mouse shirt and baggy pants. Her hair was down to her bottom
and from -time to time when the wind was in the right direction, it
was fairly obvious that she was not even wearing a bra. In my
young days a woman was a woman, even in a flying overall.
What was more serious was that the instructor was not giving her
a lecherous look from the two-seater. But, since his hair was also
down to his waist it Is just possible that he was a woman too.
The point I really want ,to make is to all young glider pilots
who are members of Womens Lib and that is If you want to get
aloft wear an ilplift. and a pair of well fitting, Of extremely tight,
j,eans. Don't be overheard rattling on about the theory of
therma1ling. Tell the best looking instructor that you can't reaUy
understand it when you read about it and he will be onty too
pleased to give you some ,private instruotion behind the hangar
iater on. You'll learn far more that way.
Be sure to show your devotion to the sport by being the only
one left on the field at lunchtime :lookina after gliders. It is perfectly possible. even on a blustery day, to He on a wing tip in
rather a suggestive fashion,s<> that when the instructor CQmes out
from lunch he wiU be frightfully impressed by your generosity of
spirit and flesh in the right places and probably he will sugest
that you haye earned the next flight even if yOll are nnd on the
list
•
Of course, there are other ways of getHng in earlier on the flyin,g list; like rising at dawn and heaving things out of the hangar.

This is often quite a bad ploy. Chances are you will have been in
the bar the night before; find that the less attractive women have
already left the dorm (the most attractive won't have been there)
and have: to rush out without your eye make-up on. This will get
you nowhere at all since it wil1 inev,itably be almighty cold, the

first rays of tbe sun will give you a blinding headache on account
of that raw wine the night before, and later on in the day when
you do your languishina ,act on a wing tip you will go to sleep
and have everyone shout at, you for holding up the la'unch,
The most important thing is always to be there at the launch
point and smile at the instructor. Look cheerful eveR if your teeth
are dropping out with the 'cold.
There is absolutely no point in getting involved in helping a
private owner. These individuals are always on the look out for a
dim pupil to walk across the airfield with their glider's wing tip.
(They, of course, ride in their cars towing the thing.) The reason
they are always on the look out for a dim pupil is that every
single other club member has, over the years, given them the victory sign, so they have to pick on somCiOne who is new to the
game.
Continually gett,ing caught on this line win do your flying progress no good at al1, although it may be as wel1 (on the basis of
never wasting an opportunity) to check on the private owner's
private income. You will find when you get to the aerotow point
you wiU have to wait and help him to get launched, sInce all the
other private owners are in the same position--<:rewless. After
this you will have half a mile to walk to the two-seater' towcar
launching pad and by that time you will be 33rd on the list.

Another alternative Is to drink the night before, With the
private owner of a two-seater, but this does entail a certain
amount. of preliminary research to find out about his marital
status and if his wife is there Ihis weekend. In any case, although
you may get a flight, he probably won't have any influence in
getting you off the two-seater list and on to solo machines.
Driving a towcar is all right (provided there is a windscreen) or
even winching. Any man wilt do to help you disentangle the
cable. Try and make sure you have a spare one around. Never
find out how ,to drive tractors, oil things, or bang things with a
hammer. AU most unattractive pursuits. Besides, instructors
never look at who is doing these things-they just issue orders for
them to be done. In any case, snarl u.,s and hold ups are an Ideal
opportunity for gazing into the instructor's eyes and offering him
a· toffee.
It didn't take me long to learn any of these ,things, and many
more. How else. would I have done out-and-returns with D ...k
P.gg,,t and John Bv....t?
Plent)' of time for equal opportunities after you have gOt your
Silver Cs. Till then, girls, the dice are heavily loaded In your
favour, over the male ab·initio.
To conclude, however, there is one point which must be borne
stron,gly in mind, ie the object of the exercise, which is to become
a proficient and 'liberated pilot; and hence the necessity for
dropping the instructors at a suitable stage. Here, I confess, some
of my generation went wrong and omitted this prooedure.
Flushed with success and our instructor rating, and doubtless
suffering from anox,ia after some bigh flying, we absent-mindedly
accepted the instructor's proposal of mar,riage. This step has two

...Q)
:J

u..

outcomC$-{a) children and (b) cessation of flying activities
following OR from (a). The next time you get near a gl1der you
have to kick the eldest out. of the way so that you can-let your
name on the flying list before his. Stilt there are compensations.
And does anyone know of a three-seater glider going cheap?
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A RESUME OF 1974-Extracts from the Annual Reports.
The BGA annual g,eneral meeting was held at the Crown
Hotel, Oakham, Leics, on March 15, fol/owed by a dinnerdance and presentation of trophies, this year organised by
the 8uckminster Gliding Club.

AIRSPACE COMMITTEE REPO,RT
John £JJis, Chairman

London TMA
Some 15% of the entire BOA membership will be directly affected by the London TMA changes, due to be implemented in
April, both by the increased difficulties of local operations and the
near impossibility of safe cross-country flight A further 15% will
find cross-country and record opportunities feduced to a greater
or lesser extent dependent on exact location. The entire Brit,ish
gliding movement may be eventually affected by reason of the
precedents set during these negotiations.
It is particularly galling that resuictive airspace is expanding at a
time of decreasing commercial activity. It must be said that the
potential effect on the gliding movement is completely out of
proportion to the supposed advantages to any other section of
aviation.
Temporary Airways
There are moves afoot to reinstitute airways similar to the temporary arrangements introduced during the fuel shortage of 1974
to allow commeKial traffic more direct routings. This impetus
comes from ICAO. In the writer's opinion, COSt savings by this
means over short distances in the tJK are very marginal.
If these airways are reinstituted, it is obvious that the basic
reason for controlled airspace,ie safety, will have changed to the
fwrther disadvantage of non commercial users.

The remammg changes and points that have
arisen during the year are taken roughly
geographically, north to south.
Scotland
for obvious reasons aviation activity is ,increasing in Scotland.
As yet, there have been no proposals or any discussions on the subject involving the BOA. Discussions are known to have taken place
via the Scottish brancb of the Guild of Air Pilo'ls and Navigators
(at least). Appar,ently the Scottish gliding interests were not
thought to be of sufficient importance to be considered. So far
only NATS have been liasing with the 'SGU.
The take-over of Aberdeen Airport by the British Airports
Authority; tbe' new runway to be opened at Edinburgh and the increase in general act~vity are likely to generate pressures for increasing .control.

Newcastle
A din1cult but eventually successful negotiation took place to
revise tbe very adverse local agreement between the Newcastle Airport Authority and the adjacent Northumbria Oliding Club. Concurrent ....ith this negotiation and supposedly unknown to the
gliding interests, proposals had been made by Newcastle for special
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rules airspace ,around the airport. They denied that these proposals
were already in the pipe line but, immediately after the new local
agreement was concluded, the plans came to the surface ,officially.
Some discussions have taken place but as yet the new area has not
been implemented, but it is Intended to introduce this airspace on a
triat basis in the spring of 1975.

East Midlands
Special rules airspace around this airport was instituted during
the year. Whilst it will undoubtedly be a considerable nuisance to
both nearby clubs and cross-country pilots, the effects are
mitigated to sOme extent by the exemption from the rules for
gliders in VMC.
Rhoose
Some extension of this special rules airspace has taken place.
'Since the extension area is unlikely to affect glider cross-countries
10 any extent, no objection was made.
.
Brize Norton
It has long been thought unreasonable that this special rules airspace should be completely unavailable to glider pilots. For SOme
time negotiations had been in progr,ess to allow some form of
penetration. At first these appeared to be a complete block,
probably for two reasons: the military authorities do not want their
flying activities to be "upset" or "endangered" and there was considerable misunderstanding as to the very nature of modern gliding
activities. Eventually, with considerable assistance from one persoR
familiar w,ith the problems, agreement was reached for penetratioR
at weekends w,ith certain mles. Small as this "concession" is, It will
undoubtedly be of great use to somecross-"COuntry pilots.

The "colsword Area"
A far reaching study took place concerning Air traffic Control
in the very large area loosely termed th@Cotswold Area. The BOA
co-operated fully with the mainly Mmtary Authorities undertaking
this study. Rather surprisingly, it proved very difficult to obtain the
results. Eventually, a ,copy was provided for information, with the
proviso that the contents were "restricted''. Obviously with that
proviso details cannot be generally revealed. Suffice to say that as
far as we are ooncerned the report of the study committee contains
SOme inarguable points, many ,controversial points and If· the
recommendations were to be implemented ·in full, with no account
taken of the proper and reasonable needs of gliding, we might as
well all emigrate! This in spite of the Census results showing more
gliding in this general area than all other UK aviation act,ivity put
together. In fact, the full recommendations are unlikely 10 be put
into effect. Indeed the whole study - mainly concerned with
protection for military air,crafl - may have been outdated by
political events and possible Service retrenchment.
Southend
The Southend rules were changed during the year to exclude aircraft even in VMC-if not under control. Fortunately it proved
possible to retain the past arrangement for gliders and they are ex·
cluded from ,the new provisions.

Minor Changes
Some other minor and non controversial changes have laken
place ,to airway alignments and heights. These do not. particularly
affect gliding activities but a reminder is in order that ,it will particularly be ,necessary in 1975 lo fly using the most up to date maps
available, thus avoiding inadvertanl infringements.

General1Comments
This. report Is already much longer than has been written for
501fIe years. It reflects the increasing problems that are arising. It is
emphasised that the following comments are the writer's personal
views alone.
Many of the cllanges that have taken place, or are imminent,
reflect the pre Qil crisis inflation era forecasts of increasing commercial activity, h ,is indeed possible, and all the signs are there,
that oommercial aviation will decrease for a period before again
expanding at a decreased rate. In spite of this, there are very few
signs that demands for airspace for commercial purposes are
diminishing. The atmosphere seems to be changing. Whilst undoubtedly the individuals one Ilegotiates with .are as pleasant to.
deal with as those in the past, there are growing signs that the
amorphous bodies they mayor lfIay not represent are becoming
more difficult ,to deal with on a logical 'basis.
Airspace is still being planned as if radar had never been invented. There are still considerable problems in explaining that the
time is long past when the sole ambition of a solo pilot was to successfully negotiate a three minute circuit and the height of ambition was a 50km attempt - downwind.
All this since the demise of PACFAG - the Parliamentary
Aviation Commillee for Flying and Gliding. This was our best
means of appeal against adverse decisions since it gave direct and
"omcial" entry to MPs etc. It no longer exists and any appeal or
argument agilinst airspace officialdom becomes much more difficult and indeed not at all clear.

DEVELOPM6N COMMITTEE REPORT
JOAN CLOKE, CHAIRMAN.
A number of established clubs have been visited as well as
possible new sites. less satisfactory have aeen the protracted
negotiations to get better and more reasonable terms for clubs
flying €rom MoD sites.
We have continued 10 work closely with the Sports Council, the
Regional Sports Councils, the Central Council fer Physical
Recreation and other bodies. A number of clubs have r.eceived
grant aid from the Sports Council for development projects, including equipment, and grants were given for tile 1974 World
Championships. Currently the BGA is making an application for a
grant tow~rds buying a Super Falke for the National Coaching
scheme:
We contributed tathe CANs study of General Aviation in the
south-east of England which meant 'attending several meetings and
submitting a paper on gliding in the area. CAA commented that
the BGA, who made a good deal of useful information available to
the research team, was one of the few ;lviation bodies able to
pn>duce comprehensive statistics on an historical basis. They confirmed that the rate of growth shows there is a considerable unsatisfied demand for gliding in the sout'h-east.

FLYI'NG cOMMnTEE REPORT
fAN STRACHAN, CHA fRMAN

A lot of ti'me was spent in establishing BOA policies on the 1975
rewrite ,of the qvv Sporting Code; the BGA Handicap Syst,cm
was completely revised and a Radio Procedures Sub-committee

was set-up under the Chairmanship of Colin Street. This was later
transferred to the Airspace Committee but meanwhile pmposals for
the future use of R/T had been agreed by the Executive.
Rouline business included the veuing of marginal claims and the
Committee is still disturbed at the errat,ic standard of some Official
Observers and even some Senior Observers.

INSTRUCTORS COMMITTEE REPORT
DON SPOrrfSWQOD, CHAIRMAN
There were 112 instructor courses during the year with a total of
75 new instructors trained. The standard of candidate was
generally good and CFls have clearly worked hard to prepare
potenrial instructors, though we believe the pre-course briefing instituted this year has also been of great help.
Committee members have carried Out 50 successfu'l full rating
tests and 24 motor glider instructor ratings. It is intended to
change the form of the Regional CH Seminars held in the early
part of this year to concentrate in future on flight safety matters.
There are still far too many flying accidents which can be attributed 10 poor basic training, inadequate supervision and
organisation faults. We hope clubs will encourage their members
to attend t,hese Safety Seminars which will be given by the National
Coaches during visits to clubs.
The Committee re-examined the requirements and syllabus for
the motor glider instruct:or rating and proposals were made to the
CAA to simplify the syllabus. We expect to have their formal reac,tion soon.

MAGAZINE COMMITTEE
ANTHONY EDWARDS, CHAIRMAN.
Sailplane & Gliding underwent its biggest change for years
when it adopted a larger forlflat with the first number in 1974. This
has allowed more flexibility in presenting both tex't and
photographs and was well received,
This year we said "goodbye" and "thank you" to one of our
long-standing committee members, Godfrey Harwood, who felt the
time had come to resign.

SAFETY PANE,L REPORT
IAN D'ANDIE, CHAIRMAN
Far' fewer people were ,injured in accidents during the last year,
though we still had four fatalities, two of these the outcome of
stailling in a turn near the ground.
There were 106 accidents, 43 substantial and 63 minor. The
1974 accident rate, 0.38 per 1000 launches, is comparable with
1970, better than 1972 and 1973, but s[jl( nothing to be complacent
about.
looking at the different types of accidenl we find that errors in
field ·selection gave rise to" 117 accidents, circuit planning nine, and
approach control ten. We still had one "iblow-over" and one accident due la the air brakes being opened and not noticed.
Poor solo supervision accounted for seven accidents. This is an
improvement, but instructors should note that most o€ these werce
due to inexperienced solo pilots being allowed to attempt soarin,g"
flights beyond their capabilities. There has also been a number of
hill soaring accidents, some due to pil'ots having no respect fo1" the
effects of "curl over" and others where they tefused to believe that
the ridge was not working so did not turn away in time.
Of the ten motor glider accidents, lWO were due to technica'l
failures, two to failure to control the rather protacted take-off and
one 10 a simulated field landing which became an actual.(the field
proved 10 be unsuitab'le). In another the propeller was damaged in
a "touch and go".
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the daily business of the BGA Technical Committee who enjoy the
excellent support of some 250 BGA appointed inspectors
throughout Great Britain.

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
ROy TETLOW, CHAIRMAN

C of A investigations during the year must have approached a
record number and involved individual members and lest groups in
PHIUP WILtS RESERVE FUND
a great deal of work. There have been :;everal fatal accidents but
they were not in any way the result of our airworthiness
Negotiations wer,e completed during the year for a Iloan of
procedures.
£2,CXXJ. br,inging the total sum out OR loan to clubs since the forDefects take a lot of time and it would help if those supplying
mation of the Fund to £8,300, A further £2,500 is at present on ofdetails gave more adequate documentation. Stemming from several
fer to two clubs towa"ds the cost of bunk houses and briefing/leereported drag chute failings, a test programme has been carried out
"\ ture rooms.
resulting in a report and recommendations.
When these are taken up there will be little money, if any,
The continuing airworthiness, inspection, renewal and
available during '1975 untilo after repayments have accumulated.
sometimes major modifications of around 900 gliders in the UK is

"gliding types" always
warmly welcom'ed here
Alton's largest and Newest Hotel, 24 Modern
Bedrooms. licensed Restaurant and Club Bar.
Motel. Terms: Bed & Breakfast £3.00-£4.00
plus VAT

ALTON HOUSE HOTEL
AA

**

RAC

HEATED SWIMMING POOL
ALTON. HAMPSHIRE

Tel. 82369

GOOD PARKING

Run by a "Gliding Type" at Lasham

I,

I

2 CHANNEL

GLIDER
TRANSCEIVER
CAA

APPROVED

Now available
Send lor details-

ELECTECHNIQUES
SeIslay, St'roud, Glos.
Telephone 045 36 3129
We apologise. for a printing error on this advertisement in the lest issue.
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Cambridge University
Gliding Club's
40th Anniversary
ANTHONY EDWAROS-Chairman

On February 12 1935 the inaugural meeting of the Cambridge
Gliding Club was held. A letter from the Senior Proctor of the
Uni.versity was read out:
Dear Sir.
Approval was yesrerday given by the Proctorial Syndicare of
the formation of the Cambridge Gliding Club on the strict undersrllnding that members must always obtain a nI/or's permit
before j1ying.
Yours sincerely
B.L. Hat/ward
PS. I hope your e/1/erprise will j1ourish.
And flourish it did, so that 40 years later finds Cambridge with
one of the pr,incipal gliding clubs in ,the country. The committee
meeting on May 16 1935 must have been the shorteSI ever (a sevenhoor meeting is recorded later in the book!):
"I That lhe name of the club be chan.ged to the "Cambridge
University Gliding Club".
2 That instruction shall begin on Friday 17/5/35."
And indeed on the Friday the first l1ight took place at Caxton
Gibbel, a Nacelled Zogling piloted by Oliver Fitzwilliam being
launched by winch. The name of the club has remained the same
ever since. though for many years it has been an open club with a
majority of non-University members. Technically, however, at! the
equipment is owned by a Trust whose (lbject is "To pwmote, assist
and eocol,lrage gliding, soaring and aerial navigation in all its forms
in lhe University of Cambridge", and by the rules a majority of the
committee must be members of the University. So by a typically
British c0mpromise a somewhat illogica'l organisation provides an
opportunity for co-operation which has been seized by every glider
pilot in Cambridge..
The club was founded by a group which included John, Duke of
Grafton, John Paget, Oliver Filzwilliam, Ralph Slazenger, Don
Maclement, Keith Turner, and John Pringle. Paget was Presidenl,
Pringle Treasurer, and Turner Secretary. Forty years on finds John
Pringle President, though ever since he took the Chair of Zoology
at another place we have had to have a Chairman in Cambridge.
By the end of 193.5 a BAC VU two-seater, a Willow Wren, and
the Cambridge I had an been flown. The first cross-country flight
(four miles. from Mam Tor to Camphill) took place the following
year, in which a National height record for winch lallnch,ing
(I200ft) was also claimed. Thus the twin pillars of the club's prewar fame - operating by winch from a flat site, and running hill
expeditions- were set up at an early stage. In 1937, commenting
on the first soaring flight and cross-country from Caxton (30 mins
for seven miles), the Editor of Sailplane wrote "The first crosscountry Rights from the Cambridge University Gliding Club's site
are notable events, in that the club has no hill for soaring, and has
to rely entirely on thermal currents rising off a flat field".
There was a camp at Kimmeridge, Dorset. ,in 1937, and that year
al$O saw the first aerotow (at Heston), the advent of the Totternnoe and the Kirby Kite, and the first 'Silver Cs: John Simpson,
K. Lingford and Keith Turner. In 1938 there was aerot'owing from
both Cambridge Airport and RAF Duxford, lhe f'irst soaring at
Duxford- taking place on March 6. Thirty-seven years later finds
the club once again aerolowing from both Cambridg.e Airport
(now invariably called "Marshall's") and Duxford (now no longer

used by the RAF). There was als0 winching at Duxford, as there is
today, a record height of 1350ft being obtained on May 15. and
two very successful camps in the Vale of Pewsey, Wiltshire, at sites
revisited by the Club in the last few years. Then came the war. The
Cambridge I was stored at Dunstable and everything el'se
requisitioned.
But the club was not to be dormant for long. In the middle of
1945· John Pringle rescued the Cambridge I from Dunstable and
tlew it fmm Heston and Sulton Bank. From Heston he soared over
London for 45mins! Training started again at Caxton Gibbet and
Marshall's in 1946, and on May 19 the club moved its equipment

John Pringle. rM President. photographed in his undergraduate days
with the BAC VII

from Caxton to Bourn aerodrome, nearer Cambridge. In June the
first of a memorable sequence of Mynd camps was held "with the
co-operation of the Midland GlidiAg Club". These camps \\'ere to
be a regular feature of club operations for twenty-eight years, until
increasing costs and the changing requirements of highperformance machines were to lead to their recent, and we hope
temporary, demise.
And so the post-war story unfolds. Ted Warner joined the club
as Ground Engineer in 1946, an event which was to have the
profoundest Influence on its subsequent history. One day that
history wjl,\ have to be written (much to his annoyance'!), but for
the moment 1946 seems ,a good place to stop. Nowadays, when the
simplest pl'ans take years to carry out because of the bureaucracy of
interventionism. it is good to recaU that in just I1 years a gliding
club was started from scratch, people learnt to winch, aerotow,
bungey, soar, and fly cross-oountry, that a World War was then
fought and won, and that the same gliding club was then. resurrected with such enthusiasm that in 1975 we are still enjoying the
results.
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Have a beer? Bill Scull and I met Con Greaves at the
Oranjekrag in the Orange Free State on the fir~t of
m ny intriguing evenings with our South Afn~an
hosts. We had all (ravel'led out to this hot, moorhke
part of the high veld to participate in the South
African National Championships, Bin flying a Kestrel
19 an Con and I a new Calif A-21 which had just
arrived after a hasty collection from Italy and the
assistance of Dick Stratton of the BOA in granting a
temporary Permit to Fly. We were immediately taken
over and invited to stay at the houses of the Bloemfontein con ingent for the duration, which proved to
be gliding followed by a South African style barbecue
every night wi h all participants flowing off to bed in
pools of beer.

R

'Thanks to Mike Carlton
Britain is
back on The
World Record General
list after a lapse
of 14 years.
.

'I

Ready to fly
Con Greaves, a veteran of three South African
Gliding Champion .ps, had by the time we arr ed
overcome all the us I difficulties of importation and
transportati and we were able to commence flying in
earnest on Friday, December 2 . Tb conditions were
superb, four and five meter thermal being the norm
with either blue thermals or at least cloud base starting
at between 8000 and 1IOOOft agl.
The Calif showed all its promise and we looked forward to embarking on a numb r of exdting flights. My
first task was to deal with the elusive 500km triangle,
which I managed to complete successfully on the
fourth day. This left Con an me able to concentrate
on the two-seater flying whioh began to show that
world records were well within our grasp. Then
tragedy struck: after five days' flying at the start of a
325km triangle, the two-seater developed severe
aileron flutter which led to both wing tips cracking
and bending up and the aircraft becoming almost impossible to handle. After a more than fraught descent
we landed knowing that the 14 months of hard work
and preparation were to no avail; this som our days
before the commencement of the actual Championship
flying.

Invited to compete
It was then that the magnificent help and hospitality
of the South Africans were most evident. There we
were, three pilots and one aeroplane, all in a very
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This is Mike's account of
an eventful trip.
. . Subject to homologetion.
depressed state of mind. The South Africans agreed to
us· flying hors concours with all three of us being
allowed to compete. Bill Scull almost immediately
completed a very creditable 525km triangle and Con
Greaves at 545km out-and-return. at a British national
record speed of approximately 117km/h.

A superb contest
It was interesting to be present at one of the earlier
task days to be set a lOOOkm triangle which un~
fortunately had to be revised due to weather uncertainties. All in all we were able to overcome the obvious disappointment of the Calif incident and enjoyed
a superb contest among many of our new South
African friends. After the contest Bill and I stayed
with the BIQemfontein Gliding Club at Kenilworth,
just north of the city of Bloemfontein, whilst Con
visited his brother in Capetown.
Once again club members Ben Lubbe, Maurice
Ouo, Jan, Dirk, Bob and Mike, who had crewed for us
at Oranjekrag, and not the least Waiter Wailer the
CFJ, made us feel at home. We enjoyed the delights of

CORDS
maritime ai'r of the Hendrik Verwoerd Dam are
where we had been flying in the previou ee. My
first turning point, some 280 m ro Kenilworth ,
was aptly named Carlton. True to orm I couldn't find
it! After waiting some eight or nine minutes and
photographing the whole area, I pinpointed the tiny
railway station and was able to set out 0 the second
leg of 290kms to Douglas airfield on th Douglas
river. Up to this point ift was nearly alwaY5 of the order of five meters to 10000 and ~ lOOOft agl.
The second leg was to be flown over inhospitable,
dry and fairly flat country. This, coupled with the
slightly adverse W-15kts wind, made the going ntudi
harder, ev·en to my having a very low point some twothirds of the way through this leg. After some five
hours, Douglas Airfield was reached and
photographed, and the homeward run lay ahead.

Mike Car/ton (in the hat) with 8ill Scull.

winch launching the Kestrel and generally bathed in
the warm sun and club atmosphere, As we ,intended to
return to England by January 8, Bill and I drove to
the airfield with a view to <ferigging. At about 1I am
Bil showed me a message from Con saying what a
supe day it was and why didn't I try a 750km triangle?
Convinced by the early puffs of "steam" at around
7000ft agl, my preparations. were soon under way to
deal with making declarations, organising photos,
barographs, etc, and at I L,25am I was finally winch
launched to 750ft to begin the mo t ex iting fl'jght of
my life. t was soon evident thal the day was going to
Ire special. Having climbed initiaUy to 9000ft agl, I set
off in a fast easterly direction at 11Okts. After about
five mlnlutes, 1 realised that my track should have
been south. With asty apologies to Bloemfonteln
radar (we flew there under radar control from the
main airport some 5km a ay), I was once aga,in
property away.
Fast beginning

The first 180kms were covered in phenomenal time,
averaging some 165km/h, until I reached the same

Speed reduced
A completely blue .sky faced me and serious doubts
nearly caused me to divert northerly towards Kimberley where some patchy cumulus clouds were still
forming. However, I decided to reduce speed and to
take adv.antage of the weaker lift to drift home. SOme
IOOkms out I could hear 'Chris Falkingbridge in bis Std
Cirrus finishing a 756km triangle into Oranjekrag and
assumed that my day was over. If only I had believed
the excellent JSW calculator then the last two slow
climbs, which led me to have to finish with the wheel
down, air brakes out and parachute de.ployed. would
have been averted.
Upon landing I was surprised by the many
congratulations and inevitable beers to learn that, subject to confirmation and no other claims, a new world
distance record for the largest triangle over 750km had
been established. All in all some recompense for the
Calif problems.

Postscdpt: As already announced in our last issue p30
a number of 750km triangles were flown on January 5,
the fastest being the one flown by Georg Eckle of West
Germany in his Nimbus 2 at approx 123km/h. The
largest triangle (771km), however, was the one flown
by Mike Carlton in his Kestrel 19 and should, subject
to homologation, be the first recognised world record
for distance along a trIangular course. [EO]
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New f,om GLASFLOGEL

"THE HORNET"

London Sail planes Ltd,.
Tring Road, Ounstable. Beds.
Telephone Dun$table 62068
U.K. Agents lor 10st and A. Schleicher
Open Monday (,Q Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p,m.

C.A.A. welding and re-sprays
Repairs to wood. glass-fibre and steel tube maohines
Stocks of most materials for repairs and re-builds
Wide range of insuuments in stock
Barograph and A.S.I. Calibration

WINTER BAROGRAPHS
MAIN STOCKISTS:

The new hot ship with the following
features:-

THERMAL EQUIPMENT
LIMITED
Lasham Airfield, Alton, Hampshire

1 New, smooth profile fuselage with 'T'
tail.
2

Superb traiJ'ng edge 'flap brak€s'.

3

A very high maximum wing loading of
8.8'lb/sq.ft.

4

A never-exceed speed of 155 m.p.h.

===l~=

Telephone Herriard 359 or 0256-83 359

AIRCRAFT
INSURANCE
and
ALL TYPES
OF INSURANCE
TRY THE SPECIALISTS

-- -

~

I

:1

\1' ---- _._-phone. call Of write

J. A. Harrison (Brokers) Ltd.
SLINGSBY SAILPLANES
Kirkbymoorslde, Yorks
Tel. Kirkbymoorside (0751) 31751

Telex 57911

"Security House"
160-"61 BROMSGROVE STREET.
8",:lMINGHAM 85 6NY
Telephone 021-692 1245 (10 lines)

I

a Cen,tury of SERVICE

1I

For Keenest RTJtes. Service and Securit'l
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GLIDER RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
(DUN STREET -Chairman, Radio Communications Airspace Committee
The iocrease in the use of glider radio communications in recent
years has led to the need of the BGA to examine Ithe future usage
of the facility. Some idea of the current expansion in the use of
RiT communications can be gauged from the fact that applications
for licences have trebled 'in the last three years.
AI the beginning of 1974 new R/T proposa'ls were formulated
within the BGA and circulated to intereSted parties for study and
approach to NATS
comment. While this was being undertaken,
was made to see if an additional disoreet gliding fr.eql,lency could be
made available to alleviate the growing congestion on l30.4MH~
that we were experiencing in some' part$ of the country. Unfortunately the ability to maximise our capacity of utilising
I29.9MHz to greater effect was compromised by Ithe needs of other
users sharing the frequency. This problem was highlighted in the
summer when Biggin Hill was temporarily assigned 129.9 as an approach frequency. Clearly the mixing of such dissimilar operations
on one frequency was undesirable.
The negotiations that followed with NATS resulted in the
allocation of a new discreet gliding frequency of nO.I,. on ·condition that the shared frequency of 129.9 was phased out of our
operatitms. However af.ter further negotiations NATS acceded to
our request for the utilisat,ion of 129.9 as our ground to ground
frequency for a trial period of one year. Should this trial prove
satisfactory then the frequency will be confirmed as a permanent
ground to ground frequency with effect froni November I) 1975.
All licence holders will now have been advised by the Ho1J1C Office
of the revision to their Iicence'schedule which came into effect on
November 1 1974.
During discussions with NATS the opportunity was taken to
raise the question of interference from unauthorised 'use of the
gliding frequencies, and as a result NATS have promulgated an Information Circular detaiting the changes in our frequencies and
confirming the e){c1usive use of 130. I and 130.4 for gliding
operations. Should any problems arise in future, then a report of
the interference should be sent to the BGA giving as much information as possible. These details will then be forwarded to
NATS for action.
Last September the Executive Committee approved the
following R/T procedures that came into effect this year.

an

Frequency Assignment
A'Il-cmss .country flying
All cloud flying
*seoondary site frequency
*The purpose of the secondary site frequency is for those clubs
who have a second channe'l facility to provide a voluntary
"Safeguard Service" by broadcasting information to cross-country
gliders in their area, warming of abnormal weather conditions, or
details of a NOTAM affecting the area, ie tbe ETA's of a Royal
Right Helicopter transiting the area.
130.4

130.1

129.9
(Shared frequency)

All local flying Oncluding Met researc~
Test flying, formation aerobatics ete)
Primary site frequency
Contest start and finish lines.
Ground-to-ground communications.

It is appreciated that some gliders are filled with single cnanne'l
equipment, and that it will take time before this ,equipment

becomes obsolescent. There is therefore no restriction in the use of
130.4 in this case. However, priority of transmission must be given
to pilots transmitting, cloud flying or cross.-country information
before transmitling messages of a contellt not assigned to the
frequency, and these should only be of an essential nature and kept
.as brief as possible.

afT Standalrds
To promote better standards of RlT utilisation, the BGA will in'Ioduce .he foUowing:
I. Ask all clubs to appoint communications officers to teach and
advise new members of .he 1!I5e of radio, and to monitor their local
area R/T for standard of operations and for freedom from interference by unauthorised users.
2 P.ublish guidance in the form of an RJT handbook.
3 Introduce a section on RJT in Ihe Bronze C test paper.
4 Compile and pubtish a register of all call signs and their owners,
and publish this as a supplement to S&H.
Call Signs
The BGA will require a I gliders competing in the 1975 competitions 10 utilise Iheir competition number as their registered call
sign, and also recommend that all future applicants for gMer radio
licences utilise their competition number as their registered call
sign. It is considered essential that when operating a system of pilot
controlled separation between gliders, the identificat·ion marks on
tfle .airframe relate to the call sign of the g'lider. There is no objection to personalised name call signs being used for glider mobile
stations.
The imp'lementation of Ithese flew R/T p.rooedures is being made
by attempting to strike a balance between informality' and
regulation, there being no. desi,re whatsoever 10 introduce any form
of BGA R/T licencing.
For the facHity to be of benefit to the movement it therefore
requires a fair measure of self-discipline from all R/T operators,
but this is'not to say that the BOA will not take disciplinary action
against any R/T operator who shows a @Iatant disregard for other
users on the fr.ecp.lency.
Finally, when preparing for the new ~ason lit should 110t be
forgotten lhat our radio equipment is operating in the aeronautical
band, and that a periodic check should be made of the frequency
standard of RJT equipment by an authorised tester.

SHEPLEY LANE,
HAWK GREEN,
MARPLE,
CHESHIRE.
Postcode: SK6 7JW
Telephone: 061-427 2488

ARB, BGA. PFA Approved
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ADC? Simp'le ... iDOLPHINI

WINNING

Oolphin gives conventional varios an air-mass readout. Kits from
£10. Oetai.ls from John Williamson 'at
JSWSOARING"11 Galaxie Road, Cowplain, Hants. P089AT.
or ring Hlorndearli (09051 595344 after 6.30 pm
, .. andJSW CALCULATORS, of course!

onthew·nd

EDO-AIHE

by George Moffat

Glider Radio Type RT551-£370
Wrhe for details
PURl'fAN-ZEP
Portable Dilutor Demand Oxygen System
Price on application
EROS
Glider Portable Dillutor Demand System
Price on application

George Moftat, twice Opel"l Class World Champion
(70 & '74), tells .all
Fly with hirn in over twenty-five of the World's greatest
ships from the 'fifties to the 'seventies. Share his' winning
contest techniques in Intimate detail. Uve with him
through a decade of success in world-class competition
and ,record 'flying. Savor his wit and candour in selected
'Infamous last Words'. Famed '52 World Ohampion Philip
Wills contr,ibutes a gracious and informative Introduction.

STRUGNELL
AVIATION SERVICES
The Old Post, Well End, BoUrne End, Bucks.

Tel. BQurne End (062851 23458

It's all here, in the great soaring
book of the 70s.

Cleveland Sailplanes
We are a new company specialising il"l REPAIRS, C of A
and REBUILDS. Our staff are enthusiasts and Jully
qualified, so ring us up eveR if its's just for '8dvjcethat's free. We are competent to handle all materials:
WOOD, METAL and GlASSfiIBRE.
Call, write or phone for:
SPEEDY C of A and iREPAIR SERVICE INSTRUMENTS
TRAILERS-WOOD or METAL AIRCRAFT MATERIALS
RELEASE HOOK SERVICE HEW SKIDS

Stop Press: FQr Sale-Dart 17R and lfailer. C3,100.
• Cobra 15, complete oulfit £4,500

Cleveland
Sailplanes
MELMERBY INDUSiRIAl ESTATE
Near RIPON, W. YORKS
Telephone: Melmerby (,076 584) 358
H.B.-We have NO connecllon wltll any other organlsallon in this

.rea
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Please send me
copies. of "W,INNING ON
WIN D", at £2 each. post and VAT paid.
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Cheques payable to British Gliding Association,
The Soaring Press, clo BIG.A., Kimberley House, ~
Vaughan Way, Great Central Street, leicester.
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PEEBLESa new name i'n variometers
B.

o.

JACKSON

My only previous knowledge of 'Pat Peebles was the article he
wrote some time ago for Sailplane & Gliding about a gadget called
the Pallinometer, so when he lelephoned me one evening ·to ask il·1
could assist in air testing !! new electric variometer he had
designed, I was more than a lit,tle 'intrigued.
He explained that most instruments of this ,type sul"l"ered from
two disadvantages, a non-linear scale, and a lack of sensitivity near
scale zero, resulting in the meter failing to indicate vefY small
amounts of lift. He had managed to overcome both these difficulties by intr.oduc,ing a biassing l'Iow acfOSS the thermistor sensors.
The sensing chamber incorporates a diaphragm type pump,
which causes an oscillating flow across the sensors, and adjustment
of the amplitude of oscillation enables a linear response to be
achieved. Since the air around the sensors is continuously in
movement, there is no tendency to stagnate when thefe is no flow
due to lift or sink.
In addition to the improvements described above, an integrating
circuit has been provided, 10 a'llow average rate of climb to be indicated. A voltage fegu lating ci,rcuit is also induded, to provide a
nine volt supply from any source between II and 24 volts.
Initial testing was carried out in the K-l3 at Camphill, and af,ter
some minm modifications the instrument was installed in the syndicate's Dart 17R. The advantages 01· the instrument were immediately apparent. Response 10 lift was fast. but wilh no tendency
to overshoot, the integrating facility was easy to use, and checked
out well agaillstthe altimeter and stop-watch. A wave climb to over
12000ft showed that the attention paid to temperature stability,
and the Increased sensitivity around zero on the scale, were well
worthwltile.
Since the instrument was installed in the Dart, a number of
pilots have had the opportunity of making an independent
assessment. Their CORlments have all been favourable, and there ·is
every indication that the instrument will be favourably received
when it is put il)to production.
Incidentially, I would like to l1Ilake it clear that 1 have no commercial interest in the instrument.

APRIL JO·MA\' 11: Inter-Service Regional, Spitalgate
MAY 1.10: Hahnweide International Ccntest, Gerfllany
MAY 10·18: Wycombe Regionals, Booker
MJ\ Y IS.2St Swiss Nationals. Montricher, Vaud
MA Y 17·30: Austrian Nationals, Mariazell
MAY 17.25: Belgian Open/Standard Class Nationals, Saint Hubert
MAY I7-JUNE 1: German Open/Standard Class Nationals, Bindlacher Berg .or Bayreuth
MAY 2l·U: Israel Aviation and Astronautics Annual Conference,
Tel Aviv and Haifa
MAY 24-JUNE 1: UK Nationals, Coventry GC, Husl;>ands
Bosworth
MAY 26·JUNE6: Dutch Standard/Club Class Nationals, Terlet
JUNE '·15: Competition Enterprise, Devon & Somerset GC,
North Hill
JUNE 8-2.9: Women's World Championships, Leszno, Poland
JUNE 10: Start of Smirnoff Derby, USA.
JULY 1.10: USA Standard Class Nationals, Minden, Nevada
JULY 5·13: Western Regionals, Bristol &. Gloucestershire GC~
Nympsfield
JULY 13·26: Huil Jours d' Angers, France
JULY 15·24: 'USA National Soaring Championships, Hobbs, New
Mex,ioo
JULY 19.27: Lasham Regionals, Lasham Gl1ding Society, Lasham
JULY 19.AUGUST 3: German Club Class Nationals and Ladies
Contest, Kassel-Calden
JULY 19·26: International Meeting for Vintage Gliders, Gruyere,
Switzerland
AUGUST 2·10: Northern Regionals, Derbyshire & Lancashire
Gc. Sulton Bank
AUGUST 9.17: Belgian Club/Two-Seater Class Nationals, Balen
AUGUST 16·25: Euroglide, London GC, Dunstable
SEPTEMBER 6·13: German Motor Glider Rally, Burg Feuerstein, Germany (provisional).
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Roomy COCkpit •
Effective flaps/brakes
Demonstrator in 1976
Ex Works price from 43.000 FMK

•

U.efuJload, range
Class w'inning performance
Delivery dates-late 1975 onwards
Range of extras includes colour
chofce, trailer etc.

e

New from Finland

AD gllJS$-fibre high performance Standard Class
Sailplane designed to meet the new OSTJV
requirements which have permitted the use of
watarbBIlastpnce 1972 and flaps since 19.14.

MANUFAUURER: MOLlNO OY FINLAND

•
•

ay

Mo/ino
are pleased to announce the
appointment of Sole Agent'in the UK and EIRE

.JOHN HULME
BOTT,ISHAM

CAMBRIDGE

Te'lephone Cambridge 811323
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STRUCTURE OF THE BGA
The membership structure of the BGA is
now made up of 76 full members and 107
associate members. The 76 full members
inchJde three members which have affiliated clubs as follows: Army Gliding
Association, 2 clubs, RAF Gliding and
Soaring Association, 14, and Royal Navy
Gliding and Soaring Association, 3.
Operations
During the year ending September 30,
1974, (1973 figures in brackets), civilian
clubs flew a total of 84854 (81629) hours
from club sites from 284112 (279835) launches.
Club owned gliders totalled 285 (273)
and privately owned gliders 597 (535). The
combined Services flew 25389 (23612)
hours from 95873 (102863) launches.
Certificates
Certificates were issued as foUows: A and B
endorsements 2236 (2320), C endorsements 167 (205), Bronze C endorsements 500 (579), Silver C 337 (254),
Gold C 68 (47), Gold C distance 106 (43),
Gold C height 120 (123), Diamond goal
106 (43), Diamond height 30 (26) and
Diamond distance 15 (24).
A and B certificates were applied for by
1315 ( 1371) holders of the ATC
proficiency certificate.

BGADJPWMAS
This year they have been awarded to John
Jeffries (London GC), Ansgar Sambale
(Scottish GU) and Ted Warner (Cambridge
University GC). Full details will be in the
next issue.
ANNUAL AWARDS· 1974
The BOA has announced the following:
Dou&las trophy (for club with three
flights by three different club members
aggregating the greatest cross-country
distance): Lasham for flights by H.
Hilditch, 608km on May 29; A.D. PurneU,
543km on May 14 and G. BUller-Madden,
519km on May 19. Total 167Okm.
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California in England trophy (longest
flight by a woman): Ann Walker, Cambridge University, for a 312km triangle,
May 29, Std Libelle.
De Havilland cup (best gain of height):
D. Pearce, Cambridge University, 23500ft,
on August 20. Swal'low.
.Frank Foster tropby (best speed IOOkm
tnangle): R. Jones, Inkpen, 114.2km/h on
April 30, Nimbus 2.
Manio cup (best speed 300km triangle):
R. Jones, 105.45km/It, on May 29, Nimbus
2.
Robert Perfectlrophy (for the club with
the most instructors per member):
Kirknewton, 5'h to one.
Seager cup (best closed circuit in twoseater): J. Jeffries and Gillian Case, Lon·
don 300k:m triangle at 81.l2km/b on May
29, Calif A21.
VoIk. cup (longest closed circuit flight):
A.D. Pumell, Surrey & Hants, 543km goal
and return on May 14, Nimbus 2.
Wakefield cup (longest flight): H.
Hilditch, Surrey &. Hants, 608km, on May
29, Nimbus 2.

National Ladder trophies.
L. du G8Ide Peach (winner in club aircraft): C.D. l..ovell, Surrey &: Hants,
4598pts,
Enigsna trophy (winner in private aircraft): R. Aldous, Hooker, 5801pts,

powered autotowing, pulley launching or
winching is going on in maRy parts of the
UK and abroad with the ingenuity and in·
dustry of some clubs making a major con·
tribution to cost-effective gliding.
The BOA has not so far become much
involved with these more agricultural items
of gliding hardware, but there is no doubt
the movement would benefit greatly from
an eltchange of ideas, costs, developments
and disasters experienced by so few on
behalf of so many.
Therefore, I would be pleased if you
would send me photos, facts and figures
(c/o the BGA office) on what you have
achieved with new equipment and
techniques devised to improve launching
efficiency. Include brief details of power
installed, fuel economy, cost of development; rate of launching and height gained
with your latest devioes so that everyone
may benefit from your successes and
failures. Do's and Don't are equally important and product improvement should
be included.
BGA MOTIF COMPETITION
We would like to ,thank all the entrants in
the above competition who have swamped
the office with an amazing number of
designs for our new letterheads.
We hope to anl10unce the results of the
competition in the next issue of S&G.

COST EFFECTIVE LAUNCHING
BGAOFFlCES

It was suggested to the BGA Executive that
individuals and clubs may well be willing to
pool ideas they have on cost-effective launching. Dick Stratton, BGA Chief Technical
Officer, explains the reasoning behind thiS
request.
There is an urgent need throughout the
world to develop the most cost-effective
launching equipment if the cost of gliding
is to be safe-guarded against inflation,
otherwise it will become a recreation
beY~>rId the means of the younger enthusiasts upon whom the future of gliding
depends. There is plenty of scope for DIY
by inventive club members.
Development in launching equipment,
whether it be propane gas or diesel

By the time you read this we hope that the
BGA office will be en routr to the new
headquarters at Leicester. From April I
our new address will be KIMBERLEY
HOUSE.
VAUGHAN
WAY.
LEICESTER, and the telephone number
LEICESTER 51051.
CHURCHILL AWARD
The Churchill Award of £100 a year is to
assist a project organised and carried out
by an individual glider pilot. Eligible
projects must indude flying lUld could, for
example, involve meteorological research
by glider, development lUlrl flight testing of

new instruments, or investigation into
some quite new aspect associated with
gliding.
Application forms are available from the
BGA and tbe dosing date is May 31.

RIKA HARWOODCHANGE OF ADDRESS
After the BOA office has moved to
Leicester on Marcb 15, Rib Harwood can
be reached either via 'the office or at 66
Maisemor,e Gardens, Emsworth, Hants.
Tel. 024-34-4580; or at 8 Prima Road,
lendon SW9 QNA, Tel 01-735-3921.

Clubs and private owners are advised t
with immediate effect all gliders flying in
UK have 10 carry Third Party Insurance for
a minimum of £100,000. The period of
grace ends on May 31 and nO gliders
shook! be allowed to fly after'this date
unless covered by tllis new requirement.

There will
'a ders,
one for Rights in privately owned gliders
and one for club gliders. The change of
handicaps will result in more favourable
wei8lJting for the lower performanced
gliders.
D.A. Salmon of Derby & Lanes heads
the Private Ladder with J. Scarsbrook of
Deeside the only entry on the Club Ladder.

FLYING COMMITIEE NOTFS
Standard Qass R«ords
A separate list, of UK local records for Std
Class gliders has 'been agr~ ,in principle.
Further details will be announced after the
March CIVV meeting. However no height
records will be included, and no flights
prior to January 1" 1975 wi1'l wunt. Initial
performances 'better l'han 75% of existing
Open Class records wm be required to set
initial standards.
Pilols and Official Obseners
The BOA office and t~e lying Committee
Hots b~ge ~Iaim.
don't enjoy reJecting
Every contentious clam resl:llts m a 'great
deal of work, bot,h OB he telephone and by
,post. A claim consisting of a correctly fBled
cut form, together with all the required
supporting evidence in one envelope, can
be approved ,in lhe shortestpossib'le time.
Remember Ihat the BOA do not make the
rules, they vet all claims on lbeha~f of
QVV. Follow a few common sense rules,
and most of the problems wHI be removed.
Pilots
Make your declaration clear and accurate.
Northampton as a TP is hardly sufficient.

The town is over Skms across the main
built up area, thus the task length could be
affected by up to Wkms depending which
side of the town was turned.
Northampton Railway Stn immediately
pinpoints the TP (assuming th~ town has
only one station). Similarly Northampton
(A45/A428 junct west of town) or Lincoln
(Cathedral) are good Tt's.
Leave a margin on your task length. A
quickly measured triangle. on a folded map'
on the glider wing, of.~1.51rns wuld well
turn out to bP. 298kms on accurate
checking. An init'ial 308kms is much less
likely to turn Ollt to be under 3OOkms.
Arrange to be released at the correct
point, ideally overhead the cenlr,e of the
base airfield. Depending on wind direction,
the day's normal DZ could well be 5kms
along the first leg of the proposed track. If
local conditions do not permit a release
.overhead, arrange before take-off to 'be obrved flying ba(;k and crossing the airfield
efore starting the task.
When taking TP photographs, remember
you are proving that you have rounded the
TP correctly. (The Sporting Code will
detail the zone from which the photo
should be taken). If approaching a TP from
the east, it is not suffiCient to casually take
a photo from the top of a conveni.ent thermal, and then set off up the second leg. In
the above case, the photo should be taken
from the west, looking approx east.

Obseners
Do not just act as postmen. The pilot must
satisfy you that he has completed the flight
as claimed. Check any claimed height gain
against a valid calibration chart before sending everything to the 8GA. Make sure
that the TP photo's do show correct rounding of the right TP. As an observer, ,you
sign for all this on 'the relevant claim form.
Nevertheless, if you consider that a claim
may well be valid, although ther,e may be a
query about some aspect of the task or the
supporting evidence; 'then send everything
to the BOA office, together with a letter
explaining the query, Further checks can
then be made and the claim approved if at
all possible.
JOHN GLOSSOP. Flying Committee
THE PIK.20
It is planned to have the PiK·20 in this country
for a demonstration ,tour in early spring.. Contact
John Hulme of Boltisham, Cambridge.

TEN YEAR INSPECTIONS
At the December meeting of the BOA
Technical Committee it was decided to
phase out Ihe requirement for a ten year
inspection of gliders, on the logical
grounds that standards of airworthiness
must be maintained at all times-not
allowed to deteriorate over nine years!
Therefore, with effect from January 1975
ten ,year majors are out.

GL'IDING CERTIFICATES
'DIAMOND DIStANCE
No.

Name

1/74 'M.A. (arlton
1/75 W.G. Scull
1/76 J.B. Hearn
1/77 0.0. Boo.ke,

Oub
in South Africa
in Soulh Atrica
in USA
in South Africa

1914
21.12

Club
Airways
Wrekin
Surrey/Hants
South Africa
Surrey/Hants
South Africa

1974
21.8
18,8
29.5
9,10
21.8
21.12

Oub
Surrey/Hanls
Lasham

SGU
Chilterns
Shropshire
Eagle

1974
5.10
25,10
25,10
24,10
25,10
24,10
24,10
24,10
'1.6
13,12
28.12
16,11

Oub
Thames Valley
South Africa

1974
29.10
21.12

JO.12
21.7
16,10

DIAMOND GOAL
No.

2/587
2/588
2/589
21590
2/591
2/592'

Name
B:e. Morris
C.W.S. Goodman
N. W. Cranfield

0.0. Book-er
A. Cole
J.G. Heath

DlAMONO HEIGHT
No.

31111
3/212
3/213
3/214
3/215
3/216
3/217
3/218
3/219
3}220
3/221
3/222

Name
T. Fox
J.iN. Stevt;lnson

SGU
Ouse

W.lawson
R.G.,Mortimer
P.W. JamBS
W.J. Verting
D. Brown
J.A, Fox.
(i.M. Polkinghorn
M.A. Clarke

Surrey!Hanls
Surrev/Hanls
Midland

Fulmar

V.C. Can
M.F.R. Hardv

GOlQ C ,COMPLETE
No.

Name

454
455

A. Kav
J.G. Heath

GOLD C 'HEIGHT
Name
A. Kav
M.J. Milia'
D.E. Findon
P.80l1on
A.W. Swales
E.H.L Shore
M Burns
A.E. Jones
G. Kirby
RG. Farmer

Club
Thames Valley

.

Fulmar
Coventry
Biceslsr
Harnbletons
Devon/Somerset
SGU
Shropshi(8
Eagle
Hereford

1974
2~.10

28.10
20.7
24.10
2.6
8.10
18."2
1.12
16,11
5,1,75

GOLD C DIITANCE
Name
e.c. Morris
N.W. Cranfield
0.0. Brooke
A- Cole
J.G.Healh

WATCH OUT FOR THIS RADIO

IILVER C

Lloyd's Aviation Oept are anxious to trace
an ASH 360 glider radio, serial No. 001,
manufactured by Avionic Systems
(Heathrow) Ltd, which was stolen from a
Kestrel 19 at Booker on or about August
14, 1974.
Underwriters are offering a reward for
its recovery and the successful prO$ecution
of those responsible.

3878
3879
3890
3881
3882
3883
3894
J885
3896
3887
3888
3899
3890

No.

Name
P.J. Coward
B. Ward
B. W. Johnson
D.J. Williams
J.E. McDonald
A.F. Bullock
J.B. Quennell
A. Burghsll
O. M. Shadr 8ch
M.J. Lincoln
B.A. Young
R.G. Watson
R.G. Farmer

Oub
Airways
Surrey/Hants
in South Africa
Surrey/Hants
Soulh Africa

Club
Both/Wilts
Crusaders
Burton/Derby
Airways
Airways
Swindon
Midland
Hambletons
Bicester
Clevelands
Klippeneck
Norfolk
Hereford

1974
21.8
29,5
9.10
21.8
21.12

1974
15,6
14.10
8.10
25.10
20.10
17.10
20,10
17.8
5,11
4.12
19.4
28,8
5.1.75
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IINTERNATIONAl GIJIDING RECORDS (correct es et 5.3.19751
Height Gain
Absolu~e Heigtill
Slr,aight Distance
Triangular Distance·
Goal and Return
Goal F:light
100km T,riang'le
300km T1riangle
500km Triangle
750km Triangle·

12,894m
14,102m
1,460.8km
771km
1,260.44km
1,231.8km
165.34km/h
153.43km/h
135.32km/h
123.km/h

Heigtilt Gairil
Height
Straight 'Distance
Goal and Return
Goal Flight
l00km Triangle
300km Triangle
500km Triangle

11,680m
13,489m
921.95km
718.2km
864.86km
142.92km/h
122.06km/h
114.86km/h

Absol~te

Height Gain
Absolute Height
Straight Distance
Goal and Return
Goal Plight
l00km Triangle
300km Triangle
500km Triangle

9,119m
12,190.2m
749.20km
672.2km
731.60km
123.71km/h
114.45km/h
113.9km/h

Height Gain
Absolute Height
Straight Distance
Goal and Return
Goal Flight
l00km Triangle
300km Triangle
500km Triangle

8,430m
9,5l9m
864.86km
o'15.82km
864.86km
101.75km/h
97.74km/h
69.6km/h

SINGLE-SEATERS
P.F.Bikle, USA
P.F. Bikle, USA
H-W. Grosse, W. Germany
M.R. Carlton, GB (in South Afrlca)
w.e. Hotbrook, USA
H-W. Grosse, W. Germany
K.B. Briegleb, USA
W. Neubert, W. Germany (in Kenya)
M. Jackson, South Africa
G. Eckle, W. Germany (in South Africa)
MULTI-SEATERS
S. Josefczak and J. Tarczoril, Poland
L. Edgar and H. Klieforth, USA
JJ. KOl,JznetsQV and J. BarRhamov, USSR
E. Makula, Poland and J. Serarin (in USAI
Isabella Gorokhova and Z. Koslova, USSR
K. Holighaus, W. Germany and U. P,larre (in Switzerl'and)
E. Makula, Poland and J. Serafin (in USAI
E. Makula, Poland and Adele Orsi, Italv (in USA)

SGS 1-23E
SGS 1-23E
ASW-12
Kestrel 19
Libelle 3m
ASW-17
Kestrel. 17
Kestrel' 604
BJ-3
Nimbus 2

25.2.1961
25.2.1961
25.4.1972
5.1.1975
5.5.1973
1:6.4.1974
18.1.1974
3.3.1972
28.12.1967
5.1.1975

Bocian
Pratt-Read G-1
alanik
Cal~f A-21
Blanlik
Janus
Calif A-21
Calif A-21

5.11.1966
19.3:1952
3.6.1967
e.8.1972
3.6.1967
15.8.1914
24.8.11974

Skylark 3B
PrBthRead 1'95
RotFHmt
Jantar
A-15
Kestrel 401
Kestrel 17
Libelle 301

13.1.Ii961
14.4.1955
29.5.1973
29.1.1966
18.7.1974
11.2.1972
16.10.1974

Bocian,
sas 2-32
Blanik
Blanik
Blanik
Cali,f A-21
Calif A-21
Blanik

17,JO.1967
5.1.1967
3.6 .1967
6.6.1973
3.6.1967
17.8.1974
18.8,1'974
29.5.J968

Skylark 4
Skylark 4
Skylark 3F
Kestrel 19
Std Cirws
Skylark 3
Std Cirrus
Kestrel 1'9
Std Cirms
Std CirnJ6
Kestrel 19
Kestrel 19

9'.5.1972
9.5.1972
1.6.1962
5.J.t975
14.12.1974
10.5.1959
1,1.t975
I.U975
6.11.1974
1.1.1972
21.12.1972
5.1.1975

1<;-7
SOS 2-32
Bergfalke 3
SGS 2-32
Bergfalk(l3
Kranich 3
SGS 2-32

3,2.1970
5.1.1967
14.8.1970
4.1.1969
14.8.1970
H.1968
29,12.1968

SINGLE-SEATERS (WOMEN I
Anne Bl1rns (in South Africa}
Anne Burns (in South Africa)
Anne Burns (in SOl!lth Africa)
Anne Burns (in South Africa)
Ann Welch'.(ln Poland)
Anne Burns (in South Africa)
Angela Smith {in SQuth Africal
Angels Smith {in South Africa)

Skylark 38
Skylprk 38
Skylark 313
Std Ausiria
Jaskolka
Skylark 38
libelle 301
libelle 301

13.1.1961
13.1,1961
31.1.1961
6.1.1966
20..6.1961
12.1.1963
21.12.1972
20.12.1972

MULTI-SEATERS (WOMEN)
Al1ne Burns and Janie Oesch, USA (in USA)

SGS 2-32

SINGLE-SEATERS (WOMEN)
Anne 'Burns, GB (iril South Africa)
Betsy Woodward, USA
Olga Klepikova, USSR
Adela Dankowska, poland
Tamara Zaiganova, USSR
Lee Tweed, USA
Susan Martin, Australia
Yvonne Leeman, SOl1th Africa (in Rhodesia)
MULTI-SEATERS (WOMEN)
Adela Dankowska and M. Mateliska, Poland
Anne Burns, GB and J. Oesch (in USA)
Tatiana Pav,lova and L Filomechkina, USSR
Isabella Gorokhova and N. Tinkova, USSR
Isabella Gorokhova and Z. Koslova, USSR
Adele Orsiand p, Golin. hally
Adele Orsi and F. Bellingeri, Iti;lly
Tamara Zaiganova arild V. tobanova, USSR

20.7,1~74

6.1.19~9

e

BRITISH ,NATIONAL RECORDS {correct ea et 5.'.1975}
12,700m
Height Gain
13,060m
Absolute Height
741km
Straight Distilnce
Triangular Distance·
771ikm
703.5km
Goal and Return·
579.36km
Goal Plight
112km/h
300km Goal and Return·
117.5km/fIl
500km Goa'l and Return·
132.8km/h
l00km Trriangle
130.9km/h
300km Triangle
121,.3km/h
500km Triangle
750km Triangle·
108.5~m/h
Height Gain
Absolute Height
Straight Distance
Goal and Retl1rril
Goa'l Flight
l00km Triangle
300km Tri,lngle

6,300m
9,51'9m
421.5km
362km
421.5km
83.52km/h
72.3km/h

Height 'Gain
Absolute Height
Straight [)tstance
Goal and Return
Goal ,Flight
l00km Triangle
300km Triangle
500km Triangle

9,120m
1o.'550m
524km
545km
528km
84km/h
102.. 16km/h
106.9km/h

Absolute Height

BO

9,519m

SI NGLE-S!,ATERS
M.J. Field
M.J. Field
P.D. lLane (deceased) (in Germany)
M.R. Carlton (in South Africal
C. Falkingbridge (in Soulh Africa)
H.C.N. Goodhart
C. Falkingbridge (in South Africa)
C.M. Greaves (in South Aflrica)
E.P. Hodge (in Rhodesia)
E. Pearson (in South Africa)
JJ. Delafield (in South Africa)
M.A. Carlton (in South Africa)
MULTI-SEATERS
loS. 'Hood and M. S.later (in France)
Anne Burns and Janie Oesch, USA (in USA)
J.S. Fielden and Valerie F,ielden
A.H. Warminger and R. Tucker (in South Africa)
J.S. IFielden and Valerie Fielden
E. Pearson, and A. Martin (in South Africa)
A.H. Warminger and A. Tucker (in South Af,rica)

• Flights subject to homologlition.

5·1.1967

Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Straight Distance
Goal and Return
Goal Flight
l00km Triangle
200km Triangle
300km Triangle
400km Triangle
500km Triangle
l00km Goal
200km Goal
300km Goal
500km Goal

UNITED KINGDOM RECORDS (correct as at 5.3.1975}
SI NGLE-SEATERS
Skylark 4
12,700m
M.J. Field
Skylark 4
t3,050m
M.J. Field
Skylark 3
579.36km
H.C.N. Goodhart.
Nimbus 2
543.46km
A.D. Purnell
Skylark 3
579.36km
H.C.N. Goodhart
Nimbus 2
114.2km/h
R. Jones
Kestrel 19
93.6km/h
D.G. lee
Nimbus 2
105.45km/h
R. Jones
Kestrel 19
90km/h
D:G. lee
Std Cirrus
77.4km/h
SA White
Sl-lK
128.4km/h
K.A. Harrison
Sk¥lark 4
114.3km/1'l
I.W. Suachan
Skylark 2
92.1km/h
E.A. Moore
9O.7km/h
H.C.N. Gooohart

9.5.1972
9.5.1972
10.!;!. '959
14.5.1974
10.5.1959
30.4.1974
29.4.1974
29.5.1974
19.5.1974
28.4.1971
13.4.1969
2.6.1963
27.5.1957

MULTI-SEATE:RS
Height Gain
Absolute AWtude
Straight Di stance
Goal and Return
Goal Flight
l00km Triangle
200km Triangle
300km Triangle
400km Triangle
l00km Goal
200km Goal
300km Goal

6,740m
7,620m
421.5km
324km
421.5km
,83.5km/h
72.8km/h
81.12km/h
68.4km/h
96.5km/h
77.8km/h
69.2km/h

Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Straight Distance
Goal and Return
Goal Flight
l00km Triangle
200km Triangle
300km Triangle
400km Triangle
500km Triangle
l00km Goal
200km Goal
300km Goal

5,820m
6,530m
454km
303km
309km
80km/h
69.3km/h
70.82km/h
60.6km/h
67.9km/h
83km/h
85.5km/h
63.9km/h

l00km Triangle
l00km Goal

57.3km/h
85.7km/h

J.R. Monteith, USA and M.C. Mahon

Monteith, USA and M.C. Mahon
Fielden and Valeria Flelden
Willson and H. Daniels
Fielden ar:ld Valeria Fielden
Jeffries and G.E. Love
J.R. Jeffries and A. Kirlly
J.A. Jeffries and Gillian Case
J.R. Jeffries and G.E. I.ove
O.B. James and ,K. O'Rjley
B.J. Wil,lson and H. Daniels
WAH. Kahn and J.S. Williamson

Capstan
Capstan
Bergfalke 3
Blanik
Bergfalke 3
Calif A-21
Calif A-21
Calil A-21
Calif A-21
Gull 2
Blanik
Eagle

2.n.1972
2.11.1972
14.8'.1970
27.7.1969
14.8.1970
22.4. ~974
'5.8.1914
29.15.1974
7.5.J974
27.6.1'957
11.7.1970
14.4.1958

SINGLE-SEATERS (WOMEN)
Rhoda Partridge
Rhoda Partridge
Anne Burns
Angela Smith
Anne Burns
Anne Burns
Anne Bums
Anne Burns
Anne Burlls
Anne Bums
Rika Harwood
Anne Burns
Anne Burns.

Std Cirrus
Std Cirrus
Skylark 3B
iK-6E
Skylark 38
Cirrus
Std Austr,ia
Nimbus 2
SHK
Cir,rus
Olympia 2B
Qlympia 419
Skylark ,3B

18.3.1974
18.3.1974
10.5.1959
14.8.'970
14.6.1969
22.8.1964
29.5.1974
5.8.'964
28.4.1971
27.5.1957
2.6. '96~
12.4.1958

MOTOR GLIDERS
I.W. Sttachatll
I.W. Strachan

SF-27M
SF-21M

13.6.1971
16.1.1971

J.R.
J.S.
B.J.
J.S.
J.R.

t2.4.t~58

INT£RNATIONAl1000km FAI DIPLOMAS
At the CIVV meeting on March 5. 1971' il was a,greed tQ issue FAI Diplomas 10 pil'ots who achieve, or had achieved 1000km nights.
So far the following pilots have exceeded that distance:
1 Straight Distance
2 Goal Flight
3:= Straight Distance
3:= Straight Distance
5 Straight Distance
6 Goal Flighl
7 Straight Distance
8 Goal and Return
9 Goal and Return
10 Goal and Return
11 Straight Distance12 Goal and Return
13 Goal and' Return
14 Goal Flight
15 Straight Distance

l,041.52km
1.032.02km
l,153.82km
l,163.82km
1,460.80km
f,051.20km
l,021.94km
1.001.94km
',.025.02km
l,056.64km
1.057.33km
l,098.54km
1.260.44km
l,231.8km
1.020km

A.H. Park.er, USA
H-W. Grosse, West Germany
W.A. SCOll, USA
B.W. Greene, USA
H-W. Grosse, W'est Germany
K. Tesch, West Germany
W. Scoll, Jr, USA
:S.H. Georgeson, New Zealand
K.H. Striedieck, USA
J' Smiley, USA
w,e. Holbrook, USA
K.H. Striedieck, USA
W.C. 1'lolbrook, USA
H-W.GTosse, West Germany
S. Baumgartl, West Germany

New records have to exceed the old ones by:
l'Okm
Distances
Heights
3%
Triangles
2km/h
Stfaight Goals
'5km/h

Sisu lA
ASW-12
ASW-12
ASW-12
ASW-12
lS-lC
ASW-t2
Kestrel .9
ASW-15
Libelle 301 B
Libelle 301
ASW-15
Libelle 301
ASW-H
ASW-H

3U.1964
4.6.1970
26.7.1970
26.7.1970
25.4.1972
25.4.1972
18.8.1972
7.9.1912
7.10.1972
9.10.1972
15.10.1972
15.10"972
5.5.1'973
1

'6.4.1974
16.4.19'74

Conversion factors:
Multiple km by 0.621 to get statute miles
Multiply km by 0.54 to get Mutlca,1 miles
Multiply km by 0.54 to get knots
Multiply km/h by 0.621 to get mph
Multiply metres by 3.28 to get feet

No side of a triangle may have a lenglh 'of less than 28% of the total distance of the course when the flight is'
made 10 obtain a record. e)(cept tl:tat for triangles of 750km Or more no side may ,have a length of less than
25 % or more than 45 % of ,the total distance of the course. (FAI Sporting Code, 1.1.1975, Section 3. paragraph
1.4.4) To be published short1ly.
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Please send news and exchange
copies of journals to the Overseas
Editor: A E. Slater, 7 Highworth
Avenue, Cambridge, CB4 ZOO, England.

NEW ZEALAND CHAMPIONSHIPS
Two of the eight contest days at the New
Zealand Championships, held at Omarama
from December 20 to January 10, were
outstanding, and included a Jaql fil'lish at
9.08pm, though this was "daylight saving"
time by the clock, 110t the sun. The Open
and Standard Classes had the same tasks,
while the seven Sports Class entries, which
included a two-seater, had 'Shorter tasks.
Alan Cameron flew hors concours in a
13m Sallo (handicap n%). Contest Days
were:
D~mber 29. Therma1s poor and late
starting, but hiU lift and later wave were
also used. Triangles; 125km (~n and
Standard) and S5'km (Sports). The Sports
started first, but before they were a'll back,
Heginbotham in the Open swept across the
finish, having averaged 110km/h in his
Nimbus 2. Bruce Orale won the Standard
Oass in a Std Circus.
December 31. Triangles t61km and
116km. fleginbqtham made 108.5km/h
which encouraged others to have a second
try, Doug Yar,rell making IOO.8km/h. But
Dudley Waters, after going round a second
time, started on a third circuit without 1anding; finally coming in at 9,OBpm after
averaging 98.2km/h, which was enough for
him to win on handicap.
January I. Wave condit1cms, but no laSk
"as it was obvious that pilots would pse
wave to complete it, and this is not permitted, on safety grounds."
January 2. Triangl~ 244km and 116km,
Good blue thermals forecast, but around
4pm high cirrus came over and CUlt off most
of thein. Geoff White was elated till he
found he had taken the wrong turningpoint; so RofY Gordon WOI'I. Upton won
the Sports Oass again.
January 4. Thermals predicted to go to
1()(XX)ft, but the snif;ter found they didn't,
SO the Open and Standard wer-e given the
Sports Class tllSk. Geoff White won on
handicap and got one point ahead ()f
I-'Ieginbotham ,and two ahead of Peter
Lyons.
January 6. At lpm briefing, Open and
Standwd given twice round, and Sports
once round, a IOOkm uiangle. All the
Open and Standard landed out, most~y .the
second time round, due to overcast:
January 8. Same tasks but with medium
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cloud overcast; Georgeson suggested attempting it by ridge soaring, but all landed
out. No contest except (just) in the Open.
January 9. After a cloudy morning, outand-returns of 110 and 89km. Dave
Spaight WOA.
January 10. Real Omarama weather at
last: light winds and strong thermals; cloud
base up to S<XX)ft. Triangles 247km and
B5km. Yarrall first back at IDJ.Skm/h,
Heginbotham 97.7km/h.
lAadi"l Final R.,ult,
Open;
, Heginbotham
2 Drake
:) Yarrall
Standard:
1 Drake
2 l.yons
:1 Timmermans
Sports:
, Kelly
2 ran Dyke
3 Upton/Percy

(Condensed

from

pts

6292
6130
5040
6601

5754
5429
4767
4212
3935
a ,report

by

ROSS

MACINTYREI.

AUSTRALIAN NEWS
Ingo Renner, PI'K 20, and Malcolm'inks,
Nimbus 2, are the winnefs of this year's
Nationals which were held at Narromine
early in January. The contest was
bedevilled by thick smoke from large bush
fires, fain, cu-nims and more smoke and
thus only six contest days resl)lted. The
only 500km triangle set was completed by
sill Open and twO Standard Class pilots at
the relatively low winning speed of 78 and
72km/h. Ali in all it is just as well that the
World Championships were not held this
year!
According to a newspaper report
Ma1colm Jinks took his Nimbus 2 around
a 763km triangle at 99.5km/h on January
31 for which he has c1a,imed a world
record. Obviously he was unaware at the
time that e:taims had already been made for
similar flights in South Africa early in
January.
News, as yet unconfirmed, has also
reached us that Ingo Renner and passenger
Rew a Calif A-21 over HXXlkm on January
28. It would be the first two-seater to appear on the FAt IOOOkm Dipioma list. (No
details available).

DESTINATION CORSICA
A remark'able overwater flight from the
French mainland to Corsica was made on
December 18 by Lt Col Jean Vuillemot in a
Nimbus 2, making him the first man to
glide from Europe-to this island.
Col Vuillemot, an officer in the French
Air Force whose 5250hrs' flying time includes 630hrs in gliders, took off f;rom
Vinon and landed at Solenzara.
The mistral (NW wind) was well
established so he was able to use good
waves bel1ind the L.uberon and the Lure
and again at Fayence where he reached
81oom. At this point he only needed a 27: 1
glide angle to arrive at Corsica. In (act he
found three more waves downwind over
the sea and reached the Corsican coast at
Calvi with 5800m to spare.
The 358km flight took 4hr~ 40mins at an
average speed of 83km/h. The 1'90km sea
crossing, one of the longest ever made by a
glider, lasted 55mins.
- The Nimbus had been especia'lly equipped at Salon and Lt Col Vuillemot, 'Woo
had been preparing for such .a flight for a
long time, wore a Mae West and Carried a
dinghy.

nELMUT REICHMANN •••
was ranked tenth in the German 'Sportsman of the Year' Hst. This gave gliding
plenty of publicity and for once our sport
was mentioned in the"same breath as football, athletics, swimming etc. (FroJill a
report in Luftsport).

***

Helmuthas accepted an invitation to fiy
in this year's Smirnoff Derby in the USA.

GERMAN AEROBATIC CHAMPS
The German Aerobatic Championship this
year wi'" be held on 'Krefeld-Egelsberg Airfield; the date is not yet announced.
Another date not yet fixed is a contest
for replica model sailplanes on tile
Wasserkuppe about the end of July. There
will be three Classes; historic sailplanes
(1939 and earlier); Standard Class and
Open Class, the last two being preferably
between 1.4 and 15 actual size.
A new German design, the ASK-IB, of
16mspan, has had its first "flight, during
which a rainbow appeared over Langen'lons-

heim airfield. Rudolf Kaiser, its designer,
says that hardly a year has elapsed from his
first idea of ·the machine to its becoming

airborne. (Luftsport)
RHODESIAN CHAMPS FIGURES
In the 1974 Rhodesian Chanlpionshipsthe
following totals were achieved:Open & Sports
Flights
148
Completed
',9
Dist,nce (km)
40920
Average (km)
317

Clut> Clsss
Totsl
48196
28
147
11417 58337
238
297
John McGeOf{/S

POLISH RECORDS
From Leszno, Adela Dankowska has set
up a 500km triangle feminine record of
97.9km/b in a Jantar.
Stanislaw Witek has flown a 500knt
triangle at 104.3kmlh in a Jantar, and
Stanislaw Wujesak 114.l7km/h on a 300knt
triangle.

RUSSIA GOES AB-INITIO
DOSAAF, the Soviet sporting aviation
organisation, is to set up Youth Gliding
Schools for medically fit boys and girls
aged not under 16, for the purpose of
"sporting technical training" and "training
for the Soviet Army."

Introducing the

OBITUARY
DR. LAWRENCE
DU GARDE PEACH. OBE
Perhaps more than any other person, Dr.
Laurie Peach, who died on December 31
aged 84, was responsible for the establishment of the Derbyshire & Lancashire
Gliding Club at Camphill.
In 1935, when the gliding movement was.
on tenterhooks to obtain the subsidy of
£5,<ro offered by the Government, the prerequisite conditions included the limited
liability of members and security of tenure
of the ·site. The Manchester Aeronautical
Society Lld (Gliding section) provided the
fust, and the Derbyshire Gliding Club the
'second, inasmuch as they had for some
time been using the south and west slopes
of Bradwell Edge commanded, in a
strategical sense, b.y a derelict farm known
as Canlphill and owned by Mr. H.CB.
Bowles. The Manchester Aeronautical
Society Lld and the Derby Club leapt into
bed together to consummate a ma,;ag.e de
convenance. impelled perhaps, more by
business acumen Ihan mutual attraction.
Mr. Bowles, however, was not apt to
play godfather to a bunch of gliding enthusiasts, to the detriment of his adjacent
grouse moor and the quiet and peaceful
possession of his property. At this point,
Laurie Peach stepped in and persuaded Mr.
Bowles that it was his patriotic duty (how

quaint that sounds in 'his year of grace) to
permit gliding at Camphill and damn the
consequences.
Laurie was not a man for half measures
and having been princ.ipally responsible for
obtaining the lease, he led the way in turning the old farmhouse into .a clubhouse
and bar. Although he never flew, he 'continued to give his advice and support to the
hQuse comrnittee for some years and he was
always good for a few sketches to. enliven
the club pantomime.
Many years later, When we acquired
property at the foot of the hill for
aerotowing, it was, curiously enougJt,
Laurie Peach who successfully organised
the opposition which quashed the sCheme,
but in spite of ,this, relations with the local
residents remained unimpaired.
Dr Laurie Peach was widely known
throughout the eountry f€lr the plays, over
500, which he produced for radio,
television and for publication in other
spheres, but most of all for his sponsorship,
production and direction of the Great
Hucklow Village Players. This was an enterprise which blOUght endless pleasure
and entertainment to his faithful audiences
amongst whom none were more regular i~
their attendances Or more loyal ,in their
support than the members of the Derbyshire & Lancashire Gliding Oub. B.T.

N.B. The du Garde Peach trophy is still
presented ,each year by the BGA.

Ill" Iftl EB73 LOW PROFILE PARACHUTE

• All-up weight 6·7kg '(14-S7Ib)
• IRVIN lightweight 1·24 canopy
• 3-pin sideopening pack
• 3-point quickly adjustable harness
Integral with pack
• Full packing and servicing instructions
sup,plied with parachute

Height losses of less. than
80 m (260ft) between rip-

cord pulled and ful'l canopy
inflation were recorded
during still·air drop tests
of the EB73

lot full det,ils writ' to SERVICE MANAGER:

IRVIN Great Britain LimIted

Letchworth

Herts•.

Also available: THE IRVIN E86t & E B 69

Tel. 6262
Telex 82198
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WINDlCAPPING

Dear Editor,
Since the, crosswind out-ano-return is a task that is fre9uently
set, Eddie' Vann is right to ;poilU out that lan Strachan's handicapping system is unkind to the higher performance gliders on
this lask. As he points out, this bias also applies, althou~h to a
lesser extent, in the case of equilateral triangles with an upwind leg
as differing from one with a downwind leg; the times fOF these two
cases are identical. (Incidentally, with a windspeed as high as 90%
of tlie glider speed, the limes round the triangle vary by only 1.4%
for any wind direction}.
It so happens that an out-and-return wi,th the wino blowing at
45° 10 the track takes approximately the same time to fly as an
equilatera'l triangle of Ihe same length, with the same windstrenglh. Although I hesitate 10 suggest anything that slightly increases ,the complex It)' of ,the proposed system, the oUI-and-return
with a wind direction of (JJ0 from the track would provide a good
compromise, as a basis for calculating the wind factor, between the
equilateral triangle and the crosswind out-and·return. lE is usually
possiole to avoid setting an out-and-return ,that is less than 45°
from the wind direction.
Ickenham, Middx.
GEOFFREY STEPHENSON
ANOlllEfI SORT OF FIRST SOlO

Dear Editor,
Most of us will know of Doe Slater as the collator of the Overseas News section of S&G and as a former glider pilot and Editor
of our journal, and some of US may be aware of his earlier medical
training and practice. But how many know of his other life interest,
in music? The culmination of this other interesl perhaps occurred
on the evening of Saturday, February I with the 4'irst public performance, during a concert at the Cambridge University Music
Oub, of the Cello Sonata in B Minor by Alan Slater, with the composer, nOw I:lO year>s old, at the piano. Doe has been working·on his
brainchild for what must be described as a very long time. Its performance gave much pleasure to Ihis particular listener, Ihough it
appeared to place considerable demands on the stamina of the
cemst.
TM Sonala is in four movements and, although it may he the
result of a fanciful association of ideas on my part, it' seemed
possible to relate them to various aspects of a cross-country :flight
The allegro started ,cheerfully but as several tunes or variations
came and went an expectant tension built up, eventually ending as
a feeling of resolution merged into relief and ,peace, as if all ,the
flight preparations were complete. A period of contemplation,
waiting and aFI1icipation (in the launch line?) pervaded the lirst
part of the andante, which later developed a sense of concentration
and thought. Then into the launch with a rush at the opening of the
allegullo schen.ando. followed by an alternation between hopeful
and depressed sections, seemingly climbing higner at one moment
and then into ominous darkness at the next, t,iptoeing away to a
lighter patch before again encountering more worry which gave
way in tum to a smooth, quiet flow towards a feeling of triumph
and peace, with a touch of endeavour (a field landing?) at the end.
The short allegro vivace surprisingly opened in a heavy mood,
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po~sibly

of fatigue, but soon gave way to a light and happy dash
(th~ retrieve?) emanating a feeling .of satisfied elation.
Congratulations, Doe, on a successful first. Perhaps we could
hear your Sonata as a divertissement fol1owing the next BGA
AGM?
Cambrid,ge
JOHN DEAKIN
IT COULD BE AN EXPENSIVE T·31

Dear Editor,
A group of gliding enthusiasts here in northern Nigeria have formed a club known as the Shere Hills Flying Association and are
hoping, with some official backing, l'O introduce the sport to
Nigeria.
However as so few local people -know anything about it, they
aren't prepar.ed to take the notion of powerless flight very ser,iously,
so we are find.ing it difficult to get the support we need. In an attempt to overcome this problem, a small gr,oup of us have decided
to go it alone in the first instance and have organised local facilities,
land, the use of airspace and with a limited amount of money have
bought a T-31 in England.
We have now come against a snag-that of getting the aircraft to
Nigerj'a. There are too many obstacles and risks in trying to move it
by sea and then overland to J'os, the northern town where we plan
to have our centre, so the only feasible thing is to air freight it to
Kano direct from the UK.
This is fairly easy to arrange-at a price! And that price is aboul
eight. times the cost of our T-31 ... and we don't stretch to that kind
of finance at the moment..
I am writing because I feel it possible that SQme readers may well
have connections with organisations moving air freight to West
Afrjca and may be able to suggest a means of gelling the glider installed in the belly of an air freighter at a price we can afford. We
have had a quotation of 0000, worked oul on a volume basis, but
hope it could-be accepted on weight, possibly in conjunction with a
small, dense main cargo which doesn't 'use the cargo space of the
freighter.
•
Survey Dept. PO Box 35,
M.F. ANDERSON
Baut:hi, Nigeria.
AN APPEAL FOR PHOTOS

Dear Editor,
I am working on a picture book about gliding and am searching
for suitable photographs. I have built up a remarkable collection of
pictures connected with .gliding and soaring during the last 20 years
but of course one always tr'ies to find even bet,ter photograph~.
Please may I appeal for help from readers?
'
What I am Looking for are pictures of all 'kinds of gliders, from
Lilienthal's earliest to the latest glass-fibr.e orchids, welt Imowlt or
not; experimentals and one-offs as well as production types,
glidin,g sites, activities and factories from all over the world,
~1iding personalities from the start of the gMding movement until
now, special uses of gliders, historical and spectacular flights,
amusing incidents and so on.
The ideal photographs are very striking, very beautiful or have a
special his'tOrical or anecdotical value.
l..ozana St, 133, Antwerp, Belgium. ARMAND van ISI-tOVEN

NEW, REVlSEDEDIT'ON

A new experience in Soaring

THE PILATUS B4

~illOWffiTI~ rPD[illTI
~rn[jJDa~
byS. E.. T. Taylor & H. A. Parmar

"-

"This book is directed to· the student pilot who is
Iiloping to get his :PPL, and it -contains more or less
everything he will be required to know. I,t is a mine of
irnformation and is presented in 8 most readable
way,"
Sailplane & Gliding
"We would recommend every private pilot to read
this book."
Pilot Magazine
Contents: 1 Maps .and charts; 2 direction aAd speed;

3 The navigation computer; 4 A spot of navigation; 5
Magnetism and compasses; 6 Meteorology; 7 Aerad
charts; 8 Aviation law; 9 Principles of flight; 10 The
power ptant; 11 Air.craft Loading/Firehazard; 12
Playing it safe'; 13 Getting tile pp!.. from scratch.
Clothbound, 192 pages £3.60 net(£3.77 pp)

-a pleasure to fly
- all metal
- competitive price
" - ideal for club and
private use
- short delivery
- high performance
- monthly production:
- aerobatic
12units
Call us for further information
~ PILATUS ~ AIRCRAFT LTD.
CH.-6370 STANS SWITZERLANO Telephone. 041-6114 46
Cable Address: PILATUSAIR STANS
Telex 78329

T. & A. 0 POYSER LTO
281 High Street, Berkhamsted, Herts.

I

I

SOUTHER,N SOARING
A MODERN

AUTO LAUNCH

WI TH
*PARAFIL

ROPE

in the top

(ALL-METAL)

league

The SOLE BRITISH AGENT
for the PILATUS B4
·PARAFIL IS A REGISTERED TRADE MARK OF
I.C./. USED FOR THEIR SHEATHED PARALLELFILAMENT PRODUCT FOR LOW STRETCH ROPE
APPLICATIONS.

FOR DETAILS WRITE TO

Also available, all metal trailers
at a competitive price.
Phone or write:

P.C.M. LTD., 19-21 KENTS HILL RD.

SOUTHERN SOARING

BENFLEET" ESSEX.

Aughton Farm House, Collingbourne Kingston,
Marlborough, Wilts.
Telephone Collingbourne Ducis 441
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Taking-off at Lasham. Photo: Hugh Hi/ditch.

Copy and photographs for the June-July issue shoutd be sent to the Editor, S&G, 281 Queenr Edith's Way, Cambridge CBI 4N H, tel Cambridge 47725,
to arrive 1101 falcr than April 15 and for the August.Septl'lmber issue to arrive not later than June 10.
GILLlAN BRYCE·SMITH
February 6, 1975

ANGUS
Despite a poor soaring year in 1974, several
members achieved their first Bronze leg or completed their Bronze C on the few good day1i we
had.
Alec Black completed his S'i1ver C with a flight
in the Piral and landed out near Perth. He rounded off the year b,y gelling his fuH category instructor rating.
Silver height climbs were made 'by Margaret
Neill at Arbroath and Ron Sim 8t Aboyne. A
climb in the K-6E at Aboyne, gave our Chairman, Gordon Neill, his Gold height.
CongratulatiOns to our twO new instructors,
Ron Davidson and lan Greig, who are now
working hard with the new members recruited
into the duo frqm our open night in May. Our
membership has improved SO much, we now have
a waiting list.
lan Greig also found enough time on his Instructors' course to fly his Silver distance 10
Lasham.
A successful Stovie/Halloween dance was held
on November I in Arbroath.
Trailers were bought during the year for all the
club gliders, and we hope they will be christened
early in 1975. A new caravan was also purchased
to replace the old banger we have had since the
club started four years ago.
P.E.

BORDER
Tom Paxton had one of the most frightening experiences recently whilst flying a K-6CR at Portmoak. After descending through cloud from a
wave flight, he realised he wouldn't make it back
to Portmoak. Choosing a likely looking field
which appeared empty, he landed only to
discover that there was a large Friesian bull
tucked away in the corner under a hedge.
By the time Tom had evacuated the rockpitthe
animal had reached the wingtip. After a short
game of "change wings", which the bull quickly
tired of, it turned its attention to the tail end.
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The next ten minutes became rather confused
with the pilot being thrown in the air twice, but
managing to save the glider from serious damage
by seizing the bull by the nostrils and keeping it
at bay. (No nose ring fitted).
Fortunately help arrived in the shape of five
men from the farm who persuaded the bull, with
the help of pitchforks and large sticks, to retreat
into the next fieldl. By this time Tom had decided
nol to take up bull fighting as a change from
gliding.
The other members of the syndicate were
thankful that Tom spends all his working life
with animals and was prepared to deal with the
situation instead of running for the fence and
leaving the K-6to become matchwood as most of
us would have done.
We are happy to say that Tom was almost back
to normal after a bath and a double brandy, and
the K-6 is flying again following repairs to, the
tail.
G.B.

BRISTOL & GLOUCESl'ERSHIRE
All in all ifs been a very reasonable winter's
flying with wave putting in several welcome appearances and both ridges working overtime,
thus enabling quite a few Bronze legs to be
flown.
Fleetwise, we are back to full strength with the
arrival of a new Blanik. The Bocian was slightly
damaged due to bad ground handling, but should
only be out of service for Do week or two. Dave
Braham did a tremendous job on the T -21 C of A
over the Christmas holiday, completely
recovering tlile fuselage.
Every Sunday a team of dedicated members,
led by Mike Harper, are laying on mains water
for our beautifulIy sited new caravan park. With
the increasing price of pelrol and the spread of
members far and wide, we feel it is a must to
provide somewhere for a complete weekend in
comfort. At present we have a men-only
bunkhouse which leaves a lot 10 be desired in the
way of creature comforts.
Our Regionals are to be held at Nympsfield

from July 5-13 and entries are already coming in
thick and fast. Mike Harper will be the Comps
Director assisted by Nigel Humpheries with Tom
Bradbury doing the Met. So if interested, write to
Nigel at the club for an entry form.
R.A.R.

BUCKMINSTER
Having recently formed a social commillee, we
are pleased to help the BGA by organising the
AGM and ball at Oakham. This, in addition to
the second annual dinner in February, will keep
our ladies very busy. We shall be pleased, to
welcome visitors this season-fly into Saltby Airfield (four miles ENE of Wait ham TV c10udbase
detector).
Our hangar is very near completion despite
60mph winds making bricklaying difficult. Selfmobilised trailers at this time led to proper hitches being installed.
Congratulations to Chas Cowley on his full
category instructor rating. We hope for ten instructors on the rola thiS' year.
R.AA

CAIRNGORM
After a disastrous summer due to a lack of instructors, the loss of our single-seater and the T21 having a major C of A, things are beginning to
get back to normal.
Our fleet now consists of a new Bocian and the
T -211. The purchase of a singl'e-seater has been
delayed until there are sufficient funds and solo
pilots available to justify the outlay. At last we
have a really good winch based on a Jaguar 2.3
litre engine with an automatic gearbox from an
old car.
Membership is dropping, mainly due to the
lack of instructors. We hope they will be attracted back when we get a resident CFI.
Visitors, with or without a glider, are welcome.
We fly all week during the summer and the
Aviemore centre is nearby for non-flying members of the family.

The club is 011 the fringe of the Cairngorms;
offering unlimited 'soaring on hills up 10 4000ft,
as well as \ hermal and wave flights. Courses are
available during the summer.
M.G,

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY
January isn't one of our greatest monlhs but 011
January 5 wave actually developed over Duxford
and there were a number of soaring flight's. Paul
Sca~ inched ,the club's K-6CR up to 3000ft or so
for 78mins, John Olossop (a Rew lad) managed to
keep his Kestrel 19 up for 90mins and even the
K-7 in the hands of Peter O'Domlld 3!ld Adrian
Fitlsimmons, stayed up for more than 3Omins,
As if that wasn't enough, Tony Maitland
arrived from Shobdon in his Oiamant J8ISOOOft at Shobdon, stoke up to 15000 again at
Malvern and glide it out. Easy, isn't it'! S"N.L.

COTSWOLD
Thermal soaring took place during Ociober,
November and December while January
produced fidge and wave soaring frpm our flat
site, The first flight on one January Sunday went
to 4500ft in wave.
The club K-6E was left at Shobdon during the
winter for members who could get there and
Roger Farmer put it to good use. He did his Gold
height, the first time without a barograph, and
flew across tile Severn to land at Aston Down for
his Silver distance.
Cliff Carter and helpers have spent lhe winter
producing what must be the most promising and
ambitious towcar yet, The two diesel cars we use
at the moment have given good economical service for a number of years but we have always
been worried by the manual change, The new car
features the same Perkins engine mounted amidships in a Commer chassis and mated to a Jaguar
automatic gearbox. Tile spring balance type of
strain gauge we have found such an advantage in
the other towcar, has been r,eplaced by an electronic device invented by Malcolm Gay.
The vast are<! of Water outside our hangar has
been tamed with larmac and Ihe last of the club's
Cs of A draw to a close.
J.D.H.

DEESID.E
Wc now have a K-6'E which may be flown by
visitors with a Silver C and 100hrs, The club has
rounded (Jut its complement of gliders 10 appeal
to a spectrum of gliding enthusiasts; the Capstan
for dual training, the Swallow for post-solo experience and the K-6E for more experienced
pilots looking for better performance.
September and October saw a large number of
solos with many of the new pilots contacting
wave on their first few fliglilts. Tony C1arke, 3
visitor to the club in December, gained his
Diamond height, again by \lourtesy of Aboyne
wave,
There were spectacular skies during the week
starting December 29, particularly on December
30 when lenticular clouds were layered seven
deep, some forming above cu-nims over Morven.
But il was frustrating as the tug awaits parts from
the United States. Alan Middleton, assistant CFI,
reports there will be a Wilg.. for use in March
and April, as well as our OWIII tug which should
soon be operational.
The annual dinner-dance on March 28 will be
combined with a medieval ball, replete with a
medieval band and club members in costume. We
are holding open days on April 5-6 with a flying
display on the Saturday and general flying on the.
Sunday.
B.C.

DERBYSHIRE & LANCASHIRE
The main item of news, from Camphill i.s the
arrival of our Scheibe-falke. The main advantage
from the training point of view is that we shall be
able 10 'Slip out over the valleys when our hill site
is covered by low cloud. Also, we shall be able to
explore wave and do aerobatic and cross-country
training.
A series of pre-season cross-country lectures
are in progress and a cross-country week for
Bronze C pilots is being organised for April. Our
task week is planned for the end of May.
Gales at the beginning of the year damaged
some caravans and trailers but all is now ship-

shape.. And the weeks of 'rain during Ihe winter
have caused problems with our field,
Like m(Jst clubs, we have been caught in the
inflation spiral and flying "harges have been increased slightly, but not enough to frighten new
members or even discourage our regulars.
John Humpherson has become join! editor
with Ken Ashton of our dub magazine and their
first issue in a new format has been well received.
P.H.
DE.VON & SOMt:RSET
Despite the horrible weat~r over the last few
months we have been optimistically making plans
for Ihe' summer. We shall again be running courses, ,are holding our annual task week from June
30 and have Competition ERterprise from June 7.
The annual awards were presented at our
AGM to Andrew Blackbum ~Ibest progress by
ab-initio); Eric Shore, (besl recorded gain of
height); Keen Jenkins, (lop of club ladder); Reg
Welch, (best cross-country flight) and Tim Gardner, (winner of task week).
Francis Bustard (ex-OJairman) was elected our
new P,resident with Roy Hodges as Chairman,
and George Mathews, Vi~-Chairman, Business
over, we celebrated as usual with a party
arranged by Jane Hine and helpers.
lR.H.
DON CASTER
The exceptionally mild winter has meant a higher
number of flying days which has enabled R.
,Pickles, J. Houghton, P, Kynman and G. Thompson to do some fine (irst solos in readiness to
catch the strong wave appearing from time to
time.
Prospects for the forthcoming season look bet
ter than ever, ,even though ,the club fleet is
depleted by one of lhe Swallows. New aircraft
flying from the site comprise a Cirrus, possibly a
Kestrel 19, two more Skylark 2s and the expanding vintage fleet which now includes a fully
restored Kite 2B.
I1 is with much regret that we lire to lose Bob
McLean wl:lo is Ileavi'ng to become lhe resident
instructor at Porlmoak, Boo has been a member

COVENTRY
The annual dinner-dance and prize glvmg was
held Oil December 6. Peter Part,ridge walked off
witli most of the cups for his 500km If,iang'le in
the Cobra. I\IOW lhat we are all recovering from
the Christmas and New Year ,parties the club is
swinging back into action, Gliders are being fettied, trailers checked and pilots are queueing to
take the compulsory cross-oount ry checks.
During the winter months we have bought an
ex-RAF Chipmunk and taken over the leasing of
the Condor. This is a new venture for our club as
the tugs have for many years been leased on a dry
hire basis from our Vice-Presidei'll. Hopefully the
new arrangement will be more profitable.
Lou Frank has taken over as CFI after a three
year stint by C1aude Woodhouse, but no major
changes in policy are expected. C1aude has been
appointed Competition Director for the
Nationals (May 24-June I), so he will undoubtedly be very actively involved for some
time.
CT.

,.

NOW WHA

r Dlf? THE CFI SA Y ABOUT BULLFIGHTING? (See Border)
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Chiltern Sailplanes LlD

BRIAN WEARE

) Are movin,g to larger premises

Clapper Lane Honiton
Devon 'EXl' 4 800

Any difficulty in contacting us
by telephone during the changeover ri ng DU'nstabl e (0582) 64472
We trust we will beable to offer
you the some service on a larger
scale lin future

MAJOR or MINOR REPAIRS to

all
types of Gliders. Motor Gliders,
Canopies. for most Ex Stock
Trailers
'

PFA, BGA, CAA work undertlken

CAN HELPYOU
YOU Wll.!l FIND US ON L1NESIDE INOUSffilAL ESTATE-NOT OONCASTER AIRFIEL:D

UK AGENTS F,OR TOST AND WINTER EQUIPMENT
Sailplan. Sal.. & Excll.nu••

Ka6

eERGFALKE 11

Ka7

BERGFAtKE IV

New & U..d

I~rumentt

ALTIMETERS Mk 19
HORIZONS
VARIO's

AS!'s
,INVERTERS
BAAOGRAPHS

RElEASE HOOK TEST SERVICE
OTTFUR & TOST HOOKS
RECOr-olTlONEP B¥ POST

DORSET

PHONE: HONITON 2940

DON'CASTER SAILPLANE SERVICES

CURRENT STOCK

of this club since the age of 11, soloed pt 16,
became an ,instructor at 18 and has been our
residenl instructor and senior inspector for the
last five years.
G.D'w.

The end of 1974 saw the elevation to assistant instructor rating of Robin May, lan Liddell, Fred
Dunmore IInd Barry Thomas as a result of an intensive autumn course run by CH Graeme
Morris. Otherwise, flying ac'tivity has been at
relatively I'ow 'level for many of the past months.
However we celebrated New Year with wo first
solos when Keith Rlchards and Bob notter
gaine4 their A and Bs.
As with most other charges, our flying fees
have been creeping upwards during ,the winter
and whether they are yet at an economical level
seems disputable: ,1975 looks like ushering out
the era of cheap flying for the DOe and the
AGM in April is awaited with some misgivings
concernil1g the cost of the next annual subscription.
M.L.B.

STEEl TUBE WElDING
GLASS-FIBRE REPA' RS

DUN.KfSWELL

'Winter" Instrumeni Stockltt.

We are running a series of Iectllres on Wednesday
evenings and the programme includes Principles
of' Flight, iIlustraled by the Bill Scull diagram
slides. The social calendar has provided some excellent panies and there have been film shows in
lhe clubhouse.
The weather, although uninspiring, hasn't
stopped launching on most weekends and Celia
Young is now flying solo from the site. Our club
week is plannoo for early April and we expect to
start mid-week flying at Easter. There will alwa~
lbe a welcome for visiting glider pi'lots. RH.F.

BAROGRAPHS 10km
VARIMETERS :I: 10kts,
COMPASSES
AS!'s ()-1'40kts

'Danum' 1'ran.llt()r Inverter.
Small Size. 1211 input, Fused
Matched to all types of horizon
(State type when ordering)
LlJrge Stocks of' Ply, Fabric,
Tyres, Dope, etc.

The new "Supersefe" Tost EuroplJ Hook now in stock.

L1NESIDE

INDUSTRI~L ESTATE,

1975

YORK ROAD., DONCASTER
Telephone: 030215381

DURING SCHOOL HOLIDAYSI

•

LASHAM REGIONALS
19th to 27th July

Application forms from-

ENTRY FEE £45
40 ENTRIES MAXIMUM
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REGIONALS 75
LASHAM GUOING SOCIETY,
LASHAM AIRFIELD,
ALTON',
HANTS.
Tel. HERRIARO 270

ESSEX
We are very fortunate in having metalled runwa~
lit North Weald which have allowed us to continue launching through this wet and soggy winler, alt\iloughsome retrieves from mid-field landing~ 'have been prot racted and inleresl ing.
Congratulations to N1argarel Swallow who
soloed on New Year's day. On her check flight
the following week she br,oke the previous launch
record of 2500ft while still allacfJed 10 the
ground. The wind was so strong fhe launch car
had to go backwards.
Th~ annual dinner-dance 01'1 January 25 was an
outstanding success. The President's cu,p for the
flight of the year went to Rex t-layden for compleling his 300km out-and-return. It was his
fourth cross-country lInder very difficult conditions. The ab-ini/io of the year cup was awarded to Jim Riddoch.
1975 might well be a turning point in the club's
Iilistory. We are determined, come what may, to
expand the amount of cross-country flying. The
decision on airspace will almost certainly restrict
our freedom, but l1evertheless a spirit of optimism pervades and we are 'convinced the obstacles can be overcome.
The ranks of privately owned aircraft have
been increased by the arrival of a 'lhird Piral. The
club fleet is under review with plans 10 buy a
motor glider within the next year. We are also
hoping to run courses this summer.
S.c.

FSSEX " SUF'FOLK
One nigbt in mid-December a squall line passed
over our site at Whatfield; it completely
destr~ it caravan on the site and lift~ and
carried John Wallis' Auster-Bravo· Whlsky~
about 20yds depositing. it on top of the trailers.
Substantial damage was caused to the Skylark 3P
and its traile·r with minor damage to two other
gliders and trailers. Wind speeds were recorded
that night of nearly 80mph.
Another syndicate has been formed by Frank
Gillam, Mark Matheson and Alan Groul with a
Skylark 4 from DeYizc:s.
Although we haven't a permanent elubhouse
we have manage4 with a patched up caravan; but
we now have a really splendid one, much to the
delight of Sylvia and Hazel who keep us well supplied with bot soup and coffee in Ihe winter.
The SHK syndicate have put in long hours on a
major paint job on their machine which is now
looking splendid, ready for its expedition to
Aboyne in March.
Our annual dinner-dance is being held this
month and the AGM in March.
We're always pleased to see visiting pilots at
weekends; Whatfield is on a direct line between
RAF Wattisham and Hadleigh; identified by
large white spots at tbe runway ends. Try and
fmd us.
C.C.S.

The dramatic results of the squaH which hit the Essex 8- Suffolk Club.

dous, and we had greal difficulty in chdosing
from the many who appJled.
We would be delighted to hear from anyone
who wants to sell, or lease, land for a gliding site:
in 'the north~t of Scotland: they would never
regret it!
R.E.T.

HEREFORDSHIRE
In spite of the almost continuous gales in
January, we managed some notable flying, including two cross-countries in wave to declared
goals. One was by Roger Farmer (See C.otswold)
and the second by Tony Maitland (see Cambridge
Unillersity),
Wc are hoping for a second two-seater to
enable more club training during the peak course
period. Also there should be three t\lgs permanently on site.
At this issue reaches you, our Easter task week
should be in full swing.
A.N.M.
HIGHlAND
This has been a depressing time, dominated by
the proposed closure of Milltown Airfield later
this year, and out fruitless search for an alternative site. Landowners tJereabouts are re'luctant
to share their marginal land with a gliding club,
and it seems tllat our existence as a thriving club
serving the north-east of Scotland, from Wick to
Banff, is seriously threatened.
Our wave season has so far failed to begin; the
two or three really promising days were either
grabbed by Lossiemouth Contml for exercising
their Jaguars, or frustrated by the absence of the
tug. Whilst the newly-acquired "'-OCR continues
to be appreciated, we have so far been unable to
sell our Skylark 3F,
Our Christmas dinner, Hogmanay party and
Burns supper were all well atter.ded and much
enjoyed. The Auster Towing CI~b held a successful roITee evening recently, raising H 30 for
the club funds.
We do have some hope for the club's future:
through the generosity of a local firm, Riddoch's
of Rothiemay, we have been able to offer free
training to solo standard to two young people.
The response from the local Schools was li'emen-

IMPERIAL COLLEGE
Student membership is approaching double that
of the last few years and new members are still
Joining at a steady trickle. On top of thai, we
have a low drop-out ,rate with a lot who have
stopped flying saying tbey will be back when
work or financial pressures are eased, These
booming membership figures are probably explained by the exceptionally c:nild winter.
A. Shml course run by P~ul Minton and John
Young in the first week of the holiday saw one
solo with two pretty close. On tbe pundil side, a
group toolc: the club Skylark 4 and a privately
owned Std Libelle to Portmoak for Christmas.
They had 11 couple of days of weak wave and hilll
lift, but after the Skylark group had left for
Lasham the Std Libelle found wave just into ,five
figures.
AP.P.

KENT
The main feature at Challock Ihis year has been
mud, enough of it to force us to call a temporary
halt to winch launching and rely on our iug.
However, we have had some good ridge soaring
during January with at least two pilots making
cross-count,ry flights to Rochester and back on
our north downs ridge. The first was Tony
Moulany in his Dart and later in the month Jo
Janzo followed in a K-13.
A lot of work has been done ontbe winches by
Glyn Richards 1I1ld a band of weekend helpers
and Cs of A go on apace in Peter Kingford's
workshop. However, our position with the London TMA looks bad and !bough nothing is certain, it leaves a cloud OVer our future.
C.B.

LONDON
Althougn wave has been discovered before at
Dunstable in unusual yet unexplained places, on
January it was contacted in an area that bad no
relevance 10 any ground features and at 45° to
the wind. Our two Std Libelles were top of the
stack at 3600ft with about 25 other gliders close
behind. It was·only ,fading light that stopped them
going even higher.
Anticipation for a gOQd soaring season is cunning high wit,h new gfiders continuing to arrive
OJ1lhe site. It Is interesting to see that the. IS·29D
is now as popular as the K -6E.
Preparation for cross-countries began early in
the year with Derek Sear, our deputy CFI,
covering theoretical and groundwork in a series
of well attended lectures. Training I.n crosscountry flying is to recommence with our club
competition over the four days of Easter. It may
nol be on the ultra-smooth lines of Euroglide,
bUI nevertheless good (un and a helpful lransitional step for our many pilots about to
compete for their first lime in a Regionals.
August willl again se& Euroglide at Dunstable
With the usual efficient crew in charge.
D.Y.
MIDLAND
There hasn'l really been a close-season ,in these
parts. The thermals stayed plent,iful and ,potent
through October, and since then ifs been west
Winds, often with wave, for weekend after
weekend. Louis Roller ~Dart) ,flew acrosscountry to Sealand on tile last day of 1974, and
John Brenner (SHK) a 168km out-and-return on
January 5. Quite early ab-inilios nonchalantly
narrate the detai'ls of ,their .several wide-ranging
wave rides in the K-13, complete with the "howwe-stood-it-on-itS-flose·to-get-<lown-throug!'l-lhe
-closing-hole" bits.
Mike Horan (Skylark 4) set a good target for
1975 as early as January 11 with a climb to
16800fr asl, and Peter Orchard, with Gold height
under his belt in October, got another good
climb to 1I200ft asl in December.
So. many of the good intentions about
clubhouse improvements (...... we'lI do it on the
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non-nying days...:') were knocked sideways. All
the more credit to lhose stalwarts, few in number,
who have stuck al il and re-shaped and filled OUI
lhe briefmg room area.
WJ.T.
NORFOLK

11 all started as an idle remark at a commillee
meeting....CFI Joo Podolski was heard to say that
if any Norfolk Oub piloc lOared in thennals for
ten hours he would give him, or her, £100. Many

" .• .jUSf yep if burning for fen hours."

See Norfolk.

and devious are the plots being hatched with such
a prize in mind - one has wriuen for a chart of
the green belts of East Anglia.
Oub fmances have now made it necessary for
us to register for VAT with the inevitable result
thal all out charges are now under review.
This year's calendar already includes the an·
nual dinner on February 28, task week beginning
on May 5 and ending with a barbecue evening, at
least six Falke courses and an open day planned,
for September.
Our hired Condor, which has given us ,such
fait'hful service, is now away for major overhaul,
but in the meantime we are fortunate to have Ihe
use of Peter Crabtree's Messerscmitt Monsun.
Take-offs are interesting - the tug unsticks at
around 70kts.
.
C.E.H.

STAFFORDSHIRE
Our second year at Morridge has been very much
beller than the first. Membership, launches and
flying lime have increased, our neel has been improved by the acquisition of the K-13, and our
field has shown an improvemenl. Even befOre
completion of our new winch, the old one under
certain conditions had given us launches to

I700ft.
The AGM was held for the first lime in our
own c1ubroom. It resulted in the following elections: Chairman, Doc Bra<lwell; Vice-Chairman,
Charles Webb; Treasurer, John Graham;
Secrelary, Tony Boyce; (lrdinary members, AIan
Oiffe, Len Kirkham and Roy Mounlford.
Doc Bradwell was presenled wil" an engraved
tankard in gratitude f(lf his many years of hard
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work and generosity. The instructors cup was
presented to Len Kirkham.
Plans are being made for a course week, a task
week and perhaps an expedition to another site
for some aerotow experience. Some further improvement to the club fleet is also under active
consideration. The first few weeks of the year
have brought some westerlies which have given
us good flights and al10wed us to explore more
fully the paitern of hil1 lift (or is it wave?) in the
area.
F.B.

STRATFORD·UPON.AVON
Gliding at Long Marston has continued 10 grow
rapidly since last April and surprisingly applications for membership have increased during
lhe cold blustery winter monlhs.
AIot of hard work by Geoff Knight andl Mike
Coffee in the towcar has resulted in a consistent
standard of launching with only the occasional
break and frequenl launches to WOOf!.
BjII Fay has kindly agreed to lend us his Commodore and maybe one of his Tige-rs, so
aerotowing is now a permanenl feature.
Some careful record keeping by Doreen Hunt,
plus astule financial managemenl by bank
manager and club Treasurer Ken Price, has
resulted in Ihe dub funds being well in the black
al the end of our first year. The prospect of some
new equipmenl and bell er facilities is a pleasing
one now that Ihe soaring season is almosl upon

•

R~H~

TRENT VALLEY
We had our first experience of wave on January 5
since moving to our Klrton-in-Lindsey site and
Ihree gliders slayed up unlil dusk. We have also
broken the 5000 launches in one year barrier.
Trophies were presenled at our annual dinnerdance with the CFI's cup for perseverance being
awarded to our senior cilizen, 70 year-old
"Judge" Johnson for going solo again, this time
from our new site. The cup for the longest night
in a club single-sealer went to Brian Fowkes and
the cup for the lon,gest solo flighl in a club twosealer 10 Roger Mills.

Our CFI, Vin FilIingham, won the cup presenby our ex-CFl for the longest out-and-return.
We also awarded a "Muggins cup", made of tin,
to Chairman John Rice for the greatest number
of landings within a five mile radius of our airfield. A bouquet of flowers was presented 10
Georgina Sewart for her hard work in organising
our social evenlS.
J.P.N.
I~

ULSTER" SHORTS
We made 1000 launches in 1974 bUI only by Ihe
skin of our leeth - in the lasl glimmer of
daylight on the last nying day. The tug was
grounded before Christmas and we had only 996
in the book.
The syndicale owners of an immaculate Tiger
Moth, which isn'l usually used for tugging but is
Ulster's only olher Ilying hook, came 10 our aid.
But the weather did nOI permil nying untillale in
the afterllOon of December 29. The blue Skylark
newly given a C of A, was wheeled out during a
lull in the gafe, air tested, and three more nights
quickly followed, the year's unimpressive lotal
being rounded out by AIan Sands' 10000h f1ighl
as darkness fell.
The tug grounding, for wanl of a spare, persisled and by early February we had nOI flown
again. Advanlage was being laken of the dead
period, however, 10 advance lhe tug's C of A
overhaul so we won't lose the use of it in April,
and for an intensive work drive on other aircraft,
trailers and caravan.
In March the club's first expedition to Aboyne
is planned. Some members set off on March 8 to
go wave hunting in Deeside aircraft while the
Bryson/Sands Kestrel 19 will go over a week later
for al least two weeks.
Also planned for March is an inaugural expedition to the new site near Limavady, the in·
lermiltent use of which we have now obtained. It
puiS us inlo the same splendidly soarable airspace
as our previous operations from the beach, the
crucial difference being Ihal we'lL now be able 10
take the Blanik too, and won't be Slopped llying
whenever brighl weather brings hordes of trippers flocking to Ihe beach.
R.R.R.

VINTAGE
There is a ful1 programme for Ihe year, lhe
earlier plans including a weekend "jolly" to the
Upward Bound Trust at Haddenham Airfield,
Bucks, organised by the Glider Pilot Regimental
Association. This is a down 10 earlh, do-for·
yourself gathering with a marquee for selfcalering.
On May 26 there is a vintage flying display at
the Shultleworth Aircraft Collection at Old Warden, Beds. The Manuel Wren, reputed to be the
oldest glider in the UK, will be on static display
prior to its major C of A.
A limited number of places have been reserved
for vinlage aircraft in Competilion Enterprise.
run by the Devon & Somerset Club from June 7.
K.C.
WOLDS
Everything looks to be going well at Pocklinglon.
Our lease on the arifield is secure, the lug is well
used and we have regularly contacted wave, lhe

highest flight at time of writing being made by
our new CFI Bob Fox, to over 9Q00ft. We have
hopes of becoming a well established wave site so look out Dishforth!
As our hangar is now fairly full, we are in the
process of constructing a secure com,pound 10 ac'commodate the ever increasing number of
privately owned glider trailers.
J.f.

YORKSHIRE

A winter of prevailing westerlies have given
many opportunities for ridge soaring, but unfortunately the persistent low pressure has meant
few chances of wave. However, Mike Wood did
take the club Pirat to 14000ft on one of the few
days when conditions were right.
It seems that fewer members, than usual have
taken advantage of winter soaring possibilities.
One wonders whether this is a sign of Ihe times.
The Increased oost of petrol, coupled with much
higher flying charges, may well be keeping members away. We hope this is a tem,porary state and,
meanwhile, our aims must be fOr economies and
high utilisation of the facilities to keep gliding
costs reasonable.
On the brighter side, several members 'have
ignored the economic gloom lInd formed Ilew
syndicates. These include two Kestrels, two K6& and an open T -21. The laller glider is to be
operated by a large SY.'ldicate of experienced
pilots who are lOoking for the chance tQ get baCK
to basics from time to time.
.
All the club facilities have been fettled for the
coming season and visitors can be sure of a warm
welcome and enjoyable flying,. But as bookings
are coming in fast, let uS know your
arrangements as soon as possible.
P.L.

SERVICE NEWS
BANNERDOWN (RAF Colerne)
Our annual report at the AGM reflected a good
financial state despite the general economic
situation. We are probably the cheapest club to
fly with in tile count!)', 110 doubt due to the few
stalwarts who keep our ground equipment in a
flOe state of serviceability.
The armual awards were presented, Den Br,itton and Ken Hartley laking two each and Bob
Brown winning the cup for ,the ,best pupil. Eddie
&!wards, our former CFI, was presented with a
tankard for his lU'o'ices 10 the club.
During the following· week wave was used for
the first time at Colerne. While the pundits were
Idtina their hot-ships out of !'he hangar, Phi!
Pbillips was wending his way to SOOOft for his

finl Bronze leg.

three of our former CFI's in the bar at the same
,time.
The venerable T-21 ,is being exchanged for
another with a canopy, but we still have the use
of a privately owned T-31 for pilots who like
,open cockpits.
. W.e are exchanging the Bocian for a Blanik and
Roger Crouch is waiting to collect the Cirrus
from the factory. The K-8 is having a major
overhaul, and, along with the K-6E, a private
Blanik andl"Yorky" Kitchener's new IS-29D, we
shall have a large and varied fleet for summer.
F.C.P.
CHILTERNS
(RAF Weston-on·the.Green)
Preparations for the new se~n seem to be going
well. The K-6E is undergoing a major and the K·
I J has just been resprayed. The Doppelraab is
progressing well and ,the K-4 has a new canopy.
On the ground side, our rebuill GT COIltrol
box has' made its first appearance and Malcolm
Norris' new bus is in use while work continues on
the cooking facilities.
The ,club willlbe well r,epresented at the InterService Regionals with six pilots, Bob L10yd and
Eddie Wright competing for 1I1e first time.
It seems that our hangarage problems have
eased a little, but with the Defence cuts at hand
we aren't out of the wood yet.
G.M.

who is leaving our club and the RAF, taking up
residence in Saudi Arabia (at least temporarily).
He was presented with a silver ,cigarette box by
our CF) on behalf of our membets.
On days when the weather has precluded flying
we have 'beel) busy in the 'hangars working on
winches, tractors, etc to insure an A-I fleet for
the ,;.:>ming soaring season.
Roger Staines, an active instructor, has just
completed his PPL oonversion.
JE and CB

FOUR COUNTIES (RA:F Spit.ll.te).
The move to RAF Syerston is definitely on with
Spitalgale finally closing. I ,think everyone is
going to miss this extra large site with Grantham
just a half mile away upwind producing II steady

ELEGANTLY STYLED

GLASS-FIBRE
TRAILERS

CRANWELL ,(RAFGSA)
Grp Cap! Max Bacon has returned 10 the club this time as President. Reviewing the past year at
our AGM, he noted that while launches and
hours had been welt below target our other
achievements were most satisfactory. CertiflC3te
claims had increased 100% and our crossoountry kilometres put us' in sixth place out of
the 13 RAFGSAclubs. Members had done well
in competitions and the club will be represented
again this year· at CQsford and Dunstable.
Much effort has gone into improving our
equipment: the list ranges from the major
overhaul of gliders to the construction of winches.
and trailers. Now that we have t,he B-4 and there
is hope of getting a glass ship, our new CFl, Dick
Colej is hoping to put 11 much greater emphasis
on cross-country flying.
AI Jury has now definitely left us! Alan has
contributed much to the club ,in many ways and
we are sorry to lose him and his wife.
Our aspirant's trophy was awarded to Jim
Bond for a (OOkm triangle in tricky conditions;
Robb farman received the ab-initio trophy for
making the most progress while the wooden
spoon went jointly to pr'ivate owners, Charlie
Wakeham and Mike Lee, for academic
S.T.E.W.
achievement - Bronze C (failed)!

FOR

15 end 19 metre
SAILPLANES
•

Designed for stability
and easy towing

•

Spring assisted rear
door and Jockey
wheel assist ground
handling

•

The 'ideal trailer for
glider connoisseurs

FEN LAND 4RAF Marham)

No one else made any memorable flights that

day as Ihe wave moved downwind too far to be
reached from a winch launch - yet another time
when we could have used a tug to advantage.
December saw the new Blanik owners, Cary
and Keith lYarby and Nigel Combe, ,going solo.
On the last weekend of January, Bob Brown
gained his first Bronze ~g and Andy Carter
became our youngest solo pilot.
At our first party of 1975 we managed to get

Membership is cnthe increase and hours- and
launches are steadily clirnbing up the charts,
despite rain, wind and fog. 1'1 is also good to see
lhe K-13 back in its rightful place on lhe airfield.
A't the time of writing we have an ex:pedition
ready to leave for Sutton Bank (or 13 days. We
wish them westerly winds - something the October expedition did not have.
A farewelll party was held for Andy Hilton

NORDIC STAR
OUTGANG LANE, PICKERING
Tel. P1C1<ERING 73244
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supply of thermals. Syerston, in return, can offer
a large <hangar with amp'le rooms for a dubroom
etc. We keep hoping the thermals will be large
.
and ample also!
We have just seen the end of Spitalgate's last
ab.initiocourse, successfully run by Brian
Murgatroyd. Even though the week was plagued
with hail, rain and strong winds, d'lere were fOur
first solos by Diane Traipoom, Bill Morris, Tom
Tbomas and Jim Delk.
The dub' Kestrel was test flown recently after
the extension ,rudder modification by John
Wynch. Our third new winch is now fully
operational after being built by Trevor Oorely.
At allempt will 'be made on our last weekend at
Spitalgateto drink the bar stocks down ,to an all
time low as a tr,ibute to lhe RAF Station that has
given umpteen thousands of happy gliding hours.
J.R.C.

SAll'PlANE & EN'GmEERING
SE RVICES L1MITE D
H,olmfield Road. Buxton
Derbvshire
Adjoining A53

Ring Buxton 4365 NOW
C'S of A REPAIRS

REFINISHING

HUMBER (RAF Lindholme)

lWO Rn-'ERS (RAF Laarbruch)

There is much rejoicing al the welcome news of
the allocation of a K·6E after the loss of our K·
6CR which was sold to a private syndicate. This
aircraft should make 300km lriangles possible
this summer.
A small expedition was mounted to Aboyne
last September, resulting in a Gold height for our
CFI, Chris Gildea.
Our Ihanks to Les Blackburn, who l1as recently
re,tired as deputy Chairman, and we welcome Sqd
Ldr Bob Mille,r in his place",
K.M.G.

1974 at Two Rivers was outstanding for one
reason - the bad weather. However, every advantage was taken of the good days, and a number of Silver and Bronze badges were completed.
January has brought us beuer conditions and,
shortly after soloing,. Jane Fuller flew the K-7 for
15mins to gain her C. Harry Thomas and Brian
Hemstock hav.e also gone solo and we are pleased
10 welcome a number of new members.
Our c,Jub fleet flOW consists of K-7, K-I3, two
Swallows, K-6, Sie-3 and privately owned Ooppelraab, 8-Spatz, L-Spatz and Cirrus. We are
hoping to take delivery of a K-8 in May, and a
very necessary winch is due to arrive at about the
same time.
A.i with all Service clubs, our members leave
due to postings, and this month we bid farewell
to one of our instructors, John Tague. At the
time of writing we are finalising plans for our anflual trip 10 Aosta in April.

PHOENIX (RAF Bruggent
With dIe Tost winch away for ,major servicing,
we were left with the Pfeifer winch which has
seen beller days, so any niglns have really been a
bonus. It was great for flying morale when the
Luflwaffe flew in with a Dornier and gave
aero.lows for two hours.
The workshop is packed with majors, and accident repairs, however we are likely to see all
gliders, ellcepi maybe the K-4, on line shortly.
Our social side continues to flour.~sh and the
children's Ouistmas parly was very successful.
The Std Ubelle ,trailer is finished and on its
way 19 A05ta bearing our Libelle with Pete Bryan
and Wally Lombard in tow on a Diamond hunt.
A.M.

In ~ffl lnSlon w

ALUMINIUM STEEL TUBE
TRAILERS FOR ALL TYPES
FIRST CLASS WORK AT THE

MECHANICAL SERVICES LTD.

, IAYSTREET,IOLTON,LANCSJel:38ZI21

THREE COUNTIES
AERO CLUB LIMITED
Blackbushe Airport. Camberlev. Suney
(ON Aao TRUNK ROAD -- 45 MINS. FROM LONDON)

Specia'l Courses for Glider Pilots to obtain
Private Pilot's Licence
Silver C conversion from £82
Normal Courses for Private Pilot's Licence
Night Flying ~ Instrument Flying - R IT
Flying Instructor Courses
Frasca Flight Simulator
Board of Trade Approved Courses 35 hours
Residential Courses available
licensed Bar. Diners Club Credit Cards accepted
8arclaycards and Access accepted
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e of A. OVERHAULS and REPAI:RS

fel: Husbands Boswarlb 375

WI,NG COVERS

Cfl Derek Johnson

l

TOWATDILER
~fS~ WITH.~ "'=D
1i1!!I!l

TROLLEYS, RUDDER LOCKS.

I

,Glidervvork

Husbands Bosworth Airfield, Near Rugby

LIBELLE TRAIL,ERS, FUSELAGE

RIGHT P:R'ICE

AA

YATELY873747 t Managementl872152 (Operatlonsl

BUY BRITISH

~B
....

CROSBY·
ANI)REAS$ON BA-4B
The superb fast aerobatic metal
biplaneas disp'layed by
Peter Phillips

ROLLS ROYCE POWERED
l00HP B,A-48
£7,200
130HP SuperBA-48
£7,500
each complete with starter, alternator,
battery; 360 channel VHF (rental), ca~in
heater disc brakes, fully castonng
tailwh~el, luggage locker and corrosion
proofed throughout
Inverted fuel anel oil system for
competition work and a glider tow hook
are optional elltraS.

Constructional PI'ans • £30

Bui/tand Distributed by:
CROSBV AVIATION LIMITED
ArcberyHo,",se. Leycester Rd,
Knutsford. Cheshire TEL: 4254

...

~,.

I3UY BRITISH

~1fE
...-.

JOHN HULME

JANTAR

Tunbridge Lane, Bottisham
Cambridge CB5 9DU

-

Telephone: Cambridge 811323

Wood, Metal and
Fibreglass Repairs

•
•
Tra'i1ers

Spares and Materials

-

UK REPAIR AGENT FOR DIAMANT
SAILPLANES

JANTAR 19m Sailplane Winner of 19m Cup at Vrsac 1972-48 : 1 glide angle at
59kts. All glass fibre-very easy to rig. £5,700 ex works with instruments.
Immediate delivery. Demonstration air craft now at Booker.
COBRA 19 15m Sailplane. 1 : 38 glide angle. Price with full set of instruments
except altimeter £3.500 ex works. Delivery 2-3 months.
PIRAT'15m 1 : 33 glide, angle. Price £2,63Z ex works Delivery 2-3 months.
BOCIAN 1E Two-seater. £2,662 ex works,
JANTAR 'STANDARD 15m version of the Jantar 1. Glide angle
40. £4,000
ex works. -Delivery OB applicatioB.

All delivered to Booker Airfield" Marlow, Bucks. Delivery charge £350.

Now profile trailers to suit above aircraft available
Polish Tug Aircraft WILGA 3i Full British C of A. Very cheap to operate.
Special leasing arrangements. £9,300 Ex works with spares.

WE ARE
eRITAIN'S
ONLY CAA

APPROVED

WILGA
clubs.

Demonstration

aircraft

now

available

for

leasing

by

PZL inst,ruments in stock. ,For PZL Instruments repairs send direct to:
GLIDER INSTRUMENTS, 5 GLENDEVON ROAD, WOODLEY. READING, BERKS.
Ter. Reading 696491

MANUFACTURER

For full details contact JOHN STRUGNELL at:
C"".,on 8..lIoon5 Limited
1 Cotham '.Irk
Brill'.' a586BZ En,land

DALTRADE LTD., 181-183 WARWICK ROAD, LONDON, W14 8PU
Telephone: 01-370 6181 or evenings Bourne End 23458

1".""on.: (0272'41455.

Sole Exporter- Pezetel Ltd. 4a Czestochowska Street, Warsaw, Poland.

PYE CAMBRIDGE R/Ts
Dash and Boot

These are oompletely overhauled

Supplied with brackets, cable atc

From ,£85.00

Frequencies available 130.4 130.1
129.9 128,61V0Imet RXonly)
126,6 MHz Preston VoImet

All RITs comply with NATS and
Home Office Requirements.

R.E.F. ELECTRONICS
6,Cheny Tree Wav, Penn,
High Wycombe. Bucks,
TeI,: Penn (04948114483.

PIGGOTTS
SUPPLIERS TO THE AI,RCRAFT
INDUSTRY
Windcones-manufactured in Min
of Defence Hypalon, also Nylon and
Cambric.
All National & Advertising Flags &
Banners,
Canvas covers, fOr all requirements.
Drogues made from 'easy to clean'
PVC Nylon.

Write for further details to
PIGGOn BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
StaBford Rivers Ongar Essex CM5 9PJ

Tel. 027763262

Soaring Cross Country
bv Ed Byars & Bill Holbrook
A new gliding best-seller in the U.S.A.

"This book fills lJ need better than any
that I have seen-the need for instruction
in the crucial first cross country to
contest winning stllge"-"
George Moffatt: World Champion.

Price $6.96 first hardback edition

SOAR1 NG
1

SYMPOSIA

408 Washington Street, Cumberland,
Md.

21502,

U.SA
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Advertisements, with remittance, should
be sent to Cheiron Press Ltd., 8/10 Parkway. London, NW1 Tel 01·2811285. Rate 20p
a word. lMlnl'rnun £3.00. 80. !lumbers 80p
extra. Replies to box numbers should be
sent to the same address. The closing date
for cl~ssified advertisements for the
June-July Issue)s May 7.

It is understood that the British Gliding Association cannot accept responsibility for claims made by advertisers in "sailplane & Gliding".
FOR SALE
K-8B in very good condition, approx 10,
month C or A still to run, basic Instruments and
T & S £2950. london Gliding Club, Dunstable,
Beds. Telephone Dunstable 63419.
£11
Magnetic rnobile' aerials
£85& £95
Pye Cambridges 12\1
Ultra Valiants 12v
£55
All 130.1,and 130.4MHt.
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS HO.
St Sampsons, Guernsey, C.1.
(PIlone (0481) 4n789/10am, 6/7pm.
with trailer and Instruments.
Numer~~s riggin,g and handling aIds. Ready for
competItIOn season. £11500. Box No S6 473.
ASW-1?

BG-l35 with new C of A. Offers to Box No So.
474.
Bl;ANIK SPAReS. Main underca~riagE! and tail
skid components. SA'E for full list. WINCH
Ford V8. Scintilla ma.gneto. Four-speed box.
Automatic pay on. Towable small car. Ideal
exploratory flying. Launches T-21. 'Inspection
weekends Blackpool/Fylde. Chipping 207.

£350.
COBRA 15. Two I shares available, based at
Dishforth. Trailer, parachute, full set of instruments, barograph, oxygen. 'Interested? Contact John Taylor, Officers Mess, RAF UntonOn-Ouse, York.

TRAILERS
& Terry line.
Competitive Prices Send for Quot8tions.
Higher Bockhampton. Oorchester, Dorset.
",08

"hen.: Do,cheat... 2307.•

T-311a TANDEM TUTOR Also T-318 tailplane/elevator rudder, Also FCI Barograph.
Offers R. Rodger, 29 Queen Street, Castle
Douglas, Scotland.
ARTIFICIAl H'ORIZQN, Ferranti Mk 4 with RV
inverter, good condition. £500no. Phone
Forrest. Ellockley 233.
PYE CAMBRIDGE dash radio-telephone
c'Ystalled on 129.9, 130.1, 130.4MHz.
guaranteed. £75. Phone Bennett 01-5311994.
GRUNAY BABY Ill. Extensively refurbished
and not flown since 10 year C of A. (Aerolite
throughout). Immaculate. Stored for winter in
heated workshop. Custom built light trailer.
£7500no. Write Jony Bulloc'k, 27 Milton Road,
Swindon, Wilts, or phone 0793-20987. Finance
arranged if required,
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SKYLARK 28, vg condition, C of A, £1800
equipped less trailer, eil'\ delivered Carlisle.
Belfast 654366.

:PVE "RAN~ER" working order, frequency
130.4 • , . £25. PENTECOST, 33 Manor Close,
St Austell, Cornwall. SI Austell5645,eve.

OLYMPIA 28 new C of A, recent major,
Skylark canopy, Cook electric vario and audio
vario. One of the best Otv's in the country.
£1400. Ring David Howdle, Rotherham 10709)
842698.

SKYLARK 2. Dart canopy. Full panel, Radio,
new Irvin parachute. Major C of A completed
1974. Resprayed, superb condition. Trailer.
Stored in ,heated wor.kshOp for winter. Price
E1~50 complete, Finance arranged if required.
Wnte. Tony Bullock, 27 Milton Road Swindon
Wilts or phone 0793·20987.
'
,

Umm, How- much ,is a new glass ship £6500+7
But you can l1av8 our 2yrs old Std Ubelle with
full panellexcl. horiz.l, low line, trailer C of A 76
.
for £5200. Tel 'Northampton 842047.
K-4 low pri'ce, rugged two-seater; offers to,
Blythe Bndge2100.
COBRA 15 complete with Instruments, radio,
parachute, low-line trailer, C of A beautiful
'
condition" 1973. Redditch 23101.
-.:RAILEH15m ~ear n~w, steel frame, glassfibre .sheet covenng', With or without Std Cirrus
fittings. ,Bedford 711748.
PIRAT 15m excellent, 287hrs basic instruments
Et AH, all mods, no prangs, C of A OctlS 75,
£3 1500no. Also trailer, excellent, kept undercover £350ono. Ring Wetherby 2696 evenings.
1966 SCHEIBE MOrOR-FALKE two-seat Hirth
engined power glider. D.ual, control. Fitted tow
hook. 'less than 200hrs engine/airframe from
n~. Excellent condition. 0 750. Raynor,
Highbrow Farm, The :Hill, Millom, Cumbria.
Phone Millom 2844 or .2233.
PZL 10kt Variometer £30 (new (48). WINTER
Soflfahrtgeber 10kt 1,:4() £50 ·l/'lew £92~. G. B.
Atkinson, Jade Glen, Groby, Leicester.
Markfield (0530512218.
CHEAP ~LYIN~1 Schleicher K-14 single-seat
Motor Gh~er. Climbs ta 2000ft for 15p, cruises
9Omph. o.lIde performance of K-6CR with prop
feathered. Basic instruments. Offers to:
Cadisch, 24 The Avenue, Potters Bar, Herts.
TW~ l shares in Superb Skylark 28 fully
equipped with self loading trailer, based near
Newark, will consider selling outright offers
around £2000. Sheffield 399551.

COBRA 15. Instruments, low line trailer, radio.
parachute, C of A to Feb 1976. Tel Tadcaster
2694.
T-61 MOTOR FALKE, 600Ilrs since new.
Electric start. i=ull instrument panel Full year C
of A. £6000. SUNGSBY SAILPlANES
Kirkbymoorside, York. Tel ~1751.
'
U'B~LLE 201~, 1 share based Dunstable, fully
eqUipped radiO, oxygen,. water ballast, trailer.
less than 2yrs old. £1100. Bowden, 16 Fawsley
Garth-, Westwood, Peterborough. Tel Iday)
Spalding 4706.

1-49 CAPSTAN side-by-side two-seater with
instruments and enclosed trailer. Offers over
£2750. Alderley Edge 3827.

BLA~IK. l share in fully equipped civilian
syndICate at Cosford, Nr Wolv.erhampton.
Witter, CAester 36353.
~TANOARD CI~RUS (AUgUl;~ 1972) J share.
Including benefit or exclusive Sunday use.
Water ballast, radio. o,xygen, barograp~. parachute, comprehensive instrumentation. All
glass-fibre trailer. Currently based at Booker, C
of A February 1976. Tel Hemel Hempstead
4059.

COBR'A 15. Syndicate now dispersed around
country. Details on telephone WANTAGE

4098.
PARACHUTES. Vnused 24ft Parachutes for
sale, £40. Tel Elton 490 or Peteroorough
240159.
ASW-15 with. trailer, basic instruments.
350hrs. New Cof A. £5540. Box No SG 472.
PIRAT. Complete with instruments, parachute
and trailer. Privately owned. N'ew C of A.
£3000. Contact Ray Bowden,Stevenage 3456
extension 106.
TWO-SEATER GRUNAU 5, '(similar to K-4).
Recent major C of A. £1200. Phone 0602252830.
86-136 GlPSY with treiler. Instruments include
Crossfell Vario. One year C of A and ,insured
until Oct 75. £3OOOono. Phone Thirsl< 22123.
LANDSMAN 15m metal trailer, fined for Cobra
but will take any 15m glider. Available April, or
would consider part exchange for Winter barograph or oxygen equipment. Tel Leeds 708382.
OROSSFELL VARIO and Audio etc. Perfect,
£47, Winter 1 m/sec vario including flasks £30.
Murphy 821 Mobile 130.4MHz. 129.9MHz.
l'28.6MHz, (London Volmetl·, Includes all
fittings, all in mint condition, £45. E. J. F.
Lusted, TeI Maidenhead 33692.
SKYLARK 2 complete with trailer and basic
instruments: £1600, BGA C of A. Also 1Srn
modern low line wood Std Cirrus trailer in
excellent condition £400 or offer. Major S. H.
C. Marriott, The Rifle Depot, Winchester
'
Hampshire. Winchester 61781 Ext317.
GOLD C with Diamond Olympia 28. Dart type
canopy. Full instruments. Parachute. Excellent
t'railer optional. 12 months C of A BGA No 795.
Cheapest hot ship at around £1600 the lot.
Phone Bardsea 336 evenings.

FOR SALE

Complete oxygen set, continuous flow
regular, 22cu ft cylinder 22" x 51", mask
with flow indicator and high pressure
tubing. £100.
Artificial horizon Ferranti type FH 70, 31"
dia. £95.
Lvcoming 0320-A2A engine, damaged
in nose over, in stripped condition, most.
components only run 208hrs in good condition. £250.

Back type parachute 20" x 1,3" wt 141bs.
£45.
Irvin jacket, genuine RAF issue, size 4, fit
Ht 5'B/9", Chest 36/38". £25.
Spare Pa~ catalogue Piper Super Cub
PA 1!-150-95. £4.
Tal Ottery-St-Mary 2928 or 22 Coleridge
Road, Ottery-St-Mary, Devon.
GRUNAU BABY-BOA No "997, with basic
Instruments for sale. Extensive refurbish and 10
year C of A just completed, excellent condition. Viewing, Plymoutl1 by appointment.
£699ono, Lt Cdr F. G. Craig, RNEC, Manadon,
Plymouth, TeI 53740 Ext Manadon264/226
working hours.
Printing Errors, S&G Feb issue.
The September 1, 1974 price for the Nimbus 2
was given as DM46,200 in the Sailplane feature

p26.
In Mike Bird's article, Beware of the Vaches,
p14, it should have read-approaches,.at-40Ktsand·tall-parachutes~ut-at.-15ft, not 50ft.
SERVICES
NORVIC RACING ENGINES LTO.
AIRCR'AFT ENGINE DIVISION
For Lycarning, Continental and VW
base engine overhauls.
Industrial Estate, Wymondham, Norfolk.
Tel: Wymoridham(095360J 3741.
SITUATION VACANT
COURSE Instructor, fully rated, required for
ten weeks-June 16 to August 22 indusive.
Location-North Weald, Essex. Write to Mike
ConroV, 21 Masefield Crescent, London Nt4

4AG.

PERSONA,!.
In conversation with Frank Irving recently I
gather that he read through the whole of
Watarship Down' to discover which rabbit
was meant to ,represent him. I wish to make it
clear that my remarks about this book were
ilmnded as ajoke. Brennig James.
TUG AIRCRAFT FOR HIRE
RALLYE COMMODORE 180 ava~able as
standbv emergency tug. Cootact Bill Fay 021·

COURSES

fOR SALE
BACK BRHAINI Help the Highland
Gliding Club!' Soar above inflation In a
Skylark 3F; new C of A; instruments; oxygen; enclosed trailer. Free delivery within
Britain. Offers: Jim Tait, Benmore, Grant
Street, ElGIN, Moravshire. Elgin 2919.

I

01.. YMPIA 28 for sale, instruments and trailer,
good condition, 12 months C of A. £1500.
Phone Finninglev 891.
BERGFALKE 2/55, 2 seater 1959. 1 in 27,Iow
hourll since extensive overhaul. Well fitted
glider with excellent open t,ailer. £:1950.
Telephone Doncaster 54280
STANDARD llBElLE, low hours, complete
with lightweight metal trailer and full instruments. Best offer over £5000. Phone 0229

GLIDING
Beginners' courses in the Peak District with
Oe,byshire & Lancashire Gliding Club. MaySeptember. Inclusive charges. Brochure and
booking: COurse Secretary, 34 Booth Street,
Ashton-under-lyne, Ol6 7lG.

LEARN TO FLY in beautiful Cairngorm
scenery, or cOme for a week's soaring, hill,
thermal and wave. Aprii ,to Sept. Details from
Cairngorm Gliding Club Courses, Feshie Airstrip, Kincraig, Inverness-shire.

41298.
COBRA 15. Superb condition. Based Cambridge. Third share available or would sell
£4800 complete. Chelmsford 71488.
'FOR SAtE: Pair Pye Postaphone.Transoeivers,
as new, £3OOono. Box No SO 476.
WANTED
MOTORFA'lKE. Details with price to Or. H.
Shearer,
Strathaven,
Lanarkshire.
Tel
Strathaven 21589.
MOTOR NIMBUS Anvone interested in forming Midlands Syndicate 1a mooths time ring
021-359 1934.
WANTED CIRRUS,Std Ubelle ,or similar.
Phone Don Vemon, oNantwich 67532.

AERO & ENGINEERING
SERVICES
GliderlMotor Glider C of A
Overhauls and Repairs
,SGA, PFA Inspectors

In. Stock:
SLlNGSBY EAGl.E
high performance two-seater
Aken House,
Kepwell Bank Top, Prudhoe,
Northumberland.
nl: Prudhoe 32087

WANTED Standard Colass glider, ,preferably
Ubelle, complete with instruments, trailer,
parachute, etc. Leamington Spa 29374.
ASW-12. An,y condition considered, even
damaged. Please reply with plane's curriculum
vitae. Offers to Box No SG 475.
K-6eor PllATtlS or ASW-15. Perfect specimen onlv <not prangedl. ,Immediate deal for
genuine offer. Searle, Virginia Lodge, Rovston
Grove, Pinner, Middx. Tel 01:-902 2899 or 01428 3624Ievenings).

COOK
ELECTRIC VARIO
EASY TO INSTALL IN MODERN I
GlJIDERS
FAST RESPONSE WHH IDEAL
DAMPING
NO ZERO SETIING REQl)IRED
RELIABLE ANO-ACCURATE
D,EUVERY FROM STOCK
QUICK SERVICE AND REPAIR

£38'50 plus VAT
COOK TOTAL ENERGY AND
AUDIO UNITS AVAILABLE

J. HARDY INSTRUMENTS LTD.
25 Dimple Road, Matlock
Derbyshire Tel, Matlock 3269

GLIDING
COURSES

at

SHOBDON
AEROTOWand 1\10TOR GLIDER
STANDARO or INTENSIVE
ELEMENTARY to ADVANCED

Combined
Power and Gliding
1975 Programme ready now from the
Course Secretary

Do L Oavis, Cherry Trees, Galhampton,
Yeovil, Somerset. BA227AN.
Telephone North Cadbury 535

HEREFORDSHIRE
GL DING CLUB

39l1934.
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GREEN:FLV
AVIATION
has been taken over by

CHALAI'R
LIMITED

MOBILE AIR SERVICES
Complete Glider, Motor Glider
& Light Aircraft Service.

CORNISH GUDING &
FLY,ING CLUB
Gliding courses in modern fleet from M<lY
7{h - BGA fully rated instructors - fine
soaring - lovely coastal airfield - ideal
for a different family holidc:y.

Details with pleasure Irom:

The Course Secretary.
Cornish Gliding & Flying Club,
Trevena. Airfield, Perranporth,
Cornwall.
Telephone Newquay 3652

For further details ring or write

"Lynholme". Chalford Hill
Nr. Stroud, Gros.
Telephone Brimscombe 2858
or Framptcn Mansell 336.

Bristol & Glouceste,shire
Gliding Club
Welcomes private owners,
beginners and holiday members at
their unique site in the Cotswolds

INKPEN GLIDING
CLUB
Come and glide at the best
soaring slte in So'uthern
England. We'vc got a Iridge
as welll
Aerotow laul1ching and
Motor Falke. Training courses.
Private owners welcome.

Open 7 days per week
Details f,tom

Why not ri'ng the club manager
on 045·386 342 or write to:

THE SECRETARY,

Bdstol & Gloucestershir.
Gliding Club
Nympsfield. Stonehouse. Glo•.
GUO 3TX

tNK,PEN GLIDING CLUB
SHALBOURN,E,
Nr. MARLBOROUGH, WILTS.
Trel:Oxenwood(026489) Cll,Ib 271
Admin 239

IT'S THE ONLY PLACE TO GOI

*

*

*
*

For the novice or pundit

ab-initio to advanced training

circuits to cross country

aerotow or auto launch

,

WHERE'S THIS - LASHAiMI
Derek Piggott. qur C.F.I., leads a team of professional instructors
second to none

We shall be pleased to send you details, ,appfy:

Manager,
LASHAM AIRFIELD, NI'. ALTON, HANTS
Telephone Herriard 270

96

DUNKESWELL
Enjoy a glidin,g holiday from this superb
thermal site in tha heart 01 Devon
,

A6-INITIO COURSES AT £22

,

B.G.A. lullJ raled Inslruclora
Space ,Ior earavans an4 lenls or
accommodation can be arranged.
Excellenl Clubhouse
Bring Jour 'amil,
Visiting pllols always welcome

The friendly Gliding Club for
ab-initios or pundits alike

We are a ridge site with both
winch and aerotow facilities.
Weekly courses., March to October,
from [56p.w. -£59.5o.p.w,
linc!. V.A.l.' full accommodatiQn, and
flying instruction

ADVANCI;D COURSES
I

FOR SOLO PILOTS
AEROT0W+MOTOR GLIDER
WAVE+THERMAL SOARING
CROSS COUNTRY & FIELD
LANDING TECHNIQUES
DUAL &- SOLO :FLYING

Contact our Secretary:
Barbara Falrclough;
P,nes Collage, 'Days-Polll.. ,Lane,
Exmlnsler" Exeler ,EX6 IDG.
Tel. Kennlord 132636 (0392 STD)

For colour
Secretary; -

Ridge Thermal Wave
Winch or Bungey

brochure,

write

to

The

Kent Gliding Club,

III

TUG PIl:OT COURSES
FOR PPL's WITH BRONZE C

Fly where the buzzards fly!

CHALLOCK, ASHFORD, KENT.
Telephone Challock 274 or 307

1I,

P,fUVATE OWNERS
WAVE+THERMALSOARING
SMOOTH TARMAC RUNWAY
I
I
OXYGEN RECHARGING ,
,

Midland GI'iding CJub Limited

THE LONG MYND
Holiday Courses
April- OGtober

KENT

AB~~~~

GLIDING CLlIB

,

Details fromA. J. MIODlETON
DEESlDE GLIDING CLUB
ABOYNe:, ABERDEENSHIRE
Telephone Dinnet 339

I

I

Private Owners Welcome
(Please book in Advance)
Course Secretary
65, Sylvan Avenue, Timperley
Altrincham, Cheshire, WA15 6AD
or phone 061 973 3086
(9am-9pm)

WYCOMBE
GUDING
SCHOOL

AIRWAYS
FLYING
CLUB

THAMES VALLEY
,fLY'tNG CLUB

5-day Residential Course from

~

LONDON GUD,f,NO CLUB
Dunstable Downs, Bedfordshire
Telephone: 058283419
Situated at the foot o,f the ChiHern
hills, and within easy reach of
London and the Midlands by road
(just off the Ml). The Club has a
comprehensive fleet ()f dual and
solo aircraft, reliable launching
equipment including tug aircraft.
This famous site has plentiful thermals in summer and hill soaring
with favourable winds throughout
the year~ Resident instructoJ'ls,
catering every day (weekends only
in winter). licensed bar, accommodation and Qt'her facilities.
Visitors welcome.
Write for Course brochures
or club membership details to the
M.nager, or ring 0582 63419.

March to Se,pternber

YORKSHIRE

All aerotows and modern training
fleet ensures a troub,le-free

FUN

GLIDING CLUB

holiday wHh the accent on flying.
This excelllent thermal site' has
clubhouse, bar, canteen and
accommodaHon.

a

~--------,

I

Wlilether an ab-initio er an
advanced pilot our il1struct€lrs can
cater for alii your flying
requirements.

I flY IN THE

I

: Northerns:
I AGAIN
L-

J

I,

For more details apply to:
THE SECRETARY (SG)
WYCOMBE GLIDING SCHOOL
WYCOMBE AIR PARK"
BOOKER, MARLOW. BUCKS

Details from THE SECRETARY,
YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB

SunON BANK, THl-RSK '
YORKSHIRE Tet SUTTON '237

Serie~4:

Our current order bool( for the Kestrel 19 will be complet!,d In May 1915: at
that time we shall have completed over 100 gliders of this type. Nothing
daunted we are now introducing modifications which Ire so extensive that
we have to Introduce a new series;
.
the new glider will meet the new
airworthiness requirements of the
LB.A. (Germany) of the S.G.A.C.
(France) and of the C.A.A. IU.K).

The modifications include:1. A new mainspar to enable the glider to fly at an all up weight of 1250
Ib giving a CAA approved maximum wing loading of 9Ib/sq.ft.
2. New airbrakes which will meet the full requirements of speed limiting
ilt maximum all up weight in a 45 degree dive.
3. A new stronger undercarriage with a disc brake for really efficient
stopping on the ground.

It is our belief that there are no design advanceS available in the near
future which will markedly improve' on the performance of existing
gliders. The only performance improvements readily available on fixed
geometry gliders are those due to increased wing loading or to greater
span. The Kestrel 19 should continue to pro'vide the best possible
performance for its size for many years to come.

KESTREL 19, series four, Price

£1,700..

Deliveries available from June 1975.

KESTREL22
Our original aim with the stub wing conversion of the 19 to the 22 was to
provide the cheapest possible means of upgrading the performanc;e of the
19 to exceed that of currently available World Championship gliders. It
became obvious in our development work that this was not the ideal way
10 do the job, in particular it limited the maximum all up weight which
would be permitted.

We have therefore decided to re-design the wing of the Kestrel 22. It will
now have a four piece wing with the junction at the flap/aileron junction
as on the Nimbus. The maximum CAA approved all up weight will now be
increased to 1450 Ibs giving a wing loading of 9 Ib/sq.ft. Other
advantages of the change are a straight line wing junction and a trailer
length of only 26 ft. The performance at high speed which is where it
counts should be 29 to 1 at 100 knots.

--.
KESTREL 22, series two, Price

£10,700.

Deliveries available towards the end of 1975.

For further information or delivery options contact

LINGSBY
IRKBYMOORSIDE
Telephone Kirkbymoorside 31751

SAILPLANES
•

YORKSHIRE
Telex 57911

